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PREFACE. 
,....,..~""'~AKLUYT, a Prebendary of Brif-
tol, in 1584, in writing the "Early 
Hiftory of Maritime Enterprife," 
conferred a great boon on all f uc-
ceeding hiftorians ; but it muft be allowed that, 
occaftonally, he took great liberties with the 
text of his authorities. 
His errors have been followed to a greater 
or leffer extent, by our principal naval writers, 
who were moft of them content to accept his 
authority without the trouble of further fearch. 
Thus the three or n1ore voyages of Cabot 
are jumbled together in Ramufio's ftatement 
altered by Hakluyt, and again by his copyifts, 
leaving the whole a contradiCtory and bewilder-
ing puzzle to all who read the .differing ftate-
ments. 
The writer has felt that the recent difcovery 
in the "Bibliotheque Imperial" of a map of 
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Cabot, dated 1 5 44, gives a key to the enigma, 
and the following pages attempt to define the 
feparate voyages, the object and ref ults of 
each, from a careful analyfts of all the evidence 
at command. 
Still, had Biddle's memoir of Sebafl:ian 
Cabot (A.D. 1831) been written in a concifer 
and clearer fl:yle, with lefs of petulance and 
hypercriticifm, the probabilities are that this 
attempt would never have been made. 
His work is full of hifl:oric refearch, and 
has done good fetvice ; the writer has drawn 
· largely from his materials, and deftres to ac-
knowledge the obligation. 
Differing widely from him on fome points, 
it is but right to add that the author's conclu-
ftons have been mainly arrived at through 
evidence which was not known to be in exifl:-
ence thirty years ftnce. 
This additional evidence created a defire to 
clear the character of a fellow-citizen, and to 
place him in his proper pofition before the 
world. 
For that Cabot was really a great man, few 
or none who read thefe pages will difpute. 
Preface. 
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Nor does his greatnefs arif e from the mere 
accident of difcovery. What he found he 
fought for, or, at all events, its equivalent; 
w hilft his whole Iif e manif efts a perfiftent, 
energetic determination to attain a given ob-
jeet ; combined with a capacious power of in -
telleet, which enabled him to graf p, determine, 
explain, and apply problems in fcience that 
his contemporaries underftood not. 
In him was the proverb verified : "Seeft 
thou a man diligent in bufinefs r he fhall 
fl:and before kings ; he fhall not ft and before 
mean men." The haughty grandees of Spain 
owned him as their peer, whilft the nobleft 
blood of England held office under him. 
The man who could not only come out un-
fcathed from the hotbed of tyranny, licentious 
cruelty, and debafing f uperftition which Spain 
and the Spanifh poffeffions in America openly 
dif p1ayed in that age, but could pen thofe 
prudent, wife, and pious inftrutl:ions which he 
gave to the men whom he feletl:ed and em-
ployed, muft ever be entitled to the epithet of 
a great man. 
What he did for his country, its commerce 
• 
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x Preface. 
and its fhipping, the following pages will in 
fame meaf ure indicate. 
Though his dufl: lies in an unknown and 
unhonoured grave, and his fl:atue graces neither 
palace nor city, if this work fhould clear for 
him a niche in the memory of his countrymen, 
it will be by them fpeedily filled, for 
''A good 1nan's deeds are his heft monument;'' 
And Sebaftian Cabot will henceforth have a 
home in every Englifu heart, as well as in that 
of the great nation who dwell in the land which 
he firfl: difcovered, and which ought at this day, 
infl:ead of America, to be called Cabotia. 
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LIFE OF SEBASTIAN CABOT. 
CHAPTER I. 
The Fifteenth Century a titt'te of awakening and difcovery. 
Printing acceffory to, and a quickener of, Mariti111e 
energy. Fir fl begin11ing of the Oriental trade, until its 
abfarption by the Venetians. 
'~~~ HE doling decades of the fifteenth 
century form one of the turning 
points of the world's hifl:ory. 
Darknefs had covered the earth, 
and thick darknefs had ma11tled around its 
' 
people; but now it began to feel the folid land; 
to emerge from the n1ire of ignorance and f u-
1 perftition in which it had long been floundering, 
and to difcern, though as yet but dimly, in the 
grey dawning light, the mifl:y path of its future 
trave]. 
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Printing, 
15th Cen-
tury. 
Life of 
That mighty difcovery, printing, was like a 
ne creation, and God's fiat, " Light BE !" 
was as potent in the world of intellett as it 
erA: was in the world of matter. 
e buried treafure of the ancients was 
n w exhumed ; the garnered fl:ore of the 
gathered wifdom of the bygone ages, hitherto 
inacceffible, was unlocked, and the living feed, 
fcattered over the globe, gladdened its inha-
bitants, enlarging and enriching their minds, 
and was hailed with rapture by a.11 who 
valued learning. 
The early printers were either fcholars them-
fel ves, or they kept learned men in their em-
ployment to revife and correCl: each 1heet as it 
came from the pref&. 
Hence, books ere at firft: luxuries in which 
only popes, emperors, a.nd ki gs could in-
dulge 
The li fl: objed of the ri ters wa rather to 
diffufe the accumulated e.a ing of the pafl:, 
than to difcover and develope new mines of 
intellett in the iving age ; earnefl:ly they fet 
themfel ves to the a of efcu · ng the fcattered 
manufcripts of the orators, hiftorians, poets 
Sebajlian Cabot. 
and philofophers of Greece_ and Rome from 
oblivion ; and f oon placed thefe beyond the 
rifk of extinetion from neglect or ignorant 
careleffi1efs. I As foon as the princes and public libraries, 
&c., were f upplied, the craving defires of men 
of letters, but of limited means, elicited cheaper 
editions, which reduced at once the cofl:Iy and 
cumbrous folio to the compact neat octavo or 
duodecimo. 
Very fOon the printer found there was a 
market for his wares in the U niverfities, large 
towns, and amongft at leafl: a portion of the 
country gentry and clergy, who confiantly de-
manded cheaper editions of the early claffics. 
This demand opened, widened, and deepened 
the fountains of literature. Scholarly printers, 
Jike Aldus, no longer waited for the approving 
nod of pope, emperor, or cardinal, ere they 
began to print ; and with a regular and 
increafing demand, fervile dependence on great 
patrons died out. 
Brought now into collifion with the mighty 
dead, the living intellect hitherto "cabined, 
cribbed, confined," began to germinate ; 
3 
Great de-
mand for 
books. 
• 4 Life of 
thoughts, vague and undefined, which had been 
floating about in their own minds, fl:udents 
found h prefented themfelves, perhaps in a 
different phafe, to others; or the fl:udy of books, 1 
gave to them the proof that had been wanting 
in their own experience, and forthwith, as 
Minerva fprung ready armed from the head 
of Jove, the theorem was complete and they 
rulhed into print. 
Then daring, praCl:ical men arofe, who 
reduced the theory to practice, and amidfl: a 
multitude:, doubtlefs, of fl:illborn fai]ures, the 
world was confl:antly aroufed by the tidings of 
fome new and brilliant fuccefs. 
1 Reformation: Coincident with the difcovery of the new 
art, and running parallel with its progrefs, if 
not heading and leading it, came tk doctrines 
of the Reformation, which proclaimed the 
Bible as the all-f ufficient and only infallible 
teacher of man. 
This, meeting a felt want, and promifing to 
fill an aching, empty void in the human heart, 
at once created a clamorous demand for the 
word of God. 
The Dame Partingtons of the day fl:rove in 
• 
Sebaflian Cabot. 
--·------- --- -
vain to fiem the tide; buying up the early 
tomes and burning them, they unwittingly ad-
vertifed and found capital for new and more 
-
5 
-~---
correct editions, fo that in feventy-four years, Bible, num-
bers printed 
from A. D. I 5 2.6 to A. D. I 600, we had in Eng- in England. 
land alone 3 26 editions of the Bible, or parts 
of the Bible, printed, and thefe were not a tithe 
of the whole, for ~he preffes of Europe were 
teeming with the fcriptures. 
Printing had no inconfiderable influence on 
the pioneers of geographical difcovery. 
Geographical 
difcovery fti. 
I mulated. 
They found that Diodorus Siculus defcribed 
certain Carthaginian fail ors who had voyaged 
through the pillars of Hercules into the At-
lantic Ocean, and there difcovered a country · 
which furnifhed all the neceffaries and con- · 1 
I 
I 
veniences of life. 
That the Phrenicians, Greeks and Sataf pes 
the Perfian, had coafied Africa, whilfl: Par-
menides had, ages on ages before, divided the 
.. 
earth into zones. 
I 
That Ptolemy, in the fecond century, had Ptolemy. 
applied geometrical principles to the confl:ruc-
tion of maps, the different projeetions of the 
f phere, and had alfo difiributed the places of 
I 
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t e ·earth according to their feveral latitudes 
a ngtt des. 
e fati fi.ed t at the earth wa a phere, 
o g a fu t o Cathay, or e Eaff: 
d e e ho gh not unappalled, by 
,~ or imag· y gers which they fup-
t e · for the early geo-
d t ccident as the 
f d form, and their 
· c , in that f uper-
a , o errify all but a 
fe true-hearted oble nd . 
Thefe, rifing themfelves above the fear of 
f pir· tual hobgoblins, had not only to calm the 
terrors of their followers and encourage the 
ti id, hut alfo to devife plans for overi om1ng 
t e real phyfical da ger hie fc t t cir un-
and----
Colum 
norther a 
with pain 
fo g t defi 
·ng b r 
nown 
---- chants. 
in a high 
• 
e ployment 
d he long-
huge fields o 
... __ llt.&.~---rred the ti · 
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or hindered the ambitious mariner, who fought 
to get to the eafl: by failing due weft. · 
The central zone was equally well guarded . 
by what is now known as the Sarguff um Sea, 
1 
a vafl: belt of floating feaweed which covers an 
j extent of ocean equal · in fize to the Mediter-
1 ranean Sea. 
I The fouth:..wefl: and north-wefl: feemed alone 
to afford a f olution of the difficulty, and to offer 
a fhorter road to the attainment of their objeet. 
Let us briefly confider how the oriental trade 
" 
had grown and been carried on. 
From before the eighth century Conftanti-
nople had drawn rich fl:ores from the Indies, 
and that metropolis of the eafl:ern en1pire had, 
notwithflanding the difadvantages attendant on 
a long and perilous overland route for this 
traffic, acquired and retained the pofition of 
the opulent mart for the produce of Cathay. 
• 
Antioch and Tyre, whofe fhips coafted along 
the lhores of the Perfian Gulf and the Red 
Sea, fuccefsfully competed for their !hare in 
the riches of the Orient. 
When the Croifaders, on their way to the 
Holy Land, viewed the magnificence and f pl en-
7 
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i Venice and 
I Genoa ta1{.e 
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to the trade. 
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bute. 
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dour which Confl:antinople and the other cities I 
that they captured had attained through being I 
1 the channels for the trade, they fet to work to I 
learn the arts and to fathom the policy of their 
inhabitants : they traced the fources of their 
wealth, and as long as they held any pofl: in 
the country they encouraged this Jong-efl:a-
blifhed commerce. 
Keen-fighted practical men, f uch as the 
Venetians and Genoefe traders and merchants 
were, whofe country had been benefited and 
their large wealth amaifed by thefe holy wars, 
gradually crept into, and ere Jong· engroifed 
nearly the whole of this Indian trade. 
Precious commodities of fmall bulk, as 
cloves, nutmegs, pearls and diamonds, were 
long carried via the Perfian Gulf, Bulfora and 
Bagdad, to fame port on the Mediterranean ; 
whiHl rnore bulky goods came by the Red 
Sea and through Alexandria. 
Confl:ant robberies by the land route and a 
heavy tribute by the fea, levied in Egypt, kept 
the prices fo high, that it is really wonderful 
how buyers could be found; neverthelefs the 
1 demand fl:eadily increafed. 
--------·------ -------- --·--
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I The wily Mohammedans took care to keep 1 
the producer and confumer af under; no Chrif-
tian was allowed to pafs through their countries 
to trade direet with the Indies ; (by the general 
term Indies, will be underftood all the iflands 
and countries eaft of the Perfian Gulf). 
By-and-by came the dreadful incurfions of 
the Tartars, under cc J enghis Khan," who broke 
up the power of the Mohammedans. 
Through the thus fcattered tribes an adven-
turous brave Venetian, Marco Paulo by name, 
in the thirteenth century reached Benga.], Gu-
zerat, China and Pekin ; vifited Java, Ceylon, 
and Malabar; to all of which he gave the 
names they now bear ; he mentions alfo, though 
he did not vifit it, the Ifie of Zipangri, moft 
probably a part of Japan. 
The difcovery of thefe immenfe ·regions, 
hitherto unvifited, of mythical extent, the 
fabulous accounts of their wealth, furni.fhed 
room for f peculation and ftimulated adventure. 
The trade fteadily increafed for two cen-
turies. Then came the irruption of the Sara-
cens, and, finally, their capture of Confl:anti-
nople in 1453 A.o., which at once threw the 
9 
Tartar incur· 
fions. 
Marco 
Paulo's tra-
vels. He re-
turned, A. D. 
. 
1291, 1m-
menfely rich. 
See Ifaacfon's 
'' Saturni I 
Ephemerides,'' l 
A. D. 1633. I 
Saracens take 
Conftanti-
nople. 
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IO 
Genoa crip-
pled, A . D. 
1453. 
Life of Sebaflian Cabot. 
whole trade into the hands of the Venetians, 
through the forefight with which they had 
fecured a road by a treaty with Egypt in 
1425, A.D. 
Their great rivals, the Genoefe, had culti-
vated the trade with Greece and Conflantinople, 
getting their f upplies thence, and having large 
eftablifhments there ; but they were now driven 
from thefe poff'effions by the Turks, and fo 
thoroughly humbled that they could no longer 
contend with the Queen of the Adriatic. 
CHAPTER II. 
lrenetian policy; growth in riches; caufes of her decay. 
Reputed difcovery of Brazil in A. n. 1460, by a citizen 
of Nuremberg. Columbus. John Cabot's advent in 
England,· Jettlement at Brijlol; probable jite of his 
htJme; pojfibi!ity of his having been an Englifhman; 
acquires his citizenjbip in /7enice in A. D. 1476; 
S ebaftian born in Brijlol about I 47 2, A. o. Henry /71 I.' s 
firft Charter to the family. 
~..,.. .... ~, HE crafty Venetians did not, like 
their predeceffors, drain Europe 
of its gold and filver to pay for 
the commodities they bought, but, 
purchafing of the n1erchants in Egypt and 
Syria, they paid them by barter; taking to 
them the produce of Europe in exchange, and 
thus making a profit both ways. 
Venice now became the emporium for In-
dian goods, and attained fuch power and 
f plendour as never before, or feldom fince, 
• 
Venetian 
policy. 
t 
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I 
Splendour of I 
I Venice. 
belonged to any European fiate ; their mag-
nificent houfes, rich furniture, profufion of 
plate, and elegance of living, furpaffed concep-
• t1on. 
Nor was this mere oftentatious difplay, but 
the natural ref ult off uccefsf ul indufl:ry, which, 
1 having with eafe acquired wealth, chofe to en-
' joy it in f plendour. 
To carry on the trade the nobles and rich 
merchants lent their moneys, at a good rate of 
interefl:, in the eleventh century getting 20 per 
cent., and even down to the fifteenth they made 
1 regularly their 1 2 per cent. on f uch tranf-
aCl:ions. 
In addition to · the commerce thus opened 
up, and now monopolized by Venice, fhe, all 
but ftngle-handed, withftood on the feaboard 
the advance of the encroaching, invading 
Saracens or Turks, not only repaying her 
expenfes, but enriching herfelf with the fpoils 
of the cities fhe captured. 
Tapeftries which Grecian dames, like Pe-
1 nelope, had woven, were ruthlefsly torn from 
the walls ; Damafcene blades, richly inlaid 
yataghans, paintings, and fculpture, found 
------------ ----------
• 
Seba)lian Cabot. 
1 their way to Venice, and the city laboured 
under a plethora of wealth. 
At laft, about A. o. 14 70, the tide of vie-
. tory . feemed to turn; the Turks entered and 
overran Dalmatia and .A.uftria, carrying away 
5000 captives ; laicl wafl:e Bofi1ia, Styria, 
Carinthia, took Capha, Taurica, Cherfom-
1 ref us, doing very great damage to the V ene-
tian territories, fo that in I 4 7 8 the Republic 
was glad to make peace. 
Two years after this Venice joined the 
Florentines in a war againft the Pope, in 
which, in two years, fhe f pent 600,000 
crowns. 
· Wars and rumours of war in quick f uccef-
fion follow, unt~l we are not furprifed to find 
the Turk again overrunning her territories, 
and taking 4000 of her people captive on one 
occafion. 
Lepanto, Medona, Crotone, Pilas and 
Ciffeum fuccumbed before the invader; the 
Turks fuc-
cefsful. 
Saracen found finn footing in Italy, and Ve- A. n. 1 sc2 . 
nice was again glad to make peace with 
Bajazat. 
Meanwhile two heavier blows than even 
De Gama 
doubles the 
i Cape. 
i 
I 
I 
I 
Behem . 
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thefe expenftve wars, were being dealt to the 
queenly city. We take the fecond of thefe 
firft. 
After a tedious courfe of voyages, V afco 
de Gama doubled the Cape of Good Hope, 
and coafted fuccefsfully the wefl:ern fhores of 
.l-\.frica, reaching Calicut, on the Malabar 
. coafl:, on the 24th May, 1498, A. D. 
Loading hi~ ihip with the produce of that 
country, and of the more remote regions which 
he found there, he efcaped a multitude of 
dangers, and returned fafely to Portugal. 
Here he had a mofl: gracious reception, and 
the king at once fecured by papal bu11 the 
fole right to trade with the new lands thus 
vifited, which were, in fact, treated as new 
difcoveries by Portugal. 
This was a mortal fl:ab to the trade of 
Venice, from which it never recovered. 
The other blow, though in reality :firft 
fl:ruck, was more flow, but even more certain, 
and jufl: as fatal in its operation. 
As long fince as A. D. 1460 ( fo the archives 
of Nuremberg fl:ate) one of their citizens, 
Martin Behem by name, had failed in qUefl: 
Sebtiflian Cabot. 
of the mythical land difcovered in the Atlantic 
by the Carthaginians. 
He reached Madeira, and founding a colony 
of Flemings there was by the king of Portugal 
made governor of Fayal, and in 1484, in 
ihips provided by the king, he, it is faid, dif-
covered Brazil, and even the firaits now known 
by the name of Magellan. 
His own letters, a terreftrial globe, and 
charts of the lands thus difcovered, are faid to 
have been depoftted in 149 2, and are fiil1 
preferved in the archives of his native city. 
Hartman Schedl, and Petreus Matreus, 
writing two years before the dif coveries of 
Columbus, confirm this. It would be ex-
ceedingly interefting to have this verified, but 
our decided opinion is that he merely drew on 
his map the theory which Columbus after-
wards praCl:ically carried out, and we very 
much doubt the correCl:nefs of the date 1460. 
This chart is f aid to have determined Magellan 
in the courfe he purf ued. 
Authors agree that Columbus had fome in-
formation ref peCl:ing the wefiern fhores, though 
they all fpeak very vaguely as to its fource; 
i 
I 
r 
Globe and I 
Charts at Nu- f 
rem berg. 
Columbus. 
Hears of the 
Weft. 
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now if this Behem was governor of Fayal dur-
ing the feveral voyages Columbus made to the 
Madeiras, the myftery is, we think, explained. 
Nor does it detract from the honours due to 
Columbus, for Behem does not feem to have 
thought that he had found more than an 
ifiand, and that not one of the rich Indies fo 
ardently defiderated. 
Columbus, when at lafl: he got a chance, 
took a more northerly courfe than Behem; 
and whilfl: he really found iflands and very 
rich ones even he never dreamt of a co11ti-
• 
nent fo near at hind, of which, be it remem-
bered, he never faw the fuores until Augufl: 
1498, A.O. 
This difcovery of the central part of Amew 
rica put Spain into poffeffion of immenfe 
treafures, which were gradually di.ffufed over 
Europe. 
Thefe ftimulated the indufl:ry of other na-
tions, and made them exert themfelves in fuch 
a way as foon to I elf en the demand for the 
Eafl:ern goods through the expenftve channel 
of Venice. 
There a gradual decline of trade had, from 
----··-·--· _ ._. ...... *m5te= nmneer•rt'ean m.,.... n-om:··&S"'wwr et _ _,.,...,. ........ ~.....,.,...------
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the middle of the century, neceffitated a more 
tiiftant fearch for cuftomers. '' If tl1e moun-
tain would not come to Mahomet, Mahomet 
muft go to the n1ountain." 
From this caufe, probably, about I 460 or 
1470, John Cabot, who it is exprefsly faid 
'' came to London to follow the trade of mer-
chandize/' found his way to Briftol, the fecond 
city in the kingdom, and containing, as we 
fhall by-and-by fee, at leaft fame congenial 
and brotherly adventurous fpirits. 
I In this city, not being allowed, by exifiing 
I jealous charters, which prefcribed that no 
ftranger tradef man fhould dwell in or tarry in 
the town for the fale of his wares beyond forty 
days, he could find no refting place. 
l 
I 
I 
t 
I j 
I 
He would moft Iikel y then fettle in the 
fuburb neareft to the town and fhipping. 
Thofe on the north and weft were already 
occupied by the Jews (Jacob's Wells and 
Stonebridge ), between whom and the Vene-
tians there was no congeniality of feeli.ng. 
The eafiern f uburb lay too far from the 
river, fo that there was only the fouthern 
left; and Langmead and Lokeings Croft, now 
c 
John Cabot 
fettles at 
Briftol. 
' ' Carta Jo-
hannis Comi-
tis 1\1oreton, 
A. D. I I88, 
afterwards 
King John, 
alfo 3 6 Henry 
l I I. I 2 5 2 A. D.' 
alfo 28 Ed- JJ 
vvard 1. I 300 
A.o., &c.&c.,, 
' I 
Cathay, a 
Brifrol 
fuburb. 
Tradition 
fays Sebaftian 
was born 
here. 
Eden, fol. 
255. 
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known as Cathay, running right up under the 
very fhadow of old St. Mary Redcliffe Church, 
would, to the foreigner, compelled to live and 
trade outfide the bounds of the city, offer the 
mofl: co11venient fite. 
Dou btlefs, other Venetians traded here alf o, 
and their goods being moftly from Cathay, as 
the Indies were called, we may fairly f uppofe 
gave the locality the defignation which it bears 
to this day. 
Here then it is probable John Cabot fettled 
(and traded), having for a fhort period as a 
near neighbour, on the other fide of the church, 
the famous Wil1iam Canynge. May we not 
conjeC1ure alfo that the wealthy Englifh mer-
chant and the rich Venetian trader ftruck hands 
at many a bargain, and drank not a few tank-
ards of f piced Canary together ? Somewhere 1 
in this locality his two younger fons, Sebaftian I 
and SanCl:us, were born ; for though we know I 
what Sebafl:ian ·is reported to have told Con- I 
tarini, the plain fimple words of his utterance to ' 
R. Eden are fo natural and truthful, that we at 
once accept them, and will deal with the other 
fl:atement elfewhere. Eden fays, then (fol. 2 5 5): 
Seba.ftian Cabot. 
cc Sebafl:ian Cabot told me that he was bor11e Eden's'' De-
1 d ,, 5 I ca es, 2 5. 
in Bryil:owe, and that at iiij yeare ould he was 
1 
carried with his father to Venice, and (o re-
turned agayne into England with his father 
a(ter certayne years, whereby he was thought 
to have been born i11 Venice.'' 
Here we have the quefl:ion fettled more 1 
than three hundred years fince, on the highefi: 
authority, as to the city of his birth ; the date 
is not fo eafily fixed, different writers placing 
it from about A.D. 1474 to A.D. 1477. 
We are much inclined, for feveral reaf ons, 
to adopt the firfl: date as the nearefl: the truth. 
Richard Eden, in his " Decades of the New 
World," &c. (A.D. 15 5 5 ), fpeaking of him as one 
knowing him intimately, does f o in language 
which implies great age. One chapter has for 
its title, " Ly kewyfe of the vyages of that 
woorthy man, Sebafl:ian Cabote, yat lyvynge,'' 
&c. But the matter is 11ow, we think, fatif-
faCtoril y fettled by Rawdon Brown's " V ene-
tian Calendar," taken from the Archives of 
Venice, where, under date of Augufl: l l, 
l 4 7 2, is a privilege conferring the rights of 
citizenfhip on Aloife F ontano, of Be.rgan1e, 
''Venetian 
I Calendar.,' 
I 
I 
'I 
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command 
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and a f upplementary memorandum, purport-
ing that fixteen other privileges, of later date, 
had bee·n conceded to various individuals, in.-
eluding one to John Cabot, thus : cc Simile 
privilegium fat1:um fuit J ohanni Cahoot fi:1b 
, duce fupra fcripto, A.D. 1476." 
Under date March 29, 1476, we find a 
decree of the · Senate, cc That a privilege of I 
citizenlhip, within and without, be made for I 
I John Cabot, as uf ual, for a refidence of fifteen 
years. Ayes, 149. Noes, o. Neutral, o." 
This proves John to have been in Venice 
in 1476. Sebafl:ian fays that he was four years 
old when taken there, which places his birth in 
1472. If, however, John arrived in Venice and 
fuedouta patentinA.D. 14 7 2, which was not com-
pleted until 14 76, when he was again leaving-
and the two entries may mean this this would 
then placeSebafl:ian's birth as early as A.D. 1468. 
However, the proof feems conclufive that 
he was at the leafl: twenty-three years of age 
at the date of the firfl: patent of 1495, and 
confequently was twenty-five at the failing of 
the expedition and the landing on the Ame-
• • • 
, rtcan cont111ent 1n 1497. 
J ______ .. _ ____ _ 
_____ , _____ _ 
·SebajJian Cabot. 
This removes an objection which fame have 
hazarded as to Sebaftian's extreme youth, and 
the improbability of his being employed in fo 
hazardous a work. 
We muft remember alfo that Venice and 
Genoa largely fupplied us with failors as well 
as ihips, and all Sebaftian's after life proved 
that he was the peer of Columbus himfelf in 
the fcience of na,,vigation, and his moft worthy 
f ucceffor in the office of Grand Pilot to the 
Court of Spain. 
Such a manhood would have had a promif-
ing youth ; the future feaman muft have been 
plainly difcoverable between the age of feven-
teen and twenty-five the two extremes given 
as to his age at the date of the firft voyage. 
What countryman originally was John Ca-
bot? As we have feen, he only becomes a 
Venetian citizen in 1476. Was old John 
Stow right in calling hin1 a Genoefe, or was 
he after all an Englilhman, who for fame fer-
vice had this honour conferred upon him, even 
as William Gold had? For aught that ap-
pears to the contrary, he himfelf might have 
been born in Brifiol ; and not many years 
I 
I 
i 
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Trained with 
firft rate fai-
lors. 
I What coun-
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Wm. Gold, 
fee '" V ene-
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dar," a brave 
Englifh ad· 
venturer. 
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fince we are aif ured there \Vere feveral deeds 
in the muniment chefl: of St. Thomas, in this 
city, of Henry VII.'s reign, which were at-
• 
tefl:ed by fome of that name. Unfortunately, 
and though mofl: diligent fearch has been made 
. after them, it has been hitherto unf uccefsful. 
Ere we leave this part of the f ubjeet, let us 
obferve, that in the firfl: patent the name 
of his youngefl: brother, Sanetus1 is alfo men-
tioned. This, we think, affords fl:rong cor-
roboration, if not abfolute proof, that the age 
of Sebafl:ian was greater than many of his 
1 biographers have f uppofed, for it is not very 
likely that a minor's name would be aif ociated 
in a King's patent. 
Further, though it is faid of him that he 
returned, when a youth, from Venice to Eng-
land, it is nowhere faid that this patent of 
1495 was granted immediately on his arrival; 
he may probably have been here for years. 
cc His early voyages fofl:ered in him a love 
for the fea, and from boyhood he was infl:rutted 
in all the known branches of navigation; he 
thus became an apt fcholar in the profeffion 
he loved, and made feveral lhort trips to fea, 
i-----· ---· ----- -- -------- ---------
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in order to acquire a practical as well as theo-
retical knowledge." 
At the probable period of his return to his 
native place, Europe was ringing with the dif-
coveries of Colun1bus, and Henry VII., full 
of chagrin that through his own parfimony 
and delay he had loft the prize which Spain 
had won, had concluded a treaty with Den-
mark, by which he could pour into Iceland 
(Hland) all kinds of clothing, provifions or 
other commodities, without let or hindrance, 
evidently (and probably by the elder Cabot's 
advice) ain1ing to make it a fort of half-way ' 
houfe in the north-weft road to Cathay. 
Sebaftian Cabot, full of enthuftafm, does 
full juftice to the mafter-mind of the feas; 
and fpeaking of the difcoveries of Columbus, 
fays: "All men with great admiration affirm 
it to be more divine than human : the fame 
and report thereof increafed in my heart a 
great flame and defire to attempt fame notable 
thing." 
And being, Stow fays, "expert with know-
ledge of the circuit of the world, and the 
iflands of the fame, as by his charts and other 
Returning 
from his voy-
ages, he hears 
of the fame 
of Columbus. 
Henry VII. 
concludes a 
treaty for 
trading with 
Iceland. 
Cabot praifes 
and feeks to 
emulate Co-
lumbus. 
Stow's " An- 1 
nals," p. 804, 
ed. 1605 A. D. 
Henry VII.'s 
firft Charter 
to the Cabot 
fam ily for 
five fhips. 
Lift of 
reafonable demonftrations he fhowed, caufed 
the King to man and vitl:ual a fhip," &c. 
The charter iliows this to have been an 
• 
error. The rich Venetian merchant and his 
fons were to find the fhip and bear all ex-
penfes, the wily king ftipulating for one-fifth 
of the gains, without any ri:lk whatever. 
The patent runs thus :-
"Henry, by the grace of God, &c. &c. 
"Be it known to all, that we have given 
and granted, and by thefe prefents do give and 
grant, to our well-beloved John Cabot, citizen 
of Venice, to Lewis, Sebaftian, and Santl:us, 
f ons of the faid John, and to their heirs and 
deputies, full and free authority, leave and 
power, to fail to all parts, countries and feas of 
the Eajl, of the Weft, and of the North, 
under our banners and enfigns, with five fhips, 
of what burthen or quality f oever they be, and 
as many mariners and men as they will take 
with them in the faid fhips, upon their own 
proper cojf s and charges, to feek out, difcover 
and find, whatfoever Illes, Countries, Regions 
or Provinces of the Heathen and Infidels, 
i 
\ 
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Sebaflian Cabot. 
the world which before this time have been 
unknown to all Chriftians. We have granted 
25 
to them and every of them and their deputies, 
and have given them our licenfe, to fet up our . 
· banners and enfigns i.n every village, town, 
cafl:le, ifle or mainland, of them newly found ; 
and that the faid John and his fons and their 
heirs may f ubdue, occupy and poffefs all f uch 
towns, cities, &c. by them found, which they 
can f ubdue, occupy and poffefs as our vaffals 
and lieutenants, getting to us the rule, title 
and jurifdiCl:ion of the faid villages, towns, &c. 
,,. Yet fo that the faid John and his fons and 
their heirs, of all the fruits, profits and com-
modities growing from f uch navigation, lhall 
be held and bound to pay to us, in wares or 
money, the fifth part of the capital gain fo 
gotten for every their voyage, as often as they 
lhall arrive at our port of Briftol (at which 
port they lhall be obliged only to arrive), de-
duCl:ing all manner of neceffary cofl:s and 
charges by them made: we giving and grant-
ing unto them and their heirs and deputies 
that they lhall be free from all payments of 
cuftoms on all fuch merchandize they lhall 
To conquer, 
occupy, pof-
fefs, trade, 
and pay the 
king, in wares 
or money, 
one fifth of 
of the net 
profit at Brif-
tol each voy-
age. 
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bring with them from the places fo newly 
found. 
" And moreover we have given and granted 
to them and their heirs and deputies that all 
the firm land, iflands, villages, towns, &c. 
they fhall chance to find, may not, without 
licenfe of the faid John Cabot a11d his fons, be 
fo frequented and vifited, under pain of lofing 
their !hips and all the goods of them who 
!hall pref ume to fail to the places fo found. 
" Willing, and commanding fl:rietly all and 
fingular our fubjeCl:s, as well on land as on 
fea, to give good affifiance to the faid John 
and his fons and deputies, and that as well in 
arming and furnilhing their fhips and veffels 
as in provifion of food and buying victuals for 
their money, and all other things by them to 
be provided neceffary for the faid navigation, 
they do give them all their favours and affifi-
ance. 
"Witnefs myfelf at W efiminfl:er, 5th March, 
in the eleventh year of our reign, or I 49 5 A.D." 
As the civil year began on March 25th this 
would be really in the year I 496 A. o., one year 
only before the expedition failed. 
.• 
CHAPTER III. 
11.,vpothetical voyage of the Cabots, in 1474 A. n., previous . 
to the Charter of Henry; fupported by Sebajlian Cabot's 
Map, publifhed I 544, now in Paris: reajons which 
jlrengthen this view. State of England, and of Brijlol, 
at the period of the Charter. 
'£,;;;;:.~~, HE foregoing is the original charter 
of Henry VII., which is generally 
fu ppof ed to have preceded the dif-
covery. A contrary theory has 
been broached, and is upheld by Harris, Pin-
kerton, Barro\v, and others ; viz., that the 
Cabots had, from their own private refources, 
failed wefiward, and, difcovering the land, re-
turned haftily, and, by their reprefentations in-
duced the king to grant them this patent. The 
two firft named write as follows :-
Theory of 
an earlier 
voyage. 
Harris, vol. ii. 1 
p. 190, ed. 
" But the year before that patent was granted, 
viz., in I 494, John Cabot, with his fon Sebaf-
tian, had failed from Briftol upon difcov~ry, 
I 1744. 
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Barrow, 
'' Chronolo· 
gical Hiftory 
of Voyages," 
p. 32. 
See Map. 
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and had actually feen the continent of New-
f oundland, to which they gave the name of 
' Prima Vifia,' or firfi f een. And on the 24th 
of June in the fame year, he went on ihore on 
an ifland, which, becaufe it was difcovered on 
that day, he called 'St. John's;' and of this 
ifland he reported very truly that the foil was 
barren, th_at it yielded little, and that the people 
wear bearfkin clothes and were ar.med with 
bows_, arrows, pikes, darts, wooden clubs, and 
flings; but that the coafi abounded with fi{h, 
and upon this report of his, the before-men-
tioned patent of March 5, 1496, was granted.'' 
Here.in is the record of all the voyages n1ud-
dled up in one fiatement. 
Barrow fays, " there is no poffible way of 
reconciling the various accounts but by fup-
pofing John Cabot to have made one voyage, 
at leafi, previous to the date of the patent, 
and f ome time between that and the date of 
the return of Columbus, either in 1494 or 
1495·" 
Now, the above fiatements agree en~irely 
with the infcription on the map of Seb. Cabot 
in. the " Bibliotheque Imperial" of Paris, date 
f/ebajlian Cabot. 
I 544, publilhed during Cabot's lifetime, which 
is as follows :-
" Terram hanc olim nobis claufam aperuit 
Johannes Cabotus V enetus, nee non Sebafl:ianus 
Cabotus ejus filius anno ab orbe redempto, 
I Only en· 
I graven map 
1494, die vero 24 J unii hara 5, fub dilucolo 
quam terram primum vifam appellarunt et in-
f ulam quandam ei oppofitam Inf ulam di vi 
Joannis nominarunt quippe qure folemni die 
fefl:o divi J oannis aperte fuit." 
This inf cription cannot be a mifl:ake in the 
date, for it is alike in both the Spanifh and the 
l..,atin infcriptions, and it is abundantly evident 
that the publifher of the n1ap confidered and 
believed it to be perfectly true that Cabot did 
make this voyage in I 494. Kochhaf alfo notes 
this date in his book as having been feen by 
him on a map of Cabot at Oxford. 
By the courtefy of the officials connected with 
the above admirable library, and the kindnefs of ] 
R. H. Major, Efq., F.S.A., of the map depart-
ment of the Britiih Mufeum, we are enabled 1 
to give a fac fimile of this precious document; 
cc The only engraven copy," fays Monfieur 
Tafchereau, "which is known of the map of 
of Cabot,s in , 
exiftence at I 
'' Bibliotheq ue ! 
Imperial," i 
Paris. l 
Kochhaf's 
teftimony. 
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Cape Breton 
pro ba bl y dif-
co vered firft, 
and that in 
1494. 
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Sebaftian Cabot." If, therefore, this is to be 
depended on, we mufl: antedate the difcovery 
by three years, and fuppofe, which is probable 
enough, that immediately on Columbus' return, 
in March, 1493, as foon as the news fpread, it 
fired the ambition of the Ca bots, and getting 
ready during the enfuing winter for an adven-
turous voyage, they ftarted in the early furn mer 
of 1494, and difcovered the land at Cape Bre-
ton on June 24, in that year. 
The above view is perfeetly conftftent with 
Se~aftian's defcription to Ramufto's friend; 
nor is it at all at variance with the wording 
of the firfl: charter, but rather the contrary. 
cc They were to ' take five ihips, to fet up 
our banner and enfigns in every village, town, 
cafl:le, ifl.e, or n1ainland of them newly found.' 
* * * to trade and pay a fifth of the profits to 
the king." 
For an uncertain voyage of difcovery, five 
fuips would be needlefs : for trading purpofes 
with a newly-difcovered region as a mutual 
defence, and a politic dif play of power before 
the heathen and infidels we can underfl:and it. 
Beftdes, in the Venetian envoy's letter, written 
I 
i 
I 
Seba.ftian Cabot. 
after the return from the firfl: voyage under 
the charter, he is fpoken of as "a man who 
has good ikill in difcovering new iflands ;'' a 
retrofpeel:ive view, which points back to fome 
difcovery previous to the one jufl: then made. 
Again, in the "Spanilh State Papers,'' vol. i. 
p. 177, we have corroborative tefl:imony which 
carries us back ael:ua] I y beyond the date of 
Columbus. Don Pedro de Ayala, a Spanifh 
envoy in England, in a letter to his foveteigns 
Ferdinand and Ifabella, dated July 25, 1498, 
fays " That the people of Brifl:ol fent out every 
year two or three or four light fhips, caravelas, 
in fearch of the ifland of B1·azil and the feven 
cities, according to the fancy of that Italian 
Cabot, and that they have done for the lafl: · 
feven years." 
Whether the father or the fon was the 
moving fpirit of the enterprife, mufl: be left 
largely to conjetl:ure; one thing feems to be 
quite certain, Lewis and Sanetus, who are 
named in the patent, did not fail in the fhip ; 
it was either John and Sebaftian, or Sebafl:ian 
alone, to w horn the honour of the difcovery 
belongs. 
''Venetian 
Calendar." 
Pedro de Ay-
ala, the Spa· 
nilh envoy, 
fays Briftol 
and Cabotfent 
out /hips in 
fearch as early 
as 1491, one 
year before 
Columbus, 
vide '' Spaniih 
StatePapers," 
vol. i. p. 177. 
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Though the charter was granted in 149 5, 
yet from fome unknown reafon, moft probably 
the difordered ftate of the country, the expe-
dition did not fet fail until early in the f umn1er 
of 1497; and then in but one fhip, the now 
famous ' .' !v1atthew ," of and from Bri:fl:ol. 
It was the cuflom in England ( vide the 
cc Venetian Calendar") to hire mariners by the 
voyage ; it is not wonderful then, or even 
mattet of furprife to us to find, as we fhall, in 
the courfe of the narrative, that the men were 
in a hurry to return, and wifhed to fhorten 
their perilous fearch as much as poffible. 
Venice aCl:ed more wifely, paying her failors 
by the month and infliCl:ing a penalty of 200 
ducats on any captain who hired men by the 
voyage. 
It may help us to a better underfianding of 
the greatnefs of the undertaking, if inftead of 
looking at it fron1 our ftand point in this year 
of grace I 869, we fancy ourfelves living in 
the clofe of the fifteenth century, and, as in a 
panorama, view the varied piCl:ures it prefents 
at that period. 
Erafmus, in his letters, gives us fome pie-
l--------~~-----~~~~~~~~---
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turefque peeps at our anceftor's 1ife, more 
pungent than p1eafant. He fays: " The 
Englilh confl:ruCl: their rooms fo as to admit 
of no thorough draft; before I was thirty 
I years old, if I flept in a room which had been 
fhut up for n1onths without ventilation, I was 
immediately attacked with fever." 
It was his opinion (and a mofl: fenfible one 
it was) that the impure atmof phere of the 
dwellings caufed the deadly pefl:ilence called 
the "f weating ficknefs," which broke out 
about I 48 6. In Brifl:ol it carried off vafl: 
numbers of the inhabitants; both here and all 
over the country, gentle as well as fimple fell 
viCl:ims. 
1 Thofe attacked mofl:ly died in about three 
I hours : and many tow~s loft half their inha-
1 bitants. 
Strangers were faid to be free from danger: 
was it, perchance, becaufe of their greater 
perfonal cleanlinefs ? for whilfl: the houfes of 
the Englifh gentry were in the fl:ate defcribed 
by Erafmus, we cannot conceive that any clafs· 
of the community were cleanly in their perfons. 
Hear what the fcholar from Rotterdam fays: 
D 
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cc The dirt, of even the better clafs houfes, is 
1 abon1inable; the floors are moftly of clay, 
ftrewed with rufhes ; frefh rufhes are periodi-
cally laid over them, but the old ones remain 
as a foundation for perhaps twenty years toge-
ther, amidft which lies, unmolefted, an ancient 
colleCl:ion of beer, greafe, fragments, bones, 
f pittle, excrements of dogs and cats, and every-
thing nafl:y !" 
What wonder that in towns crowded witl1 
fuch homes, peftilence was fo frequent . and 
fo deadly. The fame keen obferver fays 
alfo :-
'' It would contribute more to the health of 
the people if they ate and drank lefs, and lived 
more on frefh n1eat than falt ." 
The city feafts were as magnificent in the 
days of Henry VII. as they are now, and quite 
as ftupid. Francefco Capello, the Venetian 
ambaffador here in 1502, fays in his relation 
of England : cc At the Lord Mayor's banquet 
in the Guildhall a thoufand people were feated 
at table, and the dinner lafted four hours ! " 
At the !heriffs' dinner, he f peaks iilfo of the 
1 infinite prof ufton of victuals, and notices " how 
Sebaftian Cabot. 
punctilioufly they fat in their order, and the 
extraordinary filence of every one.'' 
cc They think no greater honour can be con-
ferred or received, than to invite others to eat 
1 \Vith them; they would fooner fpend :five or 
fix ducats to provide an entertainment for a 
perfon, than a groat to affifl: him in difl:refs." 
"They have alfo," fays he, "the incredible 
courtefy of remaining with their heads un-
covered, with an admirable grace, whilfl: they 
talk to each otl1er. '' 
Before leaving this part of our f ubjeCl: we 
will give a bill of the feafl: of one of the arch-
bifuops of the land, originally publifued in a 
memoir of the Rev. Dr. Standfafl:, chaplain to 
Charles I. and rector of Chrifl:church in the 
city of BrifioL The original account was then 
in the Tower of London. 
• cc George Nevill, brother to the great Earl 
of Warwick, on his infl:alment into his arch-
bifuoprick of York in the year 1470, made a 
feafl: for the nobility, gentry and clergy, where 
he fpent :-
300 qrs. of Wheat. 
300 ton of Ale. 
I 04 ton of Wine. 
I pipe f piced Wine. 
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So fat Oxen. 
6 wild Bulls. 
300 Pigs. 
1004 Wethers. 
300 Hogs. 
300 Calves. 
3000 Geefe. 
3000 Capons •. 
I oo Peacocks. 
200 Cranes. 
200 Kids. 
2000 ChickenGt 
4000 Pigeons. 
4000 Rabbits. 
204 Bitterns. 
4000 Ducks. 
400 Her1rfies. 
200 Pheafants. 
500 Partridges. 
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400 Woodcocks. 
4400 Plovers. 
I oo Curle\vs. 
100 Quails. 
I ooo Egrets. 
I 200 Rees.1 
4000 Bucks, Does, and 
Roebucks. 
I 5 5 Hot Ven if on pafties. 
1 ooo dillies of jellies. 
4000 Cold V enifon pafties. 
2000 Hot Cuftards. 
4000 Cold do. 
400 Tarts. 
300 Pike. 
300 Bream~ 
8 Seals. 
+ Porpu.fTes. 
At this feafl: the Earl of Warwick was 
fteward ; the Earl of Bedford, treaf urer ; the 
Lord Hafl:ings, comptroller ; with many noble 
officers, fervitors. 
1 R S. . ees. zc. orig. ~ is this the female of the R11ff~ 
Ruffs and Reeves! 
'' Her olives with her wyn trees 
Thefe foxes brent with her rees.'' 
-Curfon Mundie MSS. Trin. Coll. Carnb. f. 45· 
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There were 1 ooo cooks. 
62 kitcheners. 
5 I 5 fcullions." 
Whether feafl:ing, fuch as above defcribed, 
and a tafl:e for f uch unetuous delicacies as '' feals 
and porpulfes" be a virtue or not, mofl: people 
will allow patriotifm to be an undoubted one. 
Our national pride is not a thing of yefl:erday. 
Erafmus fays : 
" Above all things, take care not to cenf ure 
or defpife any individual things in the country; 
the natives are very patriotic, and not without 
reafon.'' 
Grocyne, a Brifl:ol man, was one of Erafmus' 
mofl: intimate friends in this country, and was 
the firfl: public profelfor of the Greek tongue 
at Oxon when the great foreigner was there, 
who in his epifl:les owns hin1 " pro patrono 
fuo et preceptore." We may be pretty well fure 
that the Brifl:ol man then, even as now, would 
fl:and up for his country, and, " not without 
reafon." 
Capello alfo fays: "They think there are 
1 no other men but themfelves, and no other 
· world but England ; and whenever they fee a 
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handfome foreigner, they fay he looks like an 
Englifhman." 
Good, quaint old John Stow, the tailor, who, 
thank God, forfook his profeffion and turned 
antiquary-( though he had, it is faid, in con-
fequence, to frand and beg at the church doors 
for his living) fays:-
cc On feftival days and the vigils of fefl:ival 
days, after the fun-fetting, there were generally 
made bonfires in the fl:reets, every man be-
fl:owin g wood and labour towards them ; the 
wealthier, before their doors, near to thefe 
. 
fires, would fet out tables with f weet bread 
and good drink plentifully; whereto they would 
invite their neighbours and paifengers alfo, to 
fit and be merry with them in great familiarity, 
praifing God for the benefits befl:owed on them.'' 
Henry VII. exhibits himfelf repeatedly in 
the charaCl:er of a royal f windier, on the tefl:i-
mony of Lord Bacon ; and certainly fome very 
queer laws were in force. 
One, during his reign, enaCl:ed that cc Any 
one lending money for a time and taking any-
thing for the faid Joan fhould lofe one half of 
the money he had lent." 
Sebaftian Cabot. 
Another forbad coin, bullion or jewels, to 
be carried out of the realm above a certain 
f um, and our good friend Eraf mus himfelf, 
with his hard-earned and well-won £ 20 in 
, gold, was flopped at Dover and all his money 
but the allowed furn of fix angels, was taken 
1 from him. 
It is therefore evident that the capital of the 
country was hoarded. " The king died worth 
£1,800,000, an enormous furn in thofe days.'' 
r 
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Capello fays again, " The viftble wealth of Italianrelation j 
the people was the admiration of foreigners · PP· 29' 42 · 
(it had migrated from Venice by this time, 
I 502); the fmall innkeepers ferved you on 
filver dillies, with fil ver tankards, and each 
tavern, however humble, would contain£ 100 
worth of ftlver plate." 
In Brifiol, vagrants were fet to work in pri-
fon ; thieves were profecuted without mercy ; 
yet never was murder and robbery fo rife be-
fore or fince. 
1~he cucking-ftool in the ditch under the 
caftle walls was ufed for fraudulent brewers, 
and dilhonefl: bakers were dragged through 
the town on a fledge (with their falfe fcales, 
Seyer's '' His-
tory of Briftol.' 
Briftol Charter, 
Edward III. 
24th April, 
1 347· 
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&c., fufpended over their heads), to be pelted 
as in the pillory. 
The old city was mainly confined to the 
area between the two rivers, and .Temple, Tho-
mas, and Red cliff, which three parifhes were · 
bounded by a wall and moat that ran from St. 
John's Lane, Redcliff Hill, through Portwall 
Lane and Temple Gate to the Tower Harritz. 
All round the city the little hilJs covered 
, with woods came clofe to its gates ; wild deer, 
herded in Clifton \Vood, whilfl: the low marfhy I 
lands fkirting the river were frequented by wild 
fowl. 
The tidal waters, innocent of fewage, 
abounded in fifh, amongfr which the filvery 
falmon, rolling porpoife, and royal fiurgeon, 
1 held highefr rank. 
" Great fhippes in full fail " were borne on 
1 the tide right up into the city, and no doubt 
many a bale of rich goods that never paid 
duty to the king went in by night at the quaint 
mullioned windows of the ancient houfes that 
overhung the old bridge. 
From King Street to the Grove was a low 
flat marfh, where flood the archery butts, to 
I 
I 
I 
t 
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which the citizens and their prentices reforted 
j for practice, alfo for running the quintain, 
I 
i fword and buckler play, and bowls. The 
graver fort promenaded under the trees of 
College Green, which, reaching to the Car-
melite Friary on St. Augufl:ine's Back (Colfl:on 
Hall), had few buildings thereon fave the n10-
nafl:ery, and the Hof pita! of the Gaunts : there 
they lifl:ened to the fermon preached from the 
great fl:one pulpit under the trees in the green, 
or watched the progrefa the maf ons made in 
building the church of St. Augufline. 
In I 484 a vafl: flood inundated the city and 
drowned over 2.00 men, women and children. 
Great nobles with their feudal retainers or 
friendly neighbours fought pitched battles with 
each other, carelefs as to what the king thought 
or faid. 
One fuch was fought at this period at Nibley 
Green, where Lord Lifle was :llain by Thomas 
Marquis of Berkeley, Earl Marfhal of England, 
whofe next brother, Maurice, afterwards fifth 
earl, had married a daughter of a late mayor 
of Brifl:ol ; and fo the Brifl:ol men went out 
and took part in the fight. 
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The corporation, as a body, knew how to 
enjoy themfelves : juft peep into the Compter 
or Tolzey, a kind of open colonnade, called 1 
alfo the Counter, oppofite the High Crofs (or 
rather, exactly oppofite the prefent Council 
Houfe), where the mayor and fheriff fit daily 
from eight till eleven to hear complaints be-
• tween parties. 
But now it is after dinner, on St. Nicholas' 
day; they (the corporation) have dined and 
are merry, and while they wait for the coming 
of the bifhop, with w horn they are going to 
St. Nicholas to hear evenf ong, they amufe 
themfelves by playing at dice, which the worthy 
town clerk, R. Ricart, who tells the fl:ory, 
fays he furnifhed at a penny the raffle. 
Fancy the_ learned town clerk handing round 
the fets of dice, and the worthy mayor telling 
the fueriff to keep his eye open and fee that 
the right reverend father does not drop on 
them and catch them in the act. 
Coining from the" wrafl:ling" with the mayor, 
William Vaughan, who had been iheriff, was 
killed by a hot-headed W elfh nobleman for 
fome fancied flight : perchance he thrufl: his 
Seba.ftian Cabot. 
tradefman form betwix·t the wind and his no-
bility. 
The principal ffianufaCl:ures of the city were 
, foap, cloth and_ blankets, which latter were in-
vented by the Brothers Blanket, living in 
Tucker Street; where alfo the firft Wiliiam 
Canning lived, and laid the foundation of the 
family's wealth as a cloth manuf~B:urer or 
Toucker. 
From the parchments recovered from Chat-
terton's mother, and alfo from Barrett the hif-
torian, by Dr. Glyn, we find that " Tapetes, 
tefterbed, iheets and feather pillows (mappas, 
table-cloths), manutergia, napkins,'' &c. which 
are f uppofed not to have belonged to perfons of 
the rank of traders, &c. were not uncommon 
in Briftol, and were repeatedly left by will. 
There would feem, therefore, to have been 
more of cleanlinefs and refinement in Briil:ol 
than Eraf mus met with in Oxford and London. 
Thefe are fome few glimpfes into the facial 
life and times when Cabot's patent was granted 
and his difcoveries were Peing made. 
• 
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CHAPTER IV. 
Claims of John, and of Sebajlian,feverally jlated, as to the 
honour of being the fir fl difcoverers. Sebajlian' s por-
trait; arguments therefro1n; his map; reafons bafed 
thereon. Hifloric evidence and opinions. Ada'itio11al 
reafons given in favour of a pr·evious voyage. 'The 
la11d firjl difcovered, Nova Scotia, and not Newfound-
land. 'The Ijle of St. John, Prince Edward's Ijland. 
'The voyage of I 497, explored the Gulf of St. Law-
rence and the river beyond ~ebec; Continent difcovered 
fourteen mo11ths before Colunibus. Return of the ex-
pedition. 
~~ 0 W arifes the quefl:ion, as John 
Cabot's name ftands firfl: in this 
patent of 1495, and that of 1498 
recites his name only, does it necef-
farily fallow that he failed with this fir ft expe-
dition, or was he n1erely the rich merchant 
adventurer, whofe forefight, money and cha-
racter efl:ablilhed the adventure and won for it 
the patronage of the mercenary king ? 
Life of Sebaflian Cabot. 
Many argue that he fl:ayed and 1nanaged 
' 
the bufinefs at home; certainly Sebafl:ian gives 
us no hint of his father's prefence in either 
voyage; but, modell, gentle and unalfuming, 
·as all his life proves him . to have been, f peaks 
of the difcovery ever in the fir ft perf on and 
in the fingular number. 
Our Englifh hifl:orians feem, in this matter, 
to have been entirely led afl:ray by Hakluyt, 
who, copying from John Stow, perverted the 
text (thinking it was wrong), and placed the 
fkill, talents, and feamanfhip of the fon, to the 
credit of the father. 
This feems to have been done fimply be-
cat1fe he found the father's name firft in the 
patent of I 49 5, and £landing alone in the pa-
tent of 1497, and without the flightefl: defign 
on the part of the worthy prebendary to injure 
the fair fame of the f on. 
And jufl: as if one fheep jump the hedge the 
whole flock follow, fo have nearly all our naval 
hifl:orians, . copying and enlarging upon Hak-
1 uyt, got further and further from the truth ; 
the tale of the three black crows has been veri-
fied in this cafe. 
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mently appeals to the Englilh government to 
engage in colonization, and he more than once 
affirms that the firft difcovery was ~ade in 
1496, and by Sebafl:ian Cabot. cc A great part 
of the continent as well as of the iflands was 
firfl: difcovered for the king of England by 
Sebafl:ian Gabote, an E.nglifhn1an, born in 
Brifl:owe, fon of John Gabote, in I 496 ; naye, 
more, Gabote difcovered this large traete of 
firm lande two yeares before Columbus faw 
any part of the continent." 
We do not feek to rob John Cabot of a leaf 
of his laurels, or detract from his fame ; he 
was the head of the firm, wife and prudent; 
and no doubt counfelled his fon and entered 
(con amore) into his plans. 
It has never been hi11ted that all of tl1e fans 
were engaged in this firfl: voyage, but the pre .. 
f umption is as likely that they, his partners, 
would do fo, as that the father, who was now 
getting into the fere and yellow leaf, would 
thus encounter dangers enough to frighten the 
youthful, and daunt the robuft. · 
Sir G. Peckham, indeed, as copied by Hak-
luyt, fays : cc In the time of the queen's grand-
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father, Henry VII., of worthy memory, letters 
patent were, by his majefl:y, granted to Sir John 
Cabota, an Italian; to Lewis, Sebafl:ian, and 
SanCl:us, his three f ons, to difcover remote and 
barbarous heathen countries, which difcovery 
was afterwards executed to the ufe of the crown 
of England in the faid king's time by Sebafl:ian 
and SanCl:us." 
The earliefl: Englifh writers on the f ubjetl:, 
as Stow, Willes, Eden, and Sir H. Gilbert, 
mention Sebafl:ian as the difcoverer; fo alfo 
does Sanuto, the Venetian. 
Thanks to the painfiaking and fcholarly 
refearches of Rawdon Brown, we have now, 
from the Venetian archives, irrefragable proof 
that in an expedition from England, under 
the auf pices of King Henry VIL in the year 
I 497, the continent was difcovered and taken 
poffeffion of for England. 
The firfl: notice is under date Auguft 24, 
I 497. " A"lfo fome months ago his Majefl:y 
Henry VII. fent out a Venetian, who is· a very 
good mariner, and has good }kill in difcovering 
new ijlands, and he has returned f af e, and has 
found two very large and fertile new iflands ; 
Seba.ftian Cabot . . 
having likewife difcovered the feven cities, 
400 leagues from England, on the ·weftern 
paffage. The next f pring his Majefl:y means 
to fend him with fifteen or twenty fhips." 
(P. 2.60.) 
The Venetian envoy wouJd clafs the fon as 
a Venetian. It may mean one or other, or 
both ; fo that the above is quite as applicable 
to Sebafl:ian as to John. 
Where the feven cities, 400 leagues fro1n 
England, or a Ettie more than half way, could 
be, unlefs it was in Iceland, we cannot con-
jecture. 
But we have confeffedl y a harder nut to 
crack in difcovering the letter of Lorenzo Paf-
qualigo to his brother (p. 2.6 2, fame volume), 
who fays : " The Venetian, our countryman, 
who went with a fhip from Brifl:ol in quefl: of 
new iflands, is returned, a~d fays that jOO 
leagues hence he difcovered land, the territory 
of the Grand Cham; he coafl:ed for 300 
leagues, and landed ; faw no human beings, 
but he has brought hither to the king certain 
f nares which had been fet to catch game, and 
a needle for making nets ; he alfo found fome 
E 
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felled trees, wherefore he fuppofed there \\'ere 
inhabitants, and returned to his fhip in alarm. 
" He was three 1nonths on the voyage, and 
on his return he saw two iflands to il:arboard, 
but would not land, time being precious, · as he 
was ihort of provifions. 
'' He fays that the tides are flack, and do 
not flo\tV as they do here. The King of Eng-
land is much pleafed with this intelligence. 
cc The King has promifed that in the fpring 
our countryman ihall have ten ihips, armed to 
his order, and at his req uefl: has conceded him 
all the pr if oners, except fuch as are confined 
, for high treafon, to man his fleet. 
" The King has alfo given him money 
wherewith to amufe himfelf till then, and he 
is now at Brifl:ol with his wife, who is alfo a 
Venetian, and with his fons. 
cc His name is Zuan Cabot, and he is fl:y led 
the Great Admiral; vafl: honour is paid him; 
he dreffes in filk, and thefe Englifh run after 
him like mad people, f o that he can enlifl: as 
many of them as he pleafes, and a number of 
our own. 
cc The difcoverer of thefe places planted on 
Sebaflian Cabot. 
his new-found lands a large crofs, with one 
flag of England and another of St. Mark, by 
reafon of his being a Venetian, fo that our 
banner has floated very far afield. 23rd Au-
gufl:, I 497 ·" 
Now the "amor patria" is very fl:rong here. 
The writer knows John as the head of the 
family and as his countryman, and enlarges on 
his honours and f uccelfes. 
It fo happens that we have one little gauge 
to tefl: the letter by. In the privy purfe ex-
penfe of Henry VII. Augufl: Io, I 497, is an 
entry of the f um paid : "To him who found 
the new ifle, £ r o," a f um perfectly in keep-
ing with the parftmonious charaCl:er of the 
King, but utterly inf ufficient to keep the 
cc Great Admiral, dreffed in filk, with his wife 
and family, till the fleet is ready next year at 
Brifl:ol." 
No doubt the wary Venetian would conceal, 
as Erafmus did, the fmallnefs of the pittance, 
and leave it to be inferred that one more com-
menfurate had been received. 
If the other particulars of the letter are not 
therefore more correCl: than we have proved 
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. 
this portion to be, we may yet conceive that 
' John Cabot took no aetive part in the expe-
dition, and that the aets and deeds of his f on 
for the trading firm are here recorded as the 
acts of John, the known and ref petted head of 
the f aid firm. 
At all events, even if John did go, he being 
at that time, wherever born, a regifl:ered Ve-
netian citizen, he went for England, and his 
Briftol born f on and partner failed with him, 
!haring not only the perfonal riiks, but alfo 
that of property ; and if John Cabot is entitled 
to honour, the moiety of it muft equitably 
belong to his fon Sebaftian. 
Hanging in the Privy Gallery at Whitehall 
were once two mute evidences, neither of 
which can be faid to authoritatively decide this 
queftion. The firft is a portrait of Sebafiian, 
by Holbein, with this infcription : " Effigies 
Seb. Caboti, Angli filii Johan. Caboti, V eneti 
militis aura ti, primi inventoris terrre novre f ub 
Henrice VII. Anglia Rege." 
The other, the map of Sebafl:ian Cabot, cut 
by Clement Adams, concerning his difcovery 
of the W efl: Indies, in which the infcription 
'--------~- ,----------------
Sebaflian Cabot. 
afcribed it to the joint agency of both John 
and Sebaftian. 
The piC1ure, of which we give an en-
graving, is ftill in exift.ence in America; cc the 
original map, and the chartes and mappes and 
difcourfes, drawn and written by himfelf, were 
in the cuftody of the Wodhipful Mafter Wil-
liam Worthington,'' who was, at the clofe of 
Sebaftian Cabot's life, a fharer in his penfion 
and office, and who is f up po fed (for a con-
fideration) to have given them up to Philip of 
Spain. 
We have already feen that in the map of 
Sebaftian Cabot, publifhed in 1544, mofr pro-
bably under his immediate f upervifion, in Spain, 
the difcovery is attributed to both the father 
a11d the fon. · 
· The brave and chivalrous Sir Humphrey 
Gilbert, who was the contemporary of Sebaf-
tian, fays, in referring to Cabot's original map, 
cc Furthermore, Sebaftian Cabot, by his perfonal 
experience and travel, hath fet forth and de-
fcribed this palfage in his charts, which are yet 
to be feen in the OEeen's Majefty's Privy Gal-
lery at Whitehall, &c. &c." 
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for t e idence of the portra· t : it wa 
....... ~d by Holbein, at a tin1e when Sehafl:ian 
or i I Governor of the Merchant 
rers' Company, and, in his official ca-
. , had under him the Lord High Admiral, 
te ard f he Houfehold, the Lord 
f · y ea), and the Lord High 
......... ~ ..... , o were his fubord1nate 
, and a I e onged to e company. 
He had a]fo for many yeas eld the highefl: 
naval office in Spain ; and hilfl: there i no 
record of his having been knighted by an 
Englilh monarch, it is quite poffible that he 
might have been a knight of Spain or of Ven ice; 
ohe had her knights of the golden fleece, the 
other her knights of the golden fl:ole. 
In one of the fl:ate papers about 1660, he 
i ref err d o a n t: ' · r Sebaft ·an Cabot, 
in the year 1497, e f d y nry VII., 
&c. &c.'' 
• 
On the other ha d . .....,~ 
of the Admira ,' 
" Hifl:ory of B .. ·....  -· 
was knighted, 
on the rolls. 
I, in his "Lives 
• Henry, in his 
that John Cabot 
o record of the fact 
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Sebafiian Cabot. 
One ftrong objection has been made to the 
knighthood of either of them ; and Biddle 
warmly contends, that if the infcription meant 
that the title had been conferred, it would have 
been Eques, and not Militis. 
That this objection is not valid, any one 
who vifits the Temple and looks at the Benchers' 
coats of arms, will be at once convinced; the 
faet being, that when a member of the bar is 
knighted the term Miles is ufed to this day ; 
and though Eques is the herald's, Miles is in-
variably the legal defignation. 
To whom, then, does the latter part of the 
infcription belong ? We believe to the man 
whom the picture reprefents; and now let us 
turn to the account whicl1 he is faid to have 
given to a flrange gentleman, who, curious in 
the art of navigation, Called on him vvhen he 
was living in the city of Seville, and years after-
wards retailed the information which Sebafl:ian 
Cabot then gave him, to a circle of admiring 
friends in the villa of the celebrated Italian 
poet, Fracaftoro, Ramufto, the hifl:orian, being 
prefent; who fays:-
,, It would be i11exct1fable in me if I did not 
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relate a high and admirable difcourfe Which, 
fome few months ago, it was my good fortune 
to hear in company \Vith the excellent architeCl::, 
Michael de St. Michael, in the f weet and ro-
mantic country feat of Hieronvmo F racaftoro, 
r J 
named Ca phi, fituated near Verona, whilfl: we 
fat on the top of a hill commanding a view of 
the whole of the Lago di Garda. * * * * 
" We found him on our ~rrival fitting in com-
pany with a certain gentleman whofe name, 
from motives of delicacy and ref peCl::, I conceal. 
He was, however, a profound philofopher and 
mathematician. * * * * * At this point, after 
the ·fl:ranger had made a paufe of a few minutes, 
he turned to us and faid :-
cc 'Do you not know, regarding this projeCl: 
of going to India by the north-weft, what was 
formerly achieved by your fellow-citizen, the 
\Tenetian, a mofl: extraordinary man, and fo 
deeply converfant in everything connetl:ed with 
navigation and the fcience of cof mography, that 
in thefe days he hath not his equal in Spain; 
infomuch that for his ability he is preferred 
above all other pilots that fail to the W efl: 
Indies, who may not pafs thither without his 
Sebajlian Cabot. 
licenfe, on which account he is denominated 
Piloto-mayor, or Grand Pilot?'' 
" When to this quefl:ion we replied that we 
knew him not, the fl:ranger proceeded to tell 
us that, being fome years ago in the city of 
Seville, he was defirous to gain an acquaintance 
with the navigations of the Spaniards, when he 
learnt that there was in the city a valiant man, a 
Venetian born, named Sebafl:ian Cabot, who had 
the charge of thofe things, being an expert man 
in the fcience of navigation, and one who could 
make charts for the fea with his own hand. 
"Upon this report of him,'' continued he, "I 
fought his acquaintance and found him a plea-
fant and courteous perfon, who loaded me with 
kindnefs and lhoWed me many things; among 
the reft a large map of the world, with the 
navigations of the Portuguefe and Spaniards 
minutely laid down upon it; and in exhibiting 
this to me he informed me that his father, 
many years ago, having left Venice .to dwell in 
England to follow the trade of merchandifes, 
had taken him to London while he was yet 
very young, yet having, neverthelefs, fome 
knowledge o( letters, of humanity, and of the 
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f phere. ' And when my father died,' faid he, 'in 
that time when news was brought that Don 
Chrifropher Colonus, Genoefe, had difcovered 
the coafis of Indies, whereof was great talk 
in all the court of King Henry VII., who then 
reigned, infomuch that all men, with great ad-
miration, affirn1ed it to be a thing more divine 
than human, to fail by the W efi: into the Eafr, 
where fpices grow, by a way that was never 
known before ; by this fame and report there 
increafed in my heart a great flame of defire to 
attempt fome notable thing; and, underfiand-
ing by the fphere that, if I fhould fail by way 
of the north-weft I fhould, by a fhorter track, 
come into India, I in1parted my ideas to the 
king, who immediately commanded two cara-
vels to be furnilhed \Vith all things neceffary 
for the voyage, being n1uch pleafed therewith. 
This happened in I 496, in the early part of 
fummer, and I began to fail towards the north-
weft with the idea that the firfl: land I iliould 
make would be Cathay, from which I intended 
afterwards to direCl: my cou.rfe to the Indies; 
but after the lapfe of feveral days, having dif-
covered it, I found that the coaO: ran towards 
l 
I 
I 
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I 
' 
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I 
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Sebajlian Cabot. 
the north, to my great difappointment. From 
thence, failing along it to afcertain if I could 
find any gulf to run into, I cou]d difcover 
none; and thus, having proceeded as far as 
56° under the pole, and feeing that here the 
coafl: trended towards the Eafl:, I defpaired of 
difcovering any paffage, and after this turned 
back to examine the fame coafl: in its direetion 
towards the equinoetial ; always with the fame 
objeet of finding a paifage to the Indies, and 
thus at lafl: I reached the country at prefent 
named Florida, where, fince n1y provifions be-
gan to fail me, I took the refolution of return-
ing to England. 
" ' On arriving in that country I found great 
tumults, occafioned by the rifing of the com-
tnon people and the war in Scotland ; nor was 
there any more talk. of a voyage to thefe parts. 
" ' For this reaf on I departed irito Spain to 
their mofl: Catholic Majefl:ies, Ferdinand and 
Ifabella; who having learnt what I had accom-
pliilied, received me into their fervice and def. 
patched me on a voyage of difcovery to the coafl: 
of Brazil, where I found an exceeding deep 
and mighty river, called at prefent ' La Plata,' 
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into which I failed and explored its courfe into 
the continent more· than fix fcore leagues. * * * 
. 
cc c After this I made many other voyages, 
which I now pretermit, and, growing old, I give 
myfelf to refi from fuch labours, becaufe there 
are now many young and vigorous feamen of 
good experience, by whof e f orwardnefs I do 
rejoice in the fruit of my labours, and refl: with 
the charge of this office, as you fee.' " 
A thrice·told This vifit mufi have been made to Cabot 
tale; fifty 
years old fome fhort time before his leaving Spain, which 
when written 
by Ramufio, was in I 548 ; or, in other words, his narration 
~ho ~nly to the fl:ranger was between forty a11d fifty years gives It as a 
general out- after his firfi vifit to America, and was evidently 
line ; hence "' 
not to be li- . a general ref ume of his three voyages to the 
terally relied 
on. north, as well as the one to Brazil. 
It was not told to Ramufio until fome years 
afterwards, nor does he write it until a lapfe 
of months had intervened, and then modefily 
fays that he does not, and cannot, pledge him-
felf to accuracy of detail. 
cc The which difcourfe I have not the courage 
to write down as fully as I heard it, for that I 
fhould need a capacity and a memory which I 
do not poffefs ; but I will do my heft, notwith-
I 
1 
I 
Seba.ftian Cabot. 
ftanding, to 1ketch out briefly, as it were, the 
heads of what I remember of it." 
We could not, for the above and other rea-
fons, expect abfolute accuracy as to the date or 
the latitudes, but we do certainly gather from 
the fimply-told narrative, that Sebaftian con-
fidered himfelf the difcoverer, " not thinking 
to find any other land than that of Cathay.'' 
Whether John Cabot failed as Captain-Ge-
neral of the expedition, or not, one thing is 
certain ; Sebaftian, inf pired with an honourable 
emulation of the fame of Colun1bus, was there, 
we think, as his father's alter ego, as well as 
his partner in the adventure. 
Was it then in r 494 or in I 497 that the 
good fhip " Matthew,'' failed out of Avon-
mouth, Brifiol ? If in only one of thefe years, 
which was it? The charters would certainly 
feem to decide in favour of 1497, if it be one 
only. But we incline to think, for reaf ons 
already given, as well as for thofe which follow, 
that it is more than probable that a voyage was 
made in each of the years above mentioned, 
and that the firfl: difcovery was really on the 
24th of June, 1494: for if it was on the 24th 
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June, 1497, and the fhip was anything like 
the time on her palrage home which fue took 
coming out, there was only three weeks to 
explore the three hundred leagues of a ftrange 
coaft, in a fea fubject to fogs, and in which 
they would have to guard againft furprifes of 
all forts, and literally to feel their way as they 
furveyed and examined its rugged fuores, 
hitherto untrodden by any European; a feat 
that would be impoffible in thefe days of fteam, 
much more in a fmall caravel, of the :llow-
fail ing type of that age. 
Pafqualigo tells us they were three months 
on the voyage ; yet we find the head of the 
firm, John, at the court in London, and in 
pofi"effion of the reward on the 10th of Auguft, 
I 497. The land was feen, it is f aid, on June 
24th ; if they were three months on the 
voyage, they failed about the 1 oth of May, 
and were thirty-four days beating out; take 
the fame period for their return, including the 
landing at Briftol and the two days' journey to 
London, and it will juft give three week~ to 
do what we venture to fay no hydrographer of 
the prefent day, with all the knowledge which 
Sebaflian Cabot. 
experience has brought, and all the appliances 
of fcience, would venture to attempt in lefs 
than as many months. 
Let us try and trace the voyage ; the map 
already referred to fadly difarranges all pre-
conceived opinions, but gives us the route, 
. 
and fome of the anchorages of the expedition. 
By it we learn that the adventurers failed 
nearly due weft ; that the firft land made was 
th~ Cape North, the northern extren1ity of 
Cape Breton, and the ifl and oppofite the fame 
(not l)'ing in front of the land, but further on) 
was Prince Edward's Ifland, which was then 
named by them and long afterwards known as 
the Ifle of St. John ; that they ikirted this 
island, and failed along the fouthern coaft on 
the Gulf of St. Lawrence, beyond the fite on 
which Quebec at prefent fl:ands ; that returning 
by the northern fhore of the Gulf, " frill 
trending eafl:ward,'' they coafl:ed to the latitude 
of 53°, and then, failing by N ewfou,ndland 
Ifland, which they took to be and depict as 
an archipelago, they continued their courfe 
fouthward to the Chefapeake, and fo home. 
The '' Prima Vifl:a '' then was the mofl: 
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northerly point of Cape Breton, and the point 
fl:ruck gave them a view at once of Nova 
Scotia and of Prince Edward's 1fland. 
We mufl: here carefully draw the line be-
tween this voyage and that defcribed by Peter 
Martyr, v1here the inhabitants, beafl:s, and 
fillies were feen; that, we fhall lhow, was on 
the next voyage, in 149 8, after this exploring 
one in 1497, for on this it is exprefsly fl:ated, 
by Paf qualigo, that after failing on the coaft 
for more than 300 leagues, they faw no in-
habitant, but finding fome felled trees and a 
f nare for game, together with a needle for 
making nets, they retreated haftily to their 
lhips, and brought the two pi-izes, the needle 
and the f nare, home to England, and fhewed 
them to the king, paffing on their way two 
iflands to ftarboard, which the Venetian Envoy 
defcri bes as being large and fertile new iflands 
(does he mean in contradiftinCl:ion to thofe 
found in 1494 ?), but being preffed for time, 
and fhort of provifions, they hafl:ened home. 
They alfo told the king that the tides were 
flack on that coaft, and did not flow as they do 
in England. 
• 
_Seba.ftian Cabot. 
The intelligent reader will bear in mind 
that a_ large portion of the coaft thus f urveyed 
was the fouthern part of Labrador, and the 
rugged iliores of the Gulf of St. Lawrence, 
which later writers defcribe as a heap o( bare 
and frightful rocks, a region which even now 
is, and ever will be, mo ft f parfely populated. 
When the voyagers got back into a more 
genial clime, where they probably fa\V the 
large and fertile lands, there were two cogent 
reafons why they ihould not land, but at once 
hurry homewards ; had time permitted, doubt- ' 
lefs they would here have found inhabitants. 
Sebaftian Cabot was, as we have ihewn, in 
the very prime and vigour of manhood in 
1494, being then twenty-two years of age. 
The above reafons, combined with the date 
on the exifl:ing old map, harmonizing as they 
do with Cabot's own fl:atement as to the lively 
emulation caufed by the difcoveries of Co-
lumbus, fatisfy us that the firfl: land feen was 
Nova Scotia, in the year of grace I 494 ; and 
that Sebafl:ian was one of its difcoverers, as 
well as a fharer in the fubfequent expedition. 
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CHAPTER V. 
• 
/Vas Joh1i Cabot knighted? his death. Sebaffian in 
Joie command of the expedition under the Chart er ~f 
1498. 'This C barter altogether mifunderffood; is a 
rider on the previous one, allowing colonization, and 
encouraging trade; annuls no previous privilege; 
proofs; route now taken by Iceland; lands the emi-
grants; Jails north, enters at1d partially e,x,plores 
Hudfan' s Bay, gets among the ice, crew terrified; 
returns to Baccalaos, defcribes natives, huge fijh, large 
bears, C5 c. C5 c. Corroborative teffimony; coaffs 
fouthward, to Florida and home. 
·~.,,. ~~' HE Flanders' galleys, which failed 
yearly from Venice, calling at 
England on their way, had a cap-
tain general, who was permitted 
to have an admiral under him ; he, the faid 
captain, finding him his board. Whether the 
elder .Cabot was one of thefe admirals, or 
failing mafl:ers, is doubtful. 
Pafqualigo fays the Engliih termed him the 
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Lift of Seba.ftian Cabot. 
great admiral on his return from his voyage, 
and then it mt1ft have been that he was 
knighted, if ever ; but of this we have ferious 
doubts, as there is nothing but the vague in-
fcription on the portrait to really warrant the 
fuppofition. 
True there feems to have been a traditionary 
rumour to that effeCl:, and it is quite poffible 
that death may have followed fo clofely on 
the f purs of the knight as to leave no trace in 
hifl:ory : for Sebafl:ian tells us that about this 
time his father died, leaving him (Peter Mar-
tyr informs us) very rich, and full of am bi-
• • 
tion. 
It cannot be fuppofed that fuch a man 
would lightly abandon that which had been 
fo hardly won. He was John Cabot's fon ; 
he had at leafl: a fourth fhare in the patent, 
had been, if nothing more, a partner in all the 
previous difcoveries ; a large f um had been in-
vefted by the family, which had brought, as 
yet, no adequate return ; nothing but an 
empty title, or right to trade with the new 
found lands ; his intereft, as well as his en-
th ufiafm and his ambition, pointed clearly his 
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adventurous fpirit the road to further explora-
tio11 and colo11ization. 
The probability is that the fons continued 
to trade under the well-known name of their 
father, rather than change the title of the 
firn1. 
For though it is probable that John Cabot 
was alive when the fecond patent was granted, 
in February, I 498, it is morally certain that 
he was dead when the expedition failed under 
the command of Sebaftian. 
Much ftrefs has been laid on the faCl:, that 
this fecond patent is made out in the nan1e of 
John Cabot only ; and the omiffion of the 
names of the three fons is thought to be 
fomewhat fignificant. The cafe was altered 
now, fay they ; any feaman could find his way 
to the new found land ; and the fhrewd avarice 
of the penurious king would fee how much 
more it was to his intereft to employ profpec-
tive adventurers, rather than thofe whofe 
charters would trench heavily on the Royal 
prerogative ; none could, under the firft char-
ter, trade without a licenfe from the Ca bots, 
and f o this was made in favour of John, an 
I 
I 
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Sebaflian Cabot. 
aged, ailing, and, as it proved, a dying man : 
Sebaftian, by acting under it, Waived all per-
fonal claim under the firfl: patent, which, in 
fatl:, became a dead letter. 
This was entirely of a piece with Henry's 
general charaeter, who hefitated not to take 
any advantage, when he had one in his power; 
witnefs his detention of Philip, king ·of Caf-
tile, who, driven by ftrefs of weather into 
Portland Roads, was by him detained, on 
f pecious pretences, until he had confented to 
give his fifter to be Queen of England, and to 
yield up the White Rofe (as Henry's dreaded 
foe, the Duke of Suffolk, was called by the 
people) into his hands, to be by him cruelly 
beheaded. 
A king fo faithlefs to his peer would not 
be particular in altering a charter. 
But we are not f o fure, after all, that the 
criticifm is in this cafe a jufl: one: after a care-
ful fl:udy of its claufes, we deem this charter 
merely Jupplementary to that of 149 5, giving 
Cabot extra powers to prefs !hips at the fame 
rate of payment which the king gave for his 
own fervice, and to enlifl: men for the venture; 
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there is in it no bar to his trading or granting 
licenfes ; no empowering other perfons to trade 
independently of the Cabot family, and no re-
leafe from the one fifth tribute which, under 
the firft charter, they were to pay to the king 
out of their profits. 
Strange to fay, the very exiflence of this 
patent was unknown until l\!Ir. Biddle, in I 8 3 I, 
by a mOfl diligent fearch in the Rolls' Office, 
difcovered, and gave it to the public in his 
" Memoir of Sebaflian Cabot," a work full of 
painflaking refearch, and to which we own 
ourfelves deeply indebted; though in many 
1 points we, with added information fince his 
day, are conflrained to differ from his conclu-
fions. 
The charter runs thus :-
" Memorandum quod tertio die Februarii 
Anno Regni Regis Henrici Septimi XIII ifl:a 
Bella delibatel: fuit Domino Cancellario Angliae 
apud W efl:monafl:erium exequenda. 
" To the Kinge. 
" Pleafe it your Highneffe, of your mofl: 
noble and haboundant grace, to graunte to 
I 
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John Kabotto, V enecian your gracious Let · 
tres patents, in due forme, to be niade, ac-
cord yng to the tenor hereafter enfuying, and 
he fhall continually pray to God for the pre-
fervacion of your rnoft Noble and Roiall af-
tate, long to endure." 
cc HR Rex 
cc To all men to whom theis Prefenteis 
fhall come fend Gretyng; kno\ve ye that We 
of our Grace ef peciall and for dyvers caufes 
us movying We have given and graunten 
and by theis Prefentis geve and graunte to our 
well beloved John Kabotto V enecian f ufficiente 
Autl:orite and power that he by him his De-
putie or Deputies f ufficient may take at his 
pleaf ure VI Englifshe fhippes in any Porte or 
Portes or other place within this our realme of 
England or obeifance fo that and if the faid 
fhippes be of the burden of CC tonnes or under 
. with their apparail requifite and neceff arie for 
1 l the fafe co~duct of the faid fhippes and them 
I j convey and lede to the Londe and ijles of late 
founde by the Jaid John in oure name and by 
oure commaundement, paying for theyn1 and 
l 
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every of theym as and if we ihould in or for 
our owen caufe pay and none otherwife. 
" And that the faid John by hym his De-
putie or Deputies f ufficiente ma ye take and 
receyve into the faid fhippes and every of 
them all f uch maifl:ers maryners Pages and 
other f ubjetts as of their owen freewille woll 
goo and paffe with him, in the fame fhippes 
to the faid Londe or Ijles without anye impedy-
mente lett or perturbance of anye of our of-
ficers or mini fires or f ubjeCl:s whatfoever they 
be by theym to the feyd John his Deputie or 
Deputies and all other our faid f ubjetts or 
anye of theym paffinge with the feyd John in 
the feyd fhippes to the feid Londe or Ifles to 
be doon or fuffer to be <loon or attempted. 
" Geveng in commandment to all and every 
our officers minifl:ers and f ubjeets, feying or 
herying theis our Lettres Patents, withoute 
anye furthe commandment by us to theyme 
I 
I 
I 
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to be geven, to perfourme and focour the faide 
John his Deputie and all our feyd f ubjec1s fo 
paffynge with him according to the tenor of I 
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trarye n1ade or to be made in anywife not-
withftandynge. 
" Feby. 3 1498." 
Here then we have a fcheme for coloniza-
tion and trade, as well as for difcovery . 
. A.11 f ubjeCl:s who would of their own fi·ee 
will go were welcome. 
Bounties were given to others·; in the 
Privy Purfe expenfes is a record,-
" Ap I 1498. A reward of £ 2 to Jas 
Carter for going to the new Ifie, alfo to Thos 
Bradley, and Launcelot Thirkill, going to the 
New Ifie £ 30. March 22nd. Lancelot has re-
ceived £ 20 as a prefl: for his fuippe, going to 
New Ila11de." 
The chronicler here calis it an ifland ; but 
the king, who had feen the charts, and heard 
the tale of the difcovery, and of the mighty 
rivers rufhing into the fea, in his charter c~lls 
it the '' Lon de and Ifles." 
Perkin W arbeck's inf urreCtion had filled 
the jails, and the king did not know what to do 
with the prifoners ; the Venetian Calendar 
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tells us, " That the king gave Cabot the 
f weeping of the prifons, all but thofe guilty of 
high treafon ;" thefe men could not have been 
intended as mariners, but were doubtlefs to be 
fettlers to colonize the land. 
Gomara corroborates this, who fays, "Se-
bafl:ian Cabot went alfo to know what manner 
of lands thefe Indies were to inhabit. 
R. Eden's " He had with him 300 men, and direCl:ed 
''Decades ,, 
fol. 318. ' his courfe by the track of Iceland, upon the 
Cape of Labrador, at 58 degrees; although 
1 he (Cabot) fays much further, affirming that 
in the month of July there was fuch cold and 
heaps of ice that he durft pafs no further; alfo 
that the days were very long, and in a manner 
without night, and the nights very clear." 
" Certain it is, that at the 60 degrees the 
longefl: day is of eighteen hours." 
"But confidering the cold and the ftrangenefs . 
of the unknown land, he turned his courfe from 
thence to the weft, calling at the Baccalaos for 
refrefhment, following the coafl: to the thirty-
eighth degree, from whence he returned to 
England." 
That Cabot took the route of lfland, i.e. 
I 
i 
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vid Iceland, on this voyage, is indeed mofl: pro-
bable; it lies in the direction in which, he 
tells us, he failed. A fteady and advantageous 
commerce had been for years carried on be-
tween that ifland and Briftol. 
It is referred to in a quaint old poem called 
"The Policy of Keeping the Sea":-
'' Of Iiland to write is little nede, 
Save of ftockfifh ; yet forfooth indeed 
Out of Briftowe, and coftes many one, 
Men have practyfed by needle and by ftone, 
Thitherwards, &c. &c.'' 
We have already feen that Henry made a 
treaty for freedom of trade with the ifland, 
and the idea would feem to have been that 
Cabot, by thus breaking the voyage, would 
leffen the dread of his timid crew. 
Purf uing his courfe thence to the weft, he 
firuck the coaft of Labrador (which is named 
on his map, cc De la Tierra de los Baccalaos "), 
Gomaia tells us, in latitude fifty-eight degrees, 
and here is his defcription of the land: cc Tell us 
fterilis eft neque ullos fruCl:us affert." cc The 
foil is abfolutely fterile, and yieldeth no fruit." 
Alfo of the inhabitants, cc That they wear 
beafl:s' fkins and the intefl:ines of anirnals for 
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clothing, efteeming then1 as highly as we do 
our precious garments ; that their weapons are · 
the bow and arrow, f pears, darts, flings, and 
wooden clubs. That the country is crowded 
with ftags of unuf ual height and fize ; alf o with 
very large bears, which throw the1nfel ves into 
the midft of the fhoals of fi{h, and, feizing their 
prey, drag them to land and devour them. On 
this account they meddle little with men.'' 
He further fays they found foles of an ell 
long, and fuch abundance of a large fifh called 
Baccalaos ( cod-fifh) that in fome of the bays 
they aetual 1 y impeded the failing of his ihi ps ; 
alfo feals and falmon, in great abundance and 
of vaft fize. Hawks, eagles, and other birds 
of plumage, akin to the colour of the raven, 
were found in great quantities. 
Now, thefe things all point to Labrador as 
the f pot vifited ; the reindeer in herds, the 
white bear, or the Efquimaux, feldom or never 
vifit Newfoundland, unlefs, perchance, carried 
thither on a drifting ice-floe. 
The name by which thefe regions were 
f po ken of at home by which they were de-
fcribed in the charter was the New-found-
Sebajlian Cabot. 
land. Men were not looking for a continent ; 
they only expected to find iflands ; hence they 
were f poken of as f uch, and by-and-by the 
name given to the whole fettled down on a 
part, the largeft ifland, which retains the ap-
pellation to this day; and it is received almoft 
as an axion1 by the many, that it was the veri-
table f pot which was firft difcovered by the 
Briftol navigator. 
Were poetical juftice rendered to him, how-
ever, the whole of the northern continent fhould 
be called Cabotia ; for from the 6 8° N. latitude 
to the 30°, or from the northernmoft part of 
Hudfon's Bay to the Gulf of Mexico, he was 
the firft European who f urveyed its coafts, or 
attempted to colonize its deferted fhores; whilft 1 
the fouthern continent, or at leaft the weftern 
Indies, fhould bear the honoured name-
Colun1bia. 
Reverting now for this voyage to Cabot's 
fiatement to Ramufio's friend, we find him 
ftating that he found " the land ft ill con-
tinent to the 56° under the pole; and finding 
no pafTage, and the land tending eafl:wards, I 
turned back agayne, and failed down by the 
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coaft of that land toward the eq uinoCl:ial (ever 
with an intent to find the faid paffage to India), 
and came to that part of this firm land, which 
is now called Florida, where, my vietuals fail-
ing me, I departed thence, and returned into 
England." 
This is evidently one of the miftakes of the 
narrators as to the latitude reached. - He went, 
on this third voyage, much further north. 
Peter Martyr, his contemporary, fays "he 
went fo far north that it was, in a manner, 
continual daylight.'' 
Willes fays, " Cabota was not only a :lkilful 
feaman, but a long traveller, and fuch a one 
as entered perfonally that ftrait (leading to 
Hudfon's Bay). Sent by King Henry VII. 
to make this aforefaid difcovery, as in his own 
difcourfe of navigation, you may read in his 
chart, drawn with his own hand, that the mouth 
of the north-weftern ftrait lieth near the 318 
meridian between 61° and 64° N. latitude, in 
the· elevation containing the fa1ne breadth, 
about 10° weft, where it openeth foutherly, 
more and more." 
This foutherly bend a brave, old Briftol 
Seba.ftian Cabot. 
man, Captain Jam es, explored in I 6 3 I, and 
made a wet dock for his fhip of ninety tons by 
finking her when the ice fet down on the coaft, 
himfelf and his hardy crew wintering in fnow-
houfes, with tents of fails infide. The fallow-
ing f pring they raifed their fhip, finifhed fur-
vey ing James's Bay, and reached home fafely. 
Longitude in thofe early days was but very 
imperfeCHy underftood, and was meaf ured from 
Ferro eafl:ward over the Old World, until it 
completed its circuit of 360 degrees. 
Willes further fays in his tratl: which was 
exprefsly written for the ufe of Sir Martin 
Frobifher :-
cc Let the gulf be nearer to us than com-
monly in charts we find it, viz. between 61° 
and 64° N.L., as Gemma Frifius, in his maps 
and globes, imagineth it, and fo left by our 
countryman, Sebaftian Cabot, in his table, which 
the Earl of Bedford h'1:th at Cheynies." 
Zeigler, in 1532, gives his reafons why it 
muft be a gulf into which Cabot entered, 
becaufe of the ice ; and Eden fays, cc Cabot 
told tn.e the ice was of frefh water.'' 
Thevet, the intimate friend of Cartier, the 
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great French navigator of I 534, fays, "It (i.e. 
H udfon' s Bay) was difcovered by Sebafl:ian 
Ba bate, an Englijhman, who perf uaded Henry 
VII. King of England, that he could go eafil y 
this way by the north to Cathay, and that he 
would thus obtain f pices and other articles 
from the Indies, equally as well as the King of 
Portugal ; added to which, he propofed to 
• 
efl:ablifh there a New England, which he did 
not accomplifh. True it is, he put 300 men 
on fhore, from the coafl: of Iceland, towards 
the north, where the cold defl:royed nearly the 
whole company." 
We gather, from the whole, that landing a 
party, probably about Davis' Inlet or Port 
Manvers, who were to colonize the country, 
he failed on, north and by wefl:, until he reached 
the above limit. A glance at the n1ap will 
fhow that this mufl: have been about tl1e lati-
tude of the Fury, and Hecla Straits, "where 
the land does trend eafl: and by north, with an 
open pa£fage ; " that here the intenf e cold, com-
bined with the fears of his crew, compelled him 
to abandon any further progrefs ; for in this 
extreme north, he fays, he found " monfl:rous 
' ' t 
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heaps of ice f wimming on the fea, and, in a 
manner, continual daylight," yet faw he, cc the 
land in that region free from ice, which had 
been melted by the heat of the fun ;" and here 
alfo we lear11 from Richard Chancellor, he was 
placed in imminent danger from a waterf pout. 
Captain Parry, 350 years afterwards, de-
fcribes the fame neighbourhood, and at the 
fame time of the year (July), as cc with very 
little fnow upon the ground, and with nurne-
rous fl:reams of water rulhing down the hills, 
and fparkling in the ·beams of the morning 
.r. '' iun. 
But there was little to cheer the men in a 
tranfitory gleam of f unlhine ; huge bergs 
towered over their heads, and fwept about with 
erratic courfe, threatening to crulh them ; 
dark, beetling cliffs protruded their granite 
peaks above the melting fnows, whilfi others 
fl:ill fl.um be red, beneath their eternal, unf ullied, 
fleecy coverlid. Huge whales, unfcared by 
their prefence, toifed their unwie]dly bulk high 
in the air, making the deep to churn and boil 
like a pot in their defcent, or gambolled around, 
as though mifiaking them for comrades. Mon-
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fl:roufly large bears, ArCl:ic wolves and foxes, 
the narwhal or horned whale, and the hideous 
looking walrus, would probably caufe their 
terror to culminate. 
The brilliant corufcations of the aurora would 
deter their advance, and perhaps_ give them the 
idea of a world on fire ; whilfl: the mere faCl: 
" that there was no night there,'' a thing never 
hitherto realized, would naturally exercife a 
myfi:erious influence, and create an undefine-
able dread in their minds. 
It is really not wonderful that they turned 
and retreated. Coming back to the place 
where he had left the colonifis, he found them 
diiheartened ; perhaps, as Thevet fays, dead, 
many of them : for even if the fettlement was 
further fouth, and perchance on the ifland of 
Newfoundland, a fet of thriftlefs jail-birds 
would have hard times to fettle down and 
make themfelves comfortable where nothing 
could be got but by dint of hard work, and 
where every Jack was as good as his mafi:er ; 
away from all control or law. Re-embarking 
the remainder, he failed fouth, pafl: the ihores 
of funny Virginia; but no gralfy flopes or 
:---~~-~-~------~---1 
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verdant plains would tempt the wretched fel-
lows again to land ; faf e on board, they would 
trufl: the treacherous fhore no more : and we 
may think it a f pecial Providence that brought 
Cabot home from a cruife of over 2000 miles 
on the unknown American co aft, with f uch a 
crew, and a cargo, confifting mainly of convids. 
Remembering the cufl:om of hiring the 
mariners by the voyage, it is no_ wonder that 
we are told that they mutinied; and provifions 
running fhort when they reached .Florida, con-
fl:rained him to come home, baffied, but not 
conquered. 
In cc Stow's Annals," 1498,. under the 
mayoralty of Thomas Purchas, is the follow-
ing ftatement : 
cc This year one Sebaftian Gaboto, a Genoa's 
f on, born in Briftow, prof effing himfelf to be 
expert in knowledge of the circuit of the world, 
and iflands of the fame, as by his charts and 
other reafonable demonftrations he fhewed, 
caufed the King to man and viduall a fhip at 
Briftow, to fearch for an ifland which he knew 
to be replenifhed with rich commodities. In 
the fhip, divers merchants of London adven-
Peter Martyr. 
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tu red f mall fl:ocks; and in the company of this 
ihip failed alfo, out of Brifl:ow, three or four 
f mall fhips, fraught with fleight and groffe 
wares, as coarfe cloth caps, laces, points, and 
f uch other .... of whom in this mayor's time, 
came no tidings." That is, they had not re-
turned in October 1498. 
From all this, we gather that this voyage 
was made for colonization, trade, and difcovery 
combined; that the King fhared in the ex-
penfe, probabJy :fitting out one fhip, as well as 
helping the men before named ; that the coaft, 
inhabitants, beafl:s, :fi{b and birds, as well as 
Cabot's own map, prove that the fcene of their 
principal operations was the country now known 
as Labrador, but then called by Cabot, " The 
land of the Baccalaos ;'' and that Sebafl:ian 
Cabot was the :firft man who difcovered Hud-
fon's Bay, which he afterwards more tho-
roughly explored in the fallowing reign, in 
the year 1 5 17, when he f peciall y failed in the 
fervice of Henry VIII. in fearch through it of 
the North-Weft Paffage. 
CHAPTER VI. 
Services declined by Henry; traditionary ftatements of in-
ter1nediate employment. Cabot invited it1to Spain; In-
terlude of the four elements; Cabot returns in difgujl 
to England; Expedition of Henry VIII. in 1517 A. n., 
reat*hes 67 ~ 0 N. L.,further progrefs arrefted by cowar-
dice of Admiral Pert. R. Thorn of Briftol, his tef-
timony; error of Dr. Robertfon. 
""...,.~~~ N 1499, Cabot proffered his fervices 
to Henry VII. for another voyage, 
but met cc with no great or favour-
able reception from the king.'' 
cc The fierce and fl:rong wave," fays Hall, 
'' which devoured the real, and alf o the pre-
tended Earl of Warwick," was gathering and 
f welling all through that year, and the troubled 
monarch had home cares enough, without any 
foreign adventures. 
Seyer, the Briftol hifl:orian, fays that Cabot 
now, with no extraordinary preparation, fet 
forth from Briftol, and made great difcoveries. 
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Hojeda, a Spanilh navigator, who failed 
from Spain May 20, 1499, and was abfent 
one year, found certain EngliJhmen at Caqui-
baco; and in his account he mentions this, 
when giving a defcription of the difcoveries 
of the Englilh under Henry VII. 
Was this Cabot ? The probability is great 
that it was, and that he would take up the 
thread of the voyage where he dropt it, at 
Florida, and fo coafl: along to the foutl\ward ; 
this would f peedily bring him to the f pot 
where Hojeda found the Englifh. 
An idea, founded partly on tradition and 
from certain payments from the privy purfe, 
has found fome favour, viz.; that he was en-
gaged in colonizing Newfoundland, and the 
neighbourhood. In Nov. 17, 1503, we read: 
"To one that brought hawkes from the New-
. . 
founded ifland, £ 1 • " 
" 8th April. 1'o a Priefl:, that goeth to the 
new ifland, £2, &c. &c. '' But we rather in-
cline to put thefe to the account of the Portu-
guefe and the Brifl:ol merchants, whofe expe-
dition failed in l 502; and who were doubtlefs 
the men who brought over the Salvages, who 
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were exhibited before the king in that year. 
For if, as fome think, Cabot brought them to 
England, the novelty would have worn off, 
and the king have feen them, before three 
years palfed away. 
Befides, it was ever againfl: Cabot's wifh to 
lure or fl:eal away from their homes the natives 
of the lands he viftted. It has been faid again, 
that 11ow comes a moil: difhonourable act on 
the part of the king. The Cabots had been 
to great expenfe, and their difcoveries, though 
vafl:, had been hitherto unremunerative. Yet, 
declining Sebafl:ian's fervices in I 499, in I 501 
the king granted to certain Portugales, in 
conjunction with Richard Warde, Thomas 
Afhehurfl:, and John Thomas, of Brifl:ol, a 
charter to trade to thefe lands, which has in it 
a claufe, to the effect that they fhall not be 
interfered with by any perfons to whom pre-
vious grants have been made; but in the origi-
nal roll the pen is drawn through this clauje, 
and the charter is limited to lands before un-
known to all Chrifl:ians; fo that the king's 
charaeter is. 011ce more redeemed from dif-
honour . 
• 
• 
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l.ofing fight, for a while, of our great fea-
man, let us briefly glance at what his brother 
navigators have been meanwhile doing. 
On Cabot's return from his continental dif-
covery, in .A.uguft, I497, the news would be at 
once tranfn1itted to Spain, by the am baffador, 
who was then in England, negotiating the 
marriage of Katharine of Arragon with Prince 
Arthur. 
Columbus, ftirred with honourable rivalry, 
urgently preffed for another and immediate 
expedition; this failing in May, 1498, re-
f ulted in the difcovery of the continent of 
South America, by him, fourteen months after 
the landing of the chartered expedition, under 
Cabot, in June, I 497, or four years and two 
months after, Cabot's map fays, the land was 
by them difcovered. 
Eight years afterwards, on May 29th, the 
great Columbus died. 
Hojeda, whom we have before mentioned, 
had with him in his employ, in the year I 499, 
a Florentine, named Americus V ef putius, on 
his firft voyage, he having come to Spain to 
learn navigation, it is more than probable that 
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at Caquibaco, they tnet the veteran difcoverer 
of the continent face to face. V efputius, at the 
death of Columbus, became firfl: pilot of Spain, 
and, though never apparently in command of an 
expedition, failed feveral times to the newly-
found continent, which took its name from 
him, a mere hireling. 
Thus, fays the Abbe Raynal, "The n10· 
ment America ·became known from the refl: of 
the world, it was difl:inguiihed by an aet of 
injufl:ice." 
Vefputius died in I 5 I 2 ; and Ferdinand of 
Spain, dreading left the young King Harry 
VIII. fhould pay no ref peel: to the Pope's bull, 
which gave to him the W efl: Indies, was 
anxious to withdraw from Henry's fervice, and 
to attach to his own, the greatefl: navigator of 
the age, now that Columbus was dead. 
With this view, Ferdinand wrote to " Lord 
Uliby, Captain-General of the King of Eng-
land, to fend over Sebafl:ian Cabot, he having 
heard of his ability as a feaman." 
Lord Willoughby was at the head of a com-
miffion for raifing troops in 15 I I. 
On the 13th of September, I 5 I 2, Cabot 
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went to Spain, when the king gave him the 
title of his Gaptain ; retained him in his fer· 
vice at a liberal falary, direCting him to live 
at the city of Seville, and there to await his 
. 
orders. 
Peter Martyr f peaks of hi.m there as " his 
very friend, whom I ufe familiarly, and de-
light to have him fometimes keep me com-
pany in mine own houfe ; for being called 
out of England, by command of the Catholic 
King of Cafiile, after the death of King 
Henry VII., he was made one of our council, 
as touching the affair of the New Indies, 
looking daily for ihips to be furnifhed for 
him, to difcover this hid f ecret of nature, this 
voyage is appoi~ted to be begun in March, in 
the year next following, being the year of 
Chrift I 5 I 6." Unfortunately for Cabot, Fer-
dinand died on the 23rd of January, 15I6 ; 
and the Spanifh people, being more jealous of 
foreigners than their late king, the expedi-
tion was countermanded, and Cabot, feeling 
flighted, returned to England, and, under the 
bluff King Hal, found immediate employ-
ment. 
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It was probably about this time that the 
cc Interlude of the four Elements," part of 
which we give, was written. Dr. Dibdin 
dates it A.D. I 510; we think it bears internal 
tefl:imony of having been fomewhat later, and 
that the Experyens herein depiCl:ed was none 
other than Sebaftian Cabot himfelf; if not, 
who fat for the portrait? The age was not 
as yet rich in great Engli1hmen ; who were 
familiar with not only cc certeyne poyntes of 
cofmography," but with pretty nearly the 
whole circle of natural fcience; and who, in 
defcribing the fcenes of foreign travel, and 
the ignorance of the natives, could do fo with 
the graphic ftmplicity of enlightened, kind-
hearted eye-witneffes, who felt that 
'' A greate rneritorious dede 
It \Vere to haue the people inftruB:ede.'' 
An interlude of the four Elements. 
cc A new interlude and a mery of the nature 
of the iiij. elementes declarynge many proper 
poyntes of Phy lof ophy naturall and of Dyvers 
Straunge Landys, and of Dyvers Straunge 
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EffeCl:ys and Caufts; whiche, interlude yf the 
hole matter be played wyll conteyne the fpace 
of an hour and a halfe but yf ye Iyfl: ye may 
leve out muche of the fed mater, as the Mef-
fengers parte, and fome of N atury's parte, and 
fome of Experyens parte, and yet the matter 
will depend convenyently and then it wyll not 
be pafl:e thre quarters of an hour of length." 
Then follows the names of the players, and 
the qualities of the Elements ; and the.n-
ee Of certayne conclufions provynge that 
the yerth muft needs be rounde, and that it 
hangyth in the myddes of the fyrmament, 
and that it is in cyrcumference above xxj.m. 
my le. 
" Of certeyne concluftons provynge that 
the fee lyeth rounde uppon the yerth. 
" Of certeyne poyntes of cof mography, as 
how and where the fee coveryth the yerth, 
and of dyvers fl:range regyons, and landys, 
and which wey they lye, and of the newe 
f ounde land ys, and the manner of the people. 
* * * * 
'' Of the caufe of the ebbe and flode of 
the fee. 
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cc Of the caufe of rayne, fnowe, and hayle. Meteorology. 
cc Of the caufe of wynd ys and thondor. 
" Of the caufe of the I yghtn ynge, of blaf yng 
fi:errys, and :Ramis fleynge in the ayre. 
* 
* * * -p. 16. 
-
Studious Defyre. ~a, no dowte }'t it is rownde every-
where, 
Which I could prove, thou fhoudefl: not fay nay, 
Yf I had therto any time and lefer; 
But I knowe a man callyd Experyens, 
Of dyvers inftrumentys is never \Vithout, 
Cowde prove all thefe poyntys, and yet by his fcyens, 
Can tell how many myle the erthe is abowte, 
And many other ftraunge conclufions no dowte 
His inftrumentys coulde fhew the fo certayn, 
That ev·ery rude carter fhold them perfayve playn. 
* * * ~ -p. ~6. 
Enter Experyens. 
Stu. Now cofyn Experyens, as I may fay, 
Ye are right welcom to this contrcy, 
Without any fayning. 
Exp. Syr, I thanke you therof hertely, 
And I an1 as glad of your company, 
As any man Iyvynge. 
Stu. Syr I underftonde that ye have be 
In inauny a ftraunge countree, 
And have had grete felycyte 
Straunge caufes to feke and fynde. 
Experyens a 
pralt:ical 
• 
navigator, 
who has feen 
many a 
ftraunge 
countree. 
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Exp. Right farre Syr, I have ridden and gone 
And feen ftraunge thinges many a one 
In Affryk, Europe, and Ynde; 
Both eft, and weft, I have been farr 
North alfo,- and feen the fowth fter r 
Bothe by fee and lande, 
And ben in fondry nacyons 
With peple of dyvers condycyons 
Marvelous to underftonde. 
Stu. Syr, yf a man have fuch corage 
Or devocyon in pylgrymage 
Jheruzalem unto 
For to accompt the nexte way, 
How many myle is it I you pray 
From hens theder to goo ? 
Exp. Syr, as for alle f uche queftyons 
Of townes to know the fytuacyon, 
How ferr tl1ey be afunder, 
And other poyntes of cofmogryfy, 
Ye fhall never lerne them more f urely 
Than by that fygure yonder. 
For who that fygure did fyrft devyfe 
It feemeth well he \Vas wyfe 
And perf ea in this f cyens; 
For both the fe and lande alfo 
Lye trewe, and juft as they fholde do 
I know by experyens. 
Stu. Who thynk you brought here this fygure? 
Exp. I wot not. 
Stu. Certes, Lord Nature, 
Hymfelfe not longe agone 
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Whiche was here perfonally, 
Declarynge hye phylofophy 
And cafte thys fygure purpofely 
For Humanites inftruccion. 
Exp. Dowtleff y, right nobly done. 
Stu. Syr, this realme ye know, is callid Englande 
Sometyme Brettayne, I underftonde; 
Therefor, I prey you, point with your hande 
In what place it fht1lde l}1e. 
Exp. Syr, this ys Y nglande lyenge here, 
And that is Skotlande that joyneth hym nere 
Compaffyd aboute everywhere 
With the Occian fee rownde ; 
And next from them weftwardly 
Here by hymfe]f alone doth 1}1e 
lrlande that holfome grounde. 
Here than is the narrow fee 
To Calice and Boleyne the next wey 
And FJaunders in this parte ; 
Here lyeth Fraunce next hym joyn.ynge 
And Spayne fouthwarde from thens ftandynge 
And PortyngaJe in this quart. 
This countrey is called Ital1Te 
Beho1de where Rome in the myddes loth lye, 
And Na pl es here beyonde; 
And this lytell fee that here is 
Is callyd tl1e Gulfe of V enys, 
And here Venys clothe ftande. 
As for Almayne lyeth this way; 
Here lyeth Denmark, and Norway; 
And northwarde on thys fyde 
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1'here lyeth lfe!onde where men do fyjhe, 
But beyonde that fa co/de it is 
No man may there abyde. 
This fee is called the Great Occyan, 
So great it is that never man 
C 011de tell it jith the world began 
Till now within this XX yere, 
W ejlwarde be faun de new la11des 
That we never harde tell of before this 
By wrytynge nor other 1neanys: 
}:
7 
et many nowe have bene there; 
And that con trey is fo large of roome, 
M uche lenger then all Crifiendome, 
Without fable or gyle; 
For d)rvers mariners had it tryed 
And fayled ilreyght by the cofte fyde 
Above /7 thoufande myle ! 
But wl1at commodj1 tes be \vythyn 
-No man can tell nor well imagin, 
But yet not long ago 
Some men of tl1is con trey went, 
By the kynge's noble confent, 
It for to ferche to that extent, 
And coude not be brought therto; 
But they that were they venteres, 
Have caufe to curfe their maryners, 
Fals of promys, and diffemblers 
That falfely the1n betrayed, 
Which wold take no paine, to jaile farther 
Cfhan their owne lyft and pleafure; 
Wherefor that vyage, and dyvers other 
Sebajlian Cabot. 
Such kaytyjfes have dejlroyed. 
0 what a thynge had be then 
If that they that be Englifhmen 
Myght have been the furft of all 
'That there fhulde have take po.ffejfyon, 
And made fur ft buyldynge and habytacion, 
A memory perpetual!! 
And alfo what an honorable thynge, 
Bothe to the realme, and to the Kynge, 
To have had his domynyon extendynge 
Thereunto fo farre a grounde, 
Which the noble Kynge of late memory, 
The moft wyfe Prince the VIJ. Henry 
Caufed furft for to be founde, 
And what a grete meritoryoufe dede 
It were to have the people inftruCt.ed 
To lyve more vertuoufly; 
And to lerne to knowe, of men the maner, 
And alfo to knowe God theyr maker 
Whyche as yet lyve all beftly; 
For they nother knowe God nor the devel], 
Nor ever harde telle of hevyn nor hell, 
W rytynge i1or other fcrypture ; 
But yet in the ftede of God Almyght, 
The honour the fone for hys grete lyggt, 
For that doth them great pleafure; 
Buyldynge nor houfe they have none at all, 
But wodes, cotes, and cavys fmall 
No merveyle though it be fo 
For they ufe no maner of yron 
N other in tole nor ot~er wepon 
H 
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That fhould help them therto; 
Copper they have which is founde 
In dyvers places above the grounde, 
Yet they dyg not therefor; 
For as I feyd they l1ave no yron, 
Wherby they fhuld in the yerth myne, 
To fercl1e for an}' wore: 
Great haboundance of woddes therbe, 
Moft parte vyr, and p)1 ne apple tree, 
Great ryches myght come thereby 
Both pyche, and tarre, and fope afshys 
As they make in the Eeft Jandes 
By brynnynge thereof only. 
Fyfhe they have f o great plente, 
That in havyns take and flayne they be 
With ftavys \Vithouten fayle. 
Now, Frenchemen and other have founde the trade 
That yere1y of fyfhe there they lade 
Above a C fayle. 
But in tl1e fouth part of that contrey 
The people there go naked al way 
The lande is of fo great hete ! 
And in the North parte all the clothes 
That tl1ey were is but befl:es fkynnes 
They have no nother fete; 
But how the people furft begun 
In that con trey or whens they can1e, 
For Clerkes it is a queftyon. 
Other things n1ore I have ne ftore 
That I €oude tel thereof but now no more 
Tyll another feafon.'' 
• 
Seba.ftian Cabot. 
We are, for this next voyage of 1 5 I 7, 
largely indebted to Cabot's perfonal friend, 
Richard Eden, from whom we learn, that 
" Henry VIII., in the eighth year of his reign, 
fitted out, f urnifhed, and fet forth certain fuips, 
under the government of Sebafl:ian Cabot, yet 
living (1553), and one Sir Thomas Pert, whofe 
faint heart was the caufe that voyage took 
none effetl:. If" (he continues), "I fay, fuch 
manly courage had not been wanting, it might 
happily have come to pafs, that that rich 
treaf urye, called Perularia, which is now in 
Spain, in the city of Seville, and fo named, 
(for that in it is kept the infinite riches brought 
thither from the new found land of Peru), might 
long fince have been in the Tower of London, 
to the King's great honour and the weal th of 
his realm.'' 
All the evidence tends to ihow that the great 
objetl: of this voyage was to find an opening 
through Hudfon's Bay to the back of the 
Newfound land. 
That Chrifl:ian knight and brave navigator, 
Sir Hun1phrey Gilbert, whofe lafl: recorded 
words, as, drifting by his confort fhip, he was 
j _ ___ , ___ _ 
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feen on the poop, fitting with his book in his 
hand, were thefe: "Courage, my lads! we 
are as near heaven at fea as on land," fays 
" Cabot entered this fame fret, affirming that 
he failed very far weftward, with a quarter of 
the north, on the north fide of Labrador, on 
the 1 1th of June, until he came to the fep-
tentrional latitude of 67 ~ 0 , and finding the fea 
ftill open, might, and would have gone to 
Cathay, if the mutiny of the mafter and 
mariners had not been." 
Lord Bacon relates, '' He failed, as he 
affirmed on his return, and made a chart 
thereof, very far wefiward, with a quarter of 
the north, on the north fide of Labrador, until 
he came to the latitude of 67 ~ 0, finding the 
fea frill oJ?en." 
Ortelius, who tells us he had Cabot's map 
before him, has drawn one entitled "America 
five novi orbis defcriptio," in which he depiCl:s 
the form of Hudfon's Bay, and a channel 
leading from its northern extremity towards 
the pole, precifel y as it is. 
How is it he was fo correet ~ Whence did 
he get his information, but from Cabot? No 
Seba.ftian Cabot. 
one elfe ever pretended to have been even fo 
far as the opening of the fret or ftrait, into 
the bay; and could Cabot have drawn it had 
he not been there ? 
Livio Sanuto, a noble Venetian, in his 
"Geografia," 1588, makes repeated allufions to 
the map of " Chiariffimo Sebaftiano Caboto," 
with whom, through the medium of a friend, 
he corref ponded, and therein gives a defcrip-
tion which minutely corref ponds with Sir H. 
Gilbert's. 
Robert Thorne, another princely Briftol man, 
who died in London in 1532, leaving all his 
debtors forgiven, £4440 to charitable ohjec9:s, 
and £ 5 140 to poor relations (immenfe f ums in 
thofe days), in a letter to the King, in 15 '2 7, 
( advifing three routes to be taken to get to 
Cathay : one by the north-eaft, afterwards 
taken by the unfortunate Willoughby; one 
diretl:ly over the pole; and one to the north-
weft,) refers to this voyage of Cabot's taken in 
that direc9:ion. 
"And if they will take their courfe after 
they be pafl: the pole toward the weft, they 
. 
lhall go on the back fide of the New found 
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land, which of late was difcovered by your 
Grace's f ubjects (Labrador, and the fouth 
coafl:s of H udfon's Bay), until they come to 
the backfide of the Indies occidental." 
Thus, by advancing regularly, by the route 
before taken in the north by His Grace's f ub-
jects, the wefl:ern fide of the American con-
tinent would be attained ; and further, inf peak-
ing of another effort made under the auf pices 
of his own father and Hugh Elliott, both of them 
Brifl:ol merchants, who were the f ucceffors of 
Warde and Thomas in the patent of 1501, 
Thorne, alluding to Cabot's voyage, fays:--
''Of the· which there is no doubt, as now 
plainly appeareth, if the mariners would then 
have been ruled, and followed their pilot's 
mind (Cabot), the land of the W efl: Indies 
(i.e. Peru), from whence all the gold cometh, 
had been ours.'' 
Well faid Robert Thorri, of Brifl:ol, the 
nineteenth century has proved your theory to 
be correet ; and Sebafl:ian Cabot was on the 
very verge of the difcovery, having attained to 
the fl:raits which lead to the magnetic pole, 
and within a fuort difl:ance of the paffage 
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which McClure, Clintock, and Collinfon have 
in our time verified. 
Cowardice is not an attribute of Britilh ad-
mirals; true, we have had one fuot, but it is 
more than quefl:ionable that he, the viCtim of 
political neceffity, was a coward; yet amongfl: 
the hofl: of brave old heroes, here is one with 
a veritable white feather. 
Sir Thomas Pert was a vice-admiral of Eng-
land ; Richard Eden, in the life-time of Cabot, 
and in the enjoyment of his friendfuip, makes 
this grave charge, and aetually dedicates his 
book to the Lord High Admiral of England. 
Would he have dared to do this if the charge 
had been falfe? That it was openly known, 
and believed to be true, we fee by Robert 
Thorne's allufion to it eleven years afterwards, 
and alfo that of Sir H. Gilbert. We can find 
no excufe. Sir Thomas mufl: go down to 
pofl:erity as he has come to us, with the brand 
of coward on his brow. 
Dr. Robertfon, on what we deem mofl: fal-
lacious grounds, fays that now Cabot came 
home by way of St. Domingo, threatening to 
attack the Spanifu dominions there. We be-
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ravaged by that awful pefiilence, the f weating 
ficknefs, which f ufpended even the ordinary 
occupations of commerce, and Cabot, who 
could not be inaetive, to whom "labour was 
reft," beaten by circumftances, but not dif-
heartened, finding no opening in England, 
turned his face to the South-Eaft. 
July to Deer. 
1517. 
Cabot looks 
to a South· 
Eaft paff age. 
Charles V. 
fucceeds to 
the throne 
of Spain. 
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CHAP,.I'ER VII. 
'The Emperor Charles V. appoints Cabot his Pilot-major in 
I 5 I 8 A.D. 'Takes him with him from England, to fill 
the office in 1520 A.D. Cabot's interview with Con-
tarini; his dttplicity; controverfy between Spain and 
Portugal rejpeEting the Moluccas; board of geographers; 
Cabot their prejident; decijion given in favour of Spain. 
Expedition to explore the South-weft; Cabot in com-
mand; mutiny; he faizes the ringleaders, puts tbetn 
on jhore, enters, and explores the Rio de la Plata; 
Garcia'sfalfa accufation adopted by Southey; explana-
tion; Cabot's juftification by the Emperor. 
~~~HARLES V., the talented, youth-
ful monarch of Spain, who had juft 
fucceeded his grandfather, Ferdi-
nand, now began to enquire what 
.. 
had become of the expedition of I 5 I 6, which 
had been planned to explore the Indies ; where 
was the head that defigned, and the hand which 
drew thofe wondrous charts of the :ftrange 
lands acrofs the ocean ? 
We can eafily underftand how all this ori-
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ginated. Cabot had a friend at court ; An-
ghiera, better known as Peter Martyr, was as 
high in the confidence of Charles, who had 
juft given him a rich abbey, as he had been in 
that of Ferdinand. He died in 1526, and mufl: 
have been now buf y with his great work, " De 
rebus Oceanicis et or be Novo Decades ;'' and 
what more natural than that he fhould deft re 
to have at his elbow the man who, of all other 
living, was beft qualified to give him practical 
i nforn1ation thereon. 
Anghiera was the f pring that moved the 
king ; Cabot was fought for; in I 5 1 8 he was 
named Pilot-major of Spain, though he did 
not enter upon the office until Charles vifited 
Eng1and, and took him back with him in 15 20. 
One of the duties was to examine all pilots ; 
none of whom could proceed to the Indies 
without examination and approval by him. 
This office was too much of the character 
of a ftnecure for one of his active habits. That 
he was on the look out for employment, we 
find from his ftatement to Cardinal Gaf par 
Contarini, whom he tells, that he was again 
offered fervice under Henry VIII. in 15 19, 
• 
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by Cardinal W olfey, " who told me he would 
give e high terms if I would fail with an 
armada of his on a voyage of difcovery; that 
the eifels were almoft ready, and they had 
got ogether 30,000 ducats for their outfit." 
(This no doubt explains the delay in his 
accepta ce of the office of Pilot-major, oc-
c ning, as it did, between his being nominated 
in 151 8, and hi actual entrance on its duties 
in 1520.) 
" I anf wered W olfey ," he continues, cc That, 
being in the fervice of the King of Spain, I 
could not go without his leave; but, that if 
free permiffion were conceded to me from 
hence, I would ferve him." 
This expedition of W olfey's did not ftart 
till 1527 ; and on their arrival at St. John's, 
ewfoundland, they found fourteen fail of 
Normans, Bretagnes, and Portuguefe there 
fiflling. Somewhere on thei voyage, their pilot 
and fome of the fa·lor ven uring on fhore, 
were feized, killed, ro ed, and eaten in the 
fight of all on boa d . 
Candour compels us to record here an 
incident in Cabot' life, which difplays a degree 
• 
Sebaflian Cabot. 
of duplicity which we believe in his latter days 
he would not have been guilty of. 
He was leading an indolent life, on a hand-
fome falary, but longing for aetive employ-
ment. 
Charles V., in 1519, would certainly not 
confent to his entering the fervice of Henry of 
England, for Henry was at the field of the 
cloth of gold, aiding Francis of France in his 
rivalry with Charles for the empire of Ger-
many. 
Such was the jealouf y felt, that though the 
lifts were fet up, clofe to the Spanifh King's 
dominions, not a fingle knight of Spain frirred 
to do honour to thefe pageantries. 
From 15 20 to 152 5, Charles was bufy at 
war with France; and though he retained the 
man, he had neither time nor money to f pare 
for expeditions of difcovery. 
Weary with waiting, Cabot feems to have 
turned towards Venice, his father's . country, 
and all but his own. 
The Queen of the Adriatic was on the mofr 
friendly terms with Spain, and might eafily, if 
fhe chofe, get from the Emperor the transfer 
• f 
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of his fervices. In order to ingratiate himf elf 
with her ambaff'ador, he ftrove, therefore, to 
make himfelf out to be a Venetian, though 
bred in England : one who was worth _a good 
wage ; his prefent ma fl: er was giving him f o 
much for doing nothing ; he wanted work, but 
he would not like to take lefs than he was now 
• getting. 
This feems to have been the f pirit of the 
interview: a defire for ad:ive and equally re-
munerative employment; and if the truth fl:ood 
in his way, it muff: be facrificed in order to gain 
his end. 
Well ! '' let hin1 that is without fault cafl: 
the firfl: ftone," ever remembering the age in 
which the event occurred. We give the con-
verfation as Contarini relates it:-
''My Lord Ambaff'ador, to tell you the 
truth," (jufl: what people fay when they don't 
mean to tell it,) '' I was born at Venice, but 
was bred ·in England, and then entered the 
fervice of their Catholic Majefl:ies of Spain, 
and King Ferdinand made me Captain, with a 
falary of 50,000 maravedis. Subfequently, his 
prefent Majefl:y gave me the grade of Pilot-
Seba.ftian Cabot. 
major, with an additional falary of 50,000 
maravedis, and 2 5 ,ooo mara vedis beftdes, as Ad-
jutant of the Coafl:, forming a total of 125,000 
maravedis, or equal to 300 ducats.'' 
Then follows his narration of Wolfey's 
offer, after which he_ goes on to fay: 
cc At that period, in converfation one day 
with a certain friar, a Venetian, named Sebaf-
tian Colonna, with w horn I was on a very 
friendly footing, he faid to me, ' Mafier Se-
bafl:ian, you take f uch great pains to benefit 
foreigners, and forget your native land : would 
it not be pofiible for Venice likewife to de-
rive fome advantage from you ? ' ,, 
At this my heart f mote me, and I told him 
I would think about it, and f o on. On re-
turning to him the next day, I faid that I had 
the means of rendering Venice a partaker of 
this navigation, whereby fhe would obtain 
great profit. cc Which is the truth, for I have 
difcovered it.'' 
Contarini compliments him upon his pa-
triotifm, but doubts the feafibility of his 
fcheme, and ftarts difficulties. Cabot contends 
that his plan is practicable, and adds :-
I I I 
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cc I will tell you I would not accept the 
offer of the King of England, for the fake of 
benefitting my country.'' (Alas! poor hun1an 
nature ; he didn't tell W olfey fo, but "I will, if 
the Empero.r will let me"). cc For if I had lif-
tened to the Englifu propofal, there would 
have been no more hope for Venice." He 
then adds: cc The way and the means are eafy. 
I will go to Venice at my own cofl: ; they fhall 
hear me, and if they difapprove of the projeCl: 
devifed by me, I will return in like manner at 
mine own coft.'' But he urges Contarini to 
keep the matter fecret. 
Further communications paired, and the 
Council of Ten caufed a letter to be carefully 
conveyed to Cabot, exhorting him to come to 
Venice, where he would obtain everything. 
But meanwhile, other projeCl:s arife on the 
f pot; aetive employment is urged on him, and 
the well-affeCl:ed patriotifm dies away, or like 
a garment, is thrown on one fide. 
Some one has faid of Cabot, " He was a 
great liar, as well as a great navigator." We 
deem this harfu and unfair. A folitary infl:ance 
of departure from the truth fhould not ftamp a 
Sebaflian Cabot. 
- ---------------·----
man's character ; nor was he far from being a 
Venetian, whofe father was one, and who fron1 
four years old to manhood was taught and 
trained in that city. Still, it was not the truth; 
I and whilft a venial offence, it muft ever fl:and 
i as a flaw in his otherwife all but unblemilhed 
l 
1 character. 
Nor will the above canting converfation 
bear comparifon with his fimple utterance to 
Richard Eden, the friend of his ripeft years, 
the confidant of his voyages, and the foother 
of his dying hours. 
To him he fays: "I was borne in Bryfl:owe, 
' and at iiij. yeare olde, I was carried with my 
father to Venice." He had a golden induce-! ment to lie to Contarini, and he fell under the 
temptation. He had no fuch inducement in 
his friendly talk with Eden, and each word 
I hence bears the fimple fl:amp of truth. 
Rawdon Browne, in a note to the preface to 
the " Venetian Calendar," vol. i. p. 7 8, tells 
us that Sebafl:ian Cabot took out letters of na-
turalization at Venice, and that the patent is 
regiflered in the book of privileges. 
This at once proves that_ he was not a na-
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rive. _But we rather f uf peel: that this is a part 
of the fatality which feems to attend the name, 
and that this is a mifl:ake, in placing the name 
Sebafl:ian for John, for though the two dates 
14 7 2 and 14 7 6 are named .in the caf e of the 
father, there is no reference anywhere to the 
conferring the privilege on the f on, fa ve in this 
1 
foot-note. 
l Cabot's earlieft hopes, and though baffied oft, 1 
he would, we are certain, be glad to try again. 
But the cry in Spain was, cc To the South ! to 
the South ! " cc They that feek riches," faid Peter 
Martyr, cc muft not go to the frozen North." 
Spain wanted to get by the fouth-weft to 
the Moluccas, which fue claimed. " Not fo," 
(aid Portugal ; ." they belong to us, for they 
are within the limit of longitude covered by the 
Pope's Bull, which grants all that region to us." 
A conference of geographers was therefore . 
f ummoned, of which Cabot was the prefident, 
and young Columbus had alfo a feat at the 
board. 
They n1et at Badajoz in April 15 24, and 
on the 3 I ft of May it was decided that the co-
j 
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veted Spice Hlands were by twenty degrees 
within the Spanith waters. 
Portugal retired in difgufl:, and prepared a 
fleet to enforce its claims, and to defl:roy com-
merce in thofe regions. 
Spain, on the contrary, exultant at the deci-
fion, and eager for the riches of the Eafl:, 
formed a company, under the highefl: fanCl:ion, 
and Cabot ~as folicited to take the command ; 
fo he gave up Venice. 
Our merchant prince, Robert Thorne, of 
Brifl:ol, then a refident at Seville, entered into 
the adventure, principally that two Engliili 
friends of his who were fomewhat learned in 
cofmography might go in the fhip, to bring 
him certain relation of the country, and to ac-
quire expertnefs in the fcience of navigation. 
Good Robert deferved to be rich, for he 
knew the right way to ufe his wealth. One of 
thefe friends was George Barlow, of whom 
more anon. 
In September, I 5 24, Cabot received permif-
fion fron1 the Council of the Indies to engage 
in the enterprife, and gave bond to the com-
pany for the faithful execution of his truft. 
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The Emperor, on March 4th, 152 5, agreed 
to let them have a fquadron of three velfels of 
not lefs than 100 tons, and 150 men. 
A fmall caravel was added by a private in-
dividual (was it Thorne?), and the title of Cap-
tain~General was conferred on Cabot. 
The Emperor was to receive 4000 ducats 
and a fuare of the profits, whilft the whole in-
vefl:ment of the company only amounted to 
10,000 ducats . 
The intention was to fail through the Straits 
ttf Magellan, and then thoroughly to explore 
the wefl:ern fhores of the continent. 
Auguft I 5 2 5, was the date finally fettled 
on for failing; but by fundry intrigues, Portu-
gal managed to detain the expedition until 
April 1526. 
Not content with fofl:ering difcontent on 
board the fuips ere they failed, that jealous 
power continued her machinations at home 
and alf o in Spain. She fent out a f quadron, 
under Garcia, whofe object was to excite mu-
tiny, to act in concert with the difaff eCl:ed, 
and in every way to hinder the progrefs of an 
expedition commanded by a man who had, 
Seba.ftian Cabot. 
they faid, robbed them of the f pice-bearing 
Moluccas. 
In April then Cabot failed for the Brazils, 
by the Canaries, Cape de Verde, and Cape 
Augtiftine; though even in this he has been 
mifreprefented by thofe who wifhed to detraCl: 
from his fame as a navigator. 
Petty j ealouf y of the great foreigner from 
the firft marred the f uccefs of the ad venture. 
The company appointed agents, or deputies, 
who were named by the freighters : thefe con-
trolled Cabot in every particular, and were 
confl:antly at crofs purpofes with him. 
He wifhed to place a man on whom he could 
rely (De Rufis) as fecond in command. The 
agents inftfl:ed on putting Mendez in, as Lieu-
tenant-General, whofe f ole recommendation 
feems to have been that he had failed as purfer 
with Magellan. 
We niay conceive the irkfome pofitiOn of 
our countryman, compelled to receive, as his 
right hand, a man whom he difl:rufted, and in 
reference to whom he had to inftfl:, that, dur- , 
ing any unavoidable abfence of his, Mendez 
fhould take no ftep whatever except he had 
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was the only one who retained his integrity. 
The others fancied that they were, each man 
alone, fit for command ; and feemed to think 
that the baton was withi11 tl1eir reach. 
As they neared the land, the ftorm mutter-
ings grew louder ; and, ftrutting up and down 
with their hands on their f words, they threat-
1 ened open violence. 
~ 
But they completely iniftook their man. 
The naval heroes of Britain have ever been 
n1en, who, gentle as a woman in the calm, 
could rife equal to any emergency, and ever 
Cabot was no longer a mere pilot to a era-
l ven, recreant Pert, but an Englifhman, with a 
heavy ref ponftbility refting on him, and high 
in the confidence of his augufl: employer. 
-·-------.. ----·-
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He felt that a bold and daring exercife of 
rightful authority was now his only chance; 
and though, as far as we know, he had only 
two of his own countrymen to back him, 
amidft a herd of jealous Spaniards, with daunt-
lefs refolution he feized Captain de Rojas, and 
1 with an audacious boldnefs that paralyzed the 
mutineers, took him out of his own fhip and 
fron1 their very midft, put him, Mendez, and 
De Rodas, into a boat, and landed them on a 
f pot where they were compelled to remain until 
the Portuguefe expedition, under Garcia (which 
failed in Auguft, four months after Cabot), 
picked them up, and fent them home in a 
flave fhip. 
The haughty grandees, full of anger at their 
I humiliation, bitterly refented this treatment in 
\ a memorial to the Emperor. 
Eventually, Cabot fent home George Bar-
low and another, whofe reprefentations fo fatif-
fied CharleS as to the abfolute neceffity of the 
hadh ftep which had been taken, that he pro-
mifed Cabot the needful f uccours, and alfo 
' fent him permiffion to colonize the country. 
A con cl ufi ve proof of the wif do1n of the 
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courfe adopted is feen in this, that, during the 
five years that the expedition remained out, 
years full of toi1, fuffering, and great privation, 
there was no more murmuring, but ever de-
voted fidelity and unity of aetion. 
Yet even our own Southey, in his "Hif-
tory of the Brazils," has echoed the calumnies 
of Garcia to the difparagement of Cabot, whom 
he accufes of requiting the goodwill of the 
natives, with the uf ual villainy of an old ex-
' plorer, by carrying away four of them; and 
he alfo denounces as an aet of cruelty the fiep 
by which he quelled the mutiny, and, without 
r loodfhed, faved the lives of probably n1any 
others befides his own. 
Let us briefly examine thefe accufations ; 
and, fi.rfi, who is the accufer : Diego Garcia, 
· a Portuguefe, who failed four months after 
Cabot, whofe objeet was to injure and prevent 
the fuccefs of Cabot's expedition; he had a fhip 
of 100 tons, a pinnace, one brigantine, and the 
frame of another, ready to be put together at 
need. 
Touching at the Bay of St. Vincent, Garcia 
found a Portuguefe, of the degree of a Bache-
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lor, whofe fon-in-law accompanied him to the 
La Plata. 
Finding, on reaching that river, a garrifon 
of Cabot's, and learning that he, with his iliips, 
had gone up the fiream, he followed with his 
brigantine ; he had previoufly hired to his 
hofl: at St. Vincent the fhip of 1 oo tons to 
carry fla ves, and between them they fhi pped 
and fent home 800 natives. 
This he did on the abf urd pretence of its 
being too large for exploring purpofes. 
Yet this man, a iliarer in the nefarious trade 
to f uch an extent, convicted of defrauding his 
employers, and, by his covetoufnefs, nullifying 
the objeet of his own expedition, is the only 
accufer of Cabot, who, he fays, took from an 
ifland in the river four fans of chiefs. 
Before we take the word of a tainted \Vit-
nefs, f uch as this man, let us look at the re-
ported facts. 
It was at the ifland of St. Catharine's, on 
the coafl: of Brazil, on his outward voyage, 
when, if taken, thefe men would be for years 
of not the flightefi ufe, but only fo many more 
mouths to fill. It was not from an ifland in the 
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river, fO that it could not be in order to ufe 
them as pilots. 
Neither, as yet, had Cabot determined to 
go into the river at all ; his doing fo was 
only the ref ult of the mutiny. If the expedi-
tion had been on its return the men would 
have been worth fomething, perchance, in 
Spain. But Cabot was a prominent member 
of the Council of the Indies, in Spain, was 
familiar with, and had been infirumental in 
framing their orders, which were peremptory 
as to offering violence to the Indians. · 
When Gomez returned from. his voyage, 
having abduCl:ed and brought home fome of 
the natives, Cabot was at Seville, and knew 
well the cry of indignation that rang through 
the land. 
In after life, in his own infiruCl:ions to Wil-
l loughby, he enjoins every effort, by gentlenefs, 
to get a thorough knowledge of the natives, 
and he exprefsly forbids the ufe of violence or 
force. 
Befides, Garcia called at the ifland, a ftrange 
European, when the wound, if there was one, 
was raw, and admits that he was gracioufly re-
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prominent than another, it is his gentlenefs. 
All who enjoyed perfonal intercourfe, or 
were brought into clofe conneCtion with him, 
feem to have loved him; and ever and anon 
they break out into expreffions of affeetionate 
attachment. 
. 
To a phyfiognomifl: his portrait will at once 
exonerate him from f uch a charge ; there is no 
cruelty written on that brow, or gleaming from 
thofe mild eyes. 
We difmifs thefe calumnies, therefore, with 
one remark. 
On Cabot's return to Spain the Emperor, 
who had meanwhile f uperfeded the con1pany, 
and taken all the expenfes on hin1felf, rein-
frated him at once in his high and honourable 
1 office; and when, afterwards, Cabot went to 
England, made inceffant and mofl: importunate 
' interceffions, through his ambaffador, to get 
him to return and fettle in Spain. This com- 1 
pletes, we think, his vindication. 
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CHAPTER VIII. 
1 Continues bis refearches 011 the La Plata; Builds farts; 
afcends the Paraguay; conquers the attacking Guarani 
l 11dians; Garcia's arrival; its conftquences; C a!Jot 
wins the lo'Ue of the natifles; c11/ti'llates the fail; fludies 
the natural hijlory of the country; makes laws,· ad-
minijlers juflice; confalidates his power. Treachery of 
Garcia's men; nati'lles carry Fort San Spiritus and 
deflroy them and that portion of Cabot's men who were 
there. Endeavour of the Indians to furprife Cabot; 
he /Jeats them off. Em/;arks far Spain; refumes his 
high pofl and its emoluments for eighteen years. Re-
turns to his native place, Briflol, and Jetties there; pro-
bable reafans why. Spa11ifh .Amba.lfador demands his 
return of King Edward and his tou11cil; Ca/Jot' s int#r-
'lliew and reply. Spain flriles ojf bis penjion; King 
Edward grants him one. 
~:l'HOUGH Cabot, by his firmnefs, 
had diffipated the mutiny, he did 
not feel himfelf jufl:ified in profecu-
ting the Jong and perilous voyage 
originally contemplated without conf ulting his 
augufl: employer; he therefore put into the 
r l Life of Sebajlian Cabot. 
Rio de la Plata, and from thence fent home 
Hernando Calderon and George Barlow with 
a fl:atement of all that had occurred. 
The expelled commanders were men of 
, high rank, and great influence at home. 
Miguel de Rodas had been with Magellan 
in his fhip the '' Vietory ,'' which circumnavi-
gated the globe. The Emperor had given 
him a penfion for life and a device for his 
coat-of-arms, commemorative of that achieve-
ment. 
Martin Mendez had been in the fame lhip, 
and the device prepared for him was of a yet 
more flattering defcri ption. 
Probably their accidental aifociation with fo 
great an enterprife had given them a reputa-
tion far beyond their defert ; at all even ts, 
they were men whom Cabot could not afford 
• 
to defpife. 
Meanwhile our intrepid navigator had lofi 
I no time. His immediate predeceifor as Pilot-
major, De Solis, had difcovered this vafl: river, 
whofe mouth is an inlet of r 50 miles in width, 
and on an ifland in it had loft his life, 
Cabot pufhed his way up to this f pot, and 
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nativ e higher he went, he, hop· ng to be 
able end home a favourable report, profe-
cut~ hi refearches before he fent home his 
g rs. 
___ e lh · ps had been lofi: on the • 1 
en, who faved themfelves 
g, e e no diftributed between 
th tw ip a d the an el. 
Puihing his way then boldly up this broad 
hut lhallow inlet, whofe intricate navigation 
anti violent pamperos make it to this hour the 
dread of the navigator, he reached an ifland, 
which ftill bears the name he gave to it, St. 
Gabriel. 
The 1 w lhelving lhores on either hand 
gave fuch ftiallo water that he cared not to 
take his fhips near the mai land. 
ear St. Gabriel er ·aarid, where 
poor De Solis lay He had reached 
thus far when, in a nate dif pute with 
the natives, he as pon, killed, together 
with fifty of hi d eaten ; though how 
they managed t · m and alf o to bury him 
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~ 
is a problen1 which our informant, Herrera, 
has left unfol ved. 
Here the natives a!fe1nbled in nurnbers, 
and made a great iliow of refifl:ance, but Eden 
fays, ~'Cabot, without ref pect of peril, thought 
befl: to expugne it by one means or other, 
wherein his boldnefs tooke goode effeC1e, as 
often tymes chaunceth in grate affayres.'' 
At St. Gabriel he left his fhips, and in his 
boats explored feven leagues up the fl:ream, 
until he reached another river, to a port clofe 
l to the mouth of which he gave the name of 
J I St. Salvador; and, as it offered a good harbour, 
• 
! he returned and brought thither his !hips, 
I having, however, to lighten them ere he could 
i get them in. 
I This would feem to have been on the Rio 
1 
J 
i 
l 
l 
N aranjos, or the lower branch of the mouth 
of the Parana, near its confluence with the 
Uruguay. 
Here, in an ifland about two leagues from 
the fpot where De Solis perifhed, he ereCled a 
fort, which was fl:anding in 1586 . 
.. 
Though the Uruguay was a very large 
river, he avoided it, for the fame reafon that 
K 
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his object 
being to get 
weftwards. 
Two of his 
men killed. 
Antonio de 
Grajeda left 
in command 
of the fort. 
Builds an-
other fort at 
Terceiro. 
Gives the 
command of 
it to Gregorio 
Caro. 
Life of 
led him afterwards to pafs the mouth of the 
noble Parana-he faw thefe both led from the 
North, and his great object was to get, not 
into Brazil, but to the W efl:, becauf e he found 
that it was from thence the filver came of 
which the natives were poffeff'ed. 
During the building of this fort the firfl: 
blood was flied. The natives killed and 
carried off two of the Spaniards, but, in fierce 
derifion, faid they would not eat them, becaufe 
they were foldiers, of whofe fle{h they had 
already had a furfeit in De Solis and his fol-
lowers. 
In this port Cabot left his lhips and a garri-
f on under the command of Antonio de Grajeda, 
having firft cut down the caravel for the .con-
venience of river navigation ; and with her and 
the boats he now proceeded up the Parana. 
On arriving at the junCl:ion of the Car-
carama, or Terceiro, he built near it a fort, 
finding, as he faid, that the natives were intel-
ligent. 
This he garrif oned with a party under the 
command of the faithful Gregorio Caro, the 
captain of the Maria del Ef pinar. 
Sebajlian Cabot. 
~--------
Having thus carefully fecured a bafe in cafe 
of having to retreat, he, with his greatly-
\Veakened troop, puihed boldly, but carefully, 
up the river. 
Reaching the Parana's junction with the 
Paraguay, though in reality the largefi of the 
two fl:reams, he left it on the right hand, be-
caufe the direCtion whence it flowed was not 
the route he was anxious to take, and for 
thirty-four leagues farther urged his way up 
the Paraguay. 
Defcribing this voyage in the converfation 
with Ramufio's friend, he fays, "I found an 
exceedingly large and great river, named at 
this prefent time the Rio de la Plata that is, 
the river of fil ver into which I failed, and 
followed it into the firn1e land mo1·e tha11 I 20 
leagues, finding it everywhere very faire, and 
inhabited with infinite people, which, with 
admiration, came running daily to our fhips. 
Into this river run fo many other rivers that it 
is in manner incredible.'' 
The region which our traveller had now 
reached prefented an entirely new afpect, being 
everywhere cultivated; and the feeling which 
His prudence. 
Leaves the 
larger river 
and ftill 
pufhes weft. 
wards. 
Rich. Eden's 
'' Decades," 
fol. 255. 
ll.amufio, 
tom. i. fol. 
415. 
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rious, but 
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Herrera, Dec. 
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Herrera, De~. 
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• 
cap. I. 
Life of 
naturally f prings from exclufive poffeffion of 
the foil led the natives to Jook with great 
jealouf y on the intruders, which ripened even-
tually into the fierceft and mofl: deadly animo-
fity. 
Three of the Spaniards, having flrayed to 
gather the fruit of the palm-tree, were feized 
by the natives. 
Cabot rufhed to the refcue, and a mofl: fan-
guinary battle enf ued ; three hundred of the 
natives fell, but his fmall party lofi twenty-five 
of their number a mofl: ferious lofs, which fo 
reduced their ftrength as to make further pro-
grefs impracticable . 
. Like a wife commander, he at once fent 
down his wounded, and apprifed the garrifon 
below of his lofs and their danger. 
Juft then Garcia had arrived at St. Salvador, 
and Grajeda, who was in command, thinking 
that it was the mutineers, manned his boats and 
proceeded in force againfi him. Garcia made 
himfelf known, and the two parties entered 
the port amicably. 
Fron1 hence Garcia fent his fhip to fulfil 
the contraet he had made for carrying the 
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flaves, who were natives ftolen from the Brazil 
coaft. 
With fixty men in his two brigantines he 
afcended the river to fort Santus Spiritus ; 
here he f ummoned Caro to give him imme-
diate poffeffion in the name of the Emperor, 
contending that he had orders which gave 
hi1n the rights of difcovery, though he was 
fix months later on the ground than Cabot. 
Caro told him that he held the fort in the 
name of the Emperor and Sebailian Cabot, but 
was quite willing to give him a welcome, and 
all the aid he needed, though he would never 
furrender it. 
However, he begged Garcia, as a perf onal 
favour, to look out for wounded Spaniards, or 
any who were prifoners, and faid that he him-
felf would repay him if he found any on his 
afcent of the river, for, though Cabot had de-
feated the Indians, there might, he thought it 
poffible, be fome of their people in their 
hands. But Garcia, inftead of at once pro-
ceeding to the relief of his fellow Europeans 
on reaching the Parana, failed up it for f ome 
diftance; nor do we hear of him at Santa Ana 
--·-· --·-----... .... ..__...., ____ . _____ _ 
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• 
until Cabot had come to a good underfl:anding 
with the natives, and all was prof perity and 
peace. 
Of the interview between the two com-
manders we know nothing but the ref ult. 
It was not confifl:ent with Cabot's known 
character, and his high fl:anding in Spain, to 
fl:ruggle for lawlefs or even for doubtful power. 
His commiffion did not directly cover his 
prefent operations, though it might do f o 
indirectly ; fo he defcended the river with 
· Garcia to Salvador, and thence fent ho1ne 
Barlow and Calderon) as we have fhown, with 
a comprehenfive fl:atement of all the incidents 
which had occurred fince he left Seville, and 
the circumfl:ances which had led him to alter 
his courfe. 
The Emperor heard Barlow and Calderon 
as well as the mutineers, whom he caufed to 
be fent for, and evidently arrived at the con-
clufion, that the latter were rightly ferved ; for 
he fent word to Cabot that he was to colonize 
the country, and promifed fpeedily to furnifh 
him with the neceffary means. 
Cabot, with his expectations raifed to the 
i 
! 
l 
l 
J 
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higheft pitch, was mofl eager to carry on the 
en terprif e. 
He had reached the waters, which, riling 
in Potofi, fall into the Paraguay, and had dif-
covered the fot1rce frotn which the natives 
obtained the precious metal which was freely 
in ufe amongfr them. 
The obftacles between Fort Ana and Peru 
were trifling; he was all but within reach of 
the Golden Empire which Pizarro a few years 
later, by another route, feized on. He had 
already beaten, and then negotiated a peace, 
with the fierce Guaranis, who had invaded 
Peru ; and, by friendly intercourfe, had at-
tached them to himfelf, learned many fecrets 
of that country, and procured frotn them 
much gold and filver, which they had brought 
from thence. 
Surely if, with a mere handful of men, he 
had beaten and conquered the fierce people who 
had overrun and def poi led fo rich a region, 
with a few more foldiers, he might enter and 
take polfeffion of N e-vv Caftile, the Golden. 
But, Tantalus-like, the cup \Vas again to be 
<lathed from r1is mouth. 
Cabot's , 
f urtheft in- l 
land point J 
within fight 1 
of the moun- j 
1 
tains of Peru.. i 
I-lad beaten 
1 
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Charles V. had outrun his exchequer, and 
was affiicted with a difeafe_ very prevalent, in 
modern days, impecuniofity. His cortes re-
fufed hin1 money. He had mortgaged the 
Moluccas to Portugal, and his treafury was 
empty. 
J ufl: then Pizarro, overflowing with ambi-
tion, we11 known at court, perf onalJy impor-
tunate, but a1king for no money, only for the 
government of the countries which he might 
conquer, alfailed the Emperor continual1y. 
Cabot was fhelved, Pizarro f ucceeded ; of 
his f uccefsful but infamous career we 11eed 
fay no n1ore than this,· that if Cabot had 
achieved the conquefl: of Peru the blackefi 
page in the hifl:ory of Spanifh America would 
never have been written. 
Whilfl: \vaiting, fick at heart, with hope 
deferred, Cabot erected forts, adminiflered 
juflice, and reduced all the f urrounding na-
tions to obedience to the Emperor. Ever 
aetive, when no fupplies came from Spain, 
he fet the whole party to work, rapidly 
raifed fufficient food, made experiments ·on 
the fertility of the foil, carefu11y noting the 
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ref ults, which, with great minutenefs, he after- l chronicles 
: 
! 
I wards reported to the Emperor. reru1ts. I 
I He claffified alfo the various produCl:ions 
of the country, and graphically defcribes the 
marvellous fecundity of the f wine, and alfo ~f 
the horfes, both of which they had imported 
from Spain; thefe latter became the parent 
frock whence f prung the vafl: wild hordes 
which fcour the Pampas to this day. 
A clever wit of the lafl: generation faid of 
a certain nobleman, that he was ready to take 
the helm of the il:ate, or the command of the 
channel :fleet, at an hour's notice. It was 
witty, but not new; for here we actually have 
the greatefi: commander and navigator of his 
age, organizing a nation from the moil: dif-
cordant elements, and developing its powers 
•under manifefi: difadvantages. 
We are naturally proud of the Brifl:ol 
mariner, whofe perfonal agency gave to Eng-
land and her ·aurdy offspring their vafi: pof-
feffions in the north, and to Spain the rich 
and well watered regions in the fouth, of the 
American continent; and if any one fhould 
be at all curious to fee his mont1ment in his 
Claffifies pro- l 
duB:ions, and j 
points out th r I 
favourable i 
fituations for J, 
rearing and f 
breeding 
cattle. 
Is at once 
• 
a navigator, 
commander, 
and wife 
fiatefman. 
Briftol proud ! 
of the man I 
that gave to I 
England and j 
to America 
and Spain 
their vaft 
poif effions. 
But rears him 
no monu-
ment. 
Is five years 
in the Plata. 
Garcia leaves 
fome of his 
fpies behind, 
who anger 
the natives. 
Thef e decide 
• on extermi-
nating the 
whites. 
Life of 
native city, let them know that it lies with 
Sir Thomas Lawrence's, in the vafl: limbo of 
futurity. 
In the midfl: of his labours, and, remember, 
they extended over five years in this region, 
the fame evil genius which had followed him 
acrofs the Atlantic was conftantly marring 
his efforts, and finally fl:ruck a well-nigh fatal 
b]ow to the expedition. 
Garcia had fwept the country and failed 
with his fpoil; but he had left behind him a 
party of his followers, who held themfelves 
amenable to no law. 
Thefe men, located at Santus Spiritus, were 
guilty of fome aCl:s of atrocity towards the 
natives, which roufed their wildefl: refentment. 
It is exprefsly fl:ated that with this act, 
whatever it was, Cabot had nothing at all 
to do ; but the fierce and fanguinary Indians 
made no difl:inction. 
Secret meetings were held, a plan of aCl:ion 
was decided upon, and it was determined ~o · 
cut off every white man in the country. 
A little before daybreak the enraged nation 
burft, with one fell fwoop, down on and car-
l 
I 
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ried the entrenchments of Santus Spiritus, put-
ting the feeble garrifon to the f word. 
Here Caro, the faithful, probably perifhed 
in command, for we henceforth lofe fight of 
him~ 
Maddened with fuccefs, they rapidly tra-
verfe the intervening country, and try the fame 
tactics at Fort Salvador. 
But better watch and ward is· kept here. 
"Defence, not Defiance," is the Brifl:ol man's 
motto, or rather, as on his portrait, "Spes 
mea in Deo efl: ;" but he watches, as well as 
hopes ; fights, as well as prays; and beats the 
enemy off. 
Sad faces come down the river a few days 
afterwards, re-inforcements, fent to alarm and 
put the advance garrifon on their guard, return 
. difpirited : they had found Santus Spiritus 
defolate, a ruin; and their friends and com-
panions flain to a man. So Cabot fhips the 
requifite f upplies, difmantles the fort, embarks 
the remnant of his people, and quits for ever 
the ill-omened fhore. 
Five and thirty years, replete with toil, 
anxiety, and peril, have 'pafled away fince the 
They attack 
Santus Spiri-
tus, flay Caro 
and his gar-
rifon. · 
Swoop down 
on Fort Sal .. 
vador. 
Cabot on the 
watch, beats 
them off; 
and for want 
of re-inforce-
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to Spain • 
Herrera, Dec. 
iv. lib. viii. 
• 
cap. 1x. 
• 
• 
Cabot re· 
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A .D. 1531. 
• 
Ramufio, 
tom.i.fol.414, 
D. Eden, of 
1 554· 
Some hope 
that under 
the new re-
gime Spain 
may find the 
record of 
Cabot.,s 
voyages. 
• 
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date of the firfl: patent of Henry VII. ; and 
though Cabot, on his return to Spain, ref um es 
his high fl:ation, and might bafk at leif ure in 
the emoluments of office, yet we find his fpirit 
and love of enterprife unbroken, drawing him 
we know not whither, but repeatedly to fea; 
for he fays: 
" After this, I made many other voyages, 
which I noW pretermit ; and, growing old, I 
give myfelf to refl: from f uch labours, becaufe 
there are now many young and vigorous fea-
men of good experience, by whofe forwardnefs 
I do rejoice in the fruit of my labours, and reft 
with the charge of this office, as you fee." 
So great a change has of late come over the 
kingdom of Spain, that we may now indulge a 
hope that the archives of that ancient king-
dom will be opened to the fl:udent, and that 
from its hidden treafures fome records of thefe 
lofl: voyages, and perchance the invaluable 
maps and charts drawn by Cabot's own hand, 
be brought to light ; we indicate a rich mine, 
who will go and dig ? 
Home ftcknefs affetts, more or lefs, all 
men at f ome period or other of their f ojourn 
·---·--------... --... --.... ·------· -~......... ~·-· - ---------'iJ 
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in a foreign clime; we have known men, who, 
under the fi1nny, cloudlefs azure of a Na pl es 
fky, fighed and fickened for the mifiy cloudi-
nefs of our native if1e. 
It might have been this that brought Cabot 
home to Briftol, no difhonourable flight had 
been put upon him ; for eighteen years he 
had moved amongfl: the grandees of Spain as 
their equal, and was above the reach of want ; 
we look, at firfl:, for any other caufe, it lies · 
not on the f urface, perhaps, with indufl:ry, we 
n1ay firike the vein. 
Barrow, indeed, fays that "his friend, 
l{obert Thorne, fent for him home ;." verily, 
if it were fo, the meff age was a long time 
travelling to hi1n, for good Robert Thorne 
had refl:ed from his labours for fixteen years, 
leaving his works to follow him, as they do 
this day, and a n1emory green and beautiful 
for ever. 
Now Strype tells us that he came to Eng-
land and fettled in his native place, Brifl:ol, in 
I 548 ; that is, in the firfl: year of Edward VI., 
and the time of liberty for tender confciences. 
Had he, with his gentle and travel-enlarged 
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heart, who had feen fo much of iniquity prac~ 
tifed in the name of religion by the Spaniards, 
conceived a defire in the autumn of his days 
to learn fomething of this new religion which 
the priefts, who had fanCl:ioned the cruelties of 
Mexico and Peru, were everywhere fpeaking 
again ft ; and did he de fire liberty for himfelf 
to read the Word of God, which he could not 
do in Spain ? That he was well acquainted 
with the letter, and thorough! y entered ·into 
its f ublime precepts, we fhall fhortly fee : 
f omewhere he learned to refirain that unruly 
member which, once at leafl:, led him afl:ray; 
and, not only could he denounce blafphemy 
of God, and detefiable f wearing, then fo com-
mon, bUt alfo cc ribaldrie, filthy tales, diceing, 
and gaming." He alfo is found advifing 
morning and evening prayers daily ; and alfo 
that cc the Bible be daily read devoutly and 
Chri fl:ianl y to God's honour, and for His 
grace to be obtained by humble and hearty 
prayer." 
Here we have, we think3 the key to the 
myfl:ery, and can underftand why he aban-
doned the emoluments and honours of office, 
Seba.ftian Cabot. 
and fl:eadily and perfifl:ently refufed to return, 
but chofe to live and die in a land where, at 
that time, liberty of confcience was allowed to 
all men. 
Home to Brifl:ol then he came ; but not 
long had fettled down when a formal and 
mofl: urgent de1nand was made by the Spanifh 
ambaffador, that 
" Sebafiian Cabote, Grand Pilot of the Em-
peror's Indies, then in England, might be fent 
over to Spain, as a very neceffary man for the 
Emperor, whofe fervant he was, and who had 
given him a penfion." · 
The anf wer to this application is frill pre-
ferved amongfl: the Harleian MSS., and it 
goes very far to prove that there had been no 
quarrel between the Emperor and Cabot. 
The Englilh Council, in its own anxiety to 
retain Cabot in this country, does fcant juf-
tice to his dignified and fitting reply when 
pointedly and rudely interrogated as to what 
he would do at the command of the council 
or of his fovereign. 
This is the narrative of the occurrence : 
" And as for Sebafl:ian Cabot, word was firfl: 
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made that he was not detain'd here by us, but 
that he of himfelf refufed to go either into 
Spain or to the En1peror in Flanders ; and 
that he being of that mind, and the . King 
Edward's fubjeCl: (Briftol born), no reafon or 
equity would that he lhould be forced or com-
pelled to go againft his will. 
''Upon the which anfwer the ambaffador de-
manded that Cabot fhould viva voce, in the 
prefence of fome one whom the council lhould 
appoint, declare this to be his mind and 
anfwer. 
" Whereun to we condefcended, and at the 
laft fent the faid Cabot, with Richard Shelley, 
to the ambaffador, who, as the faid Shelley 
. 
hath made report to us, affirmed to the faid 
ambaffador that he was not minded to go, 
neither into Spain nor to the Emperor. 
"Neverthelefs, having knowledge of certain 
things very necelfary for the Emperor's know-
ledge, he was well contented, for the good-will 
he bore the Emperor, to write his mind unto 
him, or to declare the fame here to any f uch 
as fuould be appointed to hear him. 
'' Whereunto the faid a1nbaffador afked the 
~---------------------------~. 
• 
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. 
faid Cabot, 'in cafe the King's majefl:y, or we 
· the council, fhould command him to go, whe-
ther then he would not do it.''' 
'' Whereunto the faid Cabot made anfwer: 
' If the King's Highnefs, or we, fhould fo 
command, he knew well enough what he had 
to do.' '' '' But it feemeth that the an1 baffador 
took this anf wer of Cabot to mean that, on 
being fo commanded by the King or by us, 
he would be content to go." 
'' Wherein we reckon the faid ambaffador 
to be deceived, for Cabot had divers times 
before declared unto us that he was fully de-
termined not to go hence at all." 
Spain, of courfe, fl:ruck off his penfion, and 
Edward immediately gave him one of 250 
marks, or £ 166 13s. 4d., a very handfome 
f um for the period. 
.. 
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CHAPTER IX. 
Ca bot' s office; he e:<,p/ains the variation of the C ompafi to 
the King; State of 'Trade in England; deprejfion 
thereof, caufed by the monopoly of the S tilliard mer-
chants. The London merchants con/ult Cabot; his 
advice fallowed; is made Gor,1ernor of the Merchant 
Adventurers' Company far life; frequent interviews 
with the King; breaks the foreign monopoly; is liber-
ally rewarded by the grateful 111onarch; builds the Jhips 
for the new expedition at Brijlol, Jheaths them with 
lead plates; fir ff introdullion of this fyjf em into Eng-
land; Sir Hugh Willoughby chofen for the command; 
Cabot's wife failing a11d bujinefs injfrullions. 
E have no name given for the office 
which Cabot now filled under tl1e 
~C'i...... Englifh Government ; but he feems 
to have exercifed a general f uper-
vifi on over the maritime affairs of the king-
dom, under the king and the council. We 
have one inftance left on record in which he 
vetoed John Allday, who, " Wanting to go as 
mafter in a fhip to the Levant, was frayed 
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Life of Sebaflian Cabot. 
' By the prince's letters, which my mafier, 
i Sebafl:ian Gabote, had obtained for that pur-
! pofe, to my great grief.' " 
I We hear, alfo, of his being prefent at the 
examination of a French pilot, who had long 
, frequented the Coaft of Brazil. 
l There is alfo every reafon for believing that 
J the minute inftrutl:ions for navigating the 
l Rio de La Plata, given in Hakluyt, are from 
his pen. 
The boy king had himfelf a great tafl:e for 
maritime affairs; when quite a child he knew 
all the harbours and ports in France and Scot-
land, as well as thofe in his own dominions ; 
how much water they had, and the way to get 
i11to them. 
We have it on the tefl:imony of the noble 
Venetian, Sanuto, that Cabot had explained 
to the king the whole f ubjecl: of the variation 
of the needle, which Guido Gianeti, their 
mutual friend in London, informed Sanuto 
'' That Sebafi:ian Cabot w'1s the firfl: difcoverer 
of this hid fecret of nature ; that he fhowed 
the extent of the variation, and alfo that it was 
different in different places.,, 
_____ , ____ _......__....._....._ __  
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Gianeti refided near to Cabot, and from him 
and others Sanuto learned that Cabot was held 
in the higheft efl:eem. 
Sanuto had confl:rueted at Venice an infl:ru-
ment for meafuring the longitude; hence it 
became a matter of great importance to him 
to afcertain a point of no variation. 
This, after Gianeti had left England, he got 
from Cabot through another friend, who alf o 
tells him he faw " a chart of navigation, exe-
cuted by hand with the greatefl: care, and 
carefu11y compared with one made by Cabot 
himfelf, in which the pofi tion of this meridian 
was feen to be 110 miles weft of Flores. 
Sanuto remarks that he had proofs of the 
accuracy of the report thus made; he refers 
repeatedly to the map, which appears to have 
been fent to him, and adverts to obfervations 
made by Cabot as to the variation of the 
compafs at the Equator. 
Where can all thefe maps, &c. be? For 
befides thofe which Worthington's lhade muft 
anf wer for, we have at leafl: three copies trace 
-one each to Sanuto, Ortelius, and the Duk 
of Bedford, at Cheynies to fay nothing 
• 
Sebajlian Cabot. 
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the extract cut by Clement Adams in this 
very year, 1549. Where are they? and echo 
alone anf wers Where? 
What Cabot's theory of the variation was 
we are left to conjecture; this we know, that 
his tranfatlantic voyages had led him to the 
fcenes of its mofl: marked, f udden, and ftriking 
aberrations. 
It matters not that in our day Sir James 
Rofs has been able to reach the f pot and indi-
cate the exact fite, for the time being, of the 
magnetic pole, which fpot is to the eaft of that 
mentioned by Cabot. 
It is ever ofcillating, has no fixed refl:ing 
point; in the feventeenth century it was con-
fiderably to the eafl: of the meridian of Green:.. 
wich; in 1660 it was coincident with it, or 
1 due north and fouth ; in 181 8 it had reached 
to 24° 301 weft; and ftnce then it has been 
flowly diminilhing. 
In an edition of Ptolemy's " Geographia," 
publiihed at Rome in I 508, there is a refer-
ence to the Terra Nova and the Baccalaos, 
Cabot's names for the new lands, and which 
mufl: have been taken from his charts; on a 
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map in this work is a f pot pointed out where , 
it ftates " Here the fhips' compafs lofes its 
property." 
That Cabot's explanation to the king was • 
more than a mere ftatement of ifolated facts 
. we gather from this : he reprefented the vari-
ation as differing in different places, as not . 
abf olutely regulated by diflance from any par-
ticular meridian ; that he could point to a 
f pot of no variation ; and that thofe whom he 
trained as feamen, as Chancellor and Stephen 
Burrough, were particularly attentive to this 
problem, noting it at one time, thrice within 
a fhort fpace; fo that, if his theory had been 
at variance with faCl:s, his f ucceffors would foon 
have found out the error and expofed it. 
But, though Cabot's fervices were thus dif-
fufive and varied, his indomitable energy was 
yet to ftrike out a new enterprife, perhaps the 
greateft:, at all events the moft f uccefsful, of 
his long and varied efforts. It had long been 
maturing in his mind, and now the time for 
atl:ion had come. 
A general flagnation of trade pervaded 
England, and a liftlefs def pond ency brooded 
•-----~~--~~--~-----------------~·---------------~ 
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over its commerce ; f o much f o, that the 
' London merchants had an interview witl1 the 
Brifl:ol navigator, who "happened to be in 
London," and " after much fearch and con-
ference together, it was at lafl: concluded that 
three £hips £hould be prepared and furnifhed 
out for the fearch and difcovery of the northern 
! part of the world, to open a way and paffage 
I to our men for travel to new and unknown 
I 
I 
f 
I 
regions." 
( 1550.) l~etters of incorporation were, on 
the 14th of December, 1551, procured, 
wherein it is declared " that, in confideration 
of his being the chiefeft fetter forth of this 
journey, or voyage, therefore we make, ordain, 
and confl:itute him, the faid Sebafl:ian Cabot, 
to be the firfl: and prefent governor during his 
natural life, without removal." 
This was the beginning of the company of 
merchant adventurers, of which our citizen 
was the founder and fir fl: head ; the Brifl:ol 
branch was incorporated under a f eparate charter 
on December 23, 1552. 
At the very outfet of the fociety, it was to 
encounter a difficulty, which would have ap-
Cabot's inter· 
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merchants. 
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palled a man of fmall mental calibre, and led 
him to give it up in def pair. 
The German cities, Antwerp and Ham-
burgh, held exclufive poffeffion of the trade of 
Northern and Central Europe. By gifts or 
bribes they had obtained large conceffions in 
the duties and cuftoms of England. 
They paid much lefs, for infl:ance, when 
they exported Englifh cloth, than the native 
manufaCl:urer, if he ch of e to export, had to 
pay. 
In importing goods at a favoured and lower 
rate for themfelves, they alfo furtively intro-
duced large quantities, as their own (for a 
conftderation ), at the low rate of duty. 
Having thus fecured the command of the 
Englifh market, as well as the monopoly of the 
1 foreign, they fet their own value on goods, 
and ad:ually brought Englifu wool down to 
18d. per ftone; employed no Englilh fhips, 
and with their joint fl:ocks playing into each 
other's hands, crufhed .the Englilh merchants. 
They were called the Stilliard (Steelyard) 
merchants. 
Cabot's genius rofe to the occafton.. He 
Sebajlian Cabot. 
faw no reafon why, thefe impediments once 
. 
removed, England ihould not become the 
manufaCl:ory of the world, and her ihips the 
carriers of its produce. 
The father of free trade, he fet himfelf 
againfl: this monopoly, and manfully did he 
battle with it. 
By the king's entries in his private journal 
we fee the deep i~terefl: that Edward felt in a 
matter that fo ferioufiy concerned the welfare 
of his f ubjeCl:s; thefe entries are continued over 
five months, and are often of confiderable length. 
At lafl:, on February 23, A. D. I 551, fuc-
cefs crowned Cabot's perfevering eff o.rts, and 
a ref ult fo auf picious to commerce, as the 
breaking up of the clofe monopoly, and fo 
advantageous to the public revenue was not 
forgotten. 
In March " Sebafl:ian Caboto, the great 
feaman, had £ 200, by way of the King's 
Majefl:y's reward." 
This huge obfl:acle removed, the merchant 
adventurers fet to work in earnefl: to open the 
way and pa1Tage to the northern feas. 
New fuips are ordered to be built, fl:rong 
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• 
and well-feafoned planks are feleeted for the 
purpof e, and, to guard againfl: the worms, 
" Which many times pearceth and eateth 
through the fl:rongefl: oake," it is refolved to 
" cover the keel of the fhippe with thinne 
fheets of leade.'' 
This was the introdud:ion of fheathing into 
the Britifh marine ; the art had been praCl:ifed 
in Spain, and Cabot, if not the original in-
ventor, muf1: be allQwed the honour of intro-
ducing it into England. 
Strype tells us : " This famous expedition 
was f et on foot from Brif1:owe, where Cabot 
then lived." 
We are, therefore, jufl:ified in f uppoftng 
that the fhips were built on the fpot, under 
his perfonal fupervifion; and thus we claim 
for the old city the honour of being the firfl: 
place in the kingdom wherein f o ufeful an in-
vention was prad:ically applied. 
The adventurers were on the qui vive f ot 
information relating to the northern lands 
they wifhed to explore, wherever it could be 
found. 
Two Tartareans employed about the king' 
Seba)lian Cabot. 
fl:ables were brought out, and an interpreter 
employed to a:lk them about their country, its 
people, manners, habits, &c_~ &c., but 
''Story ! God blefs you, they had none to tell, firs. 
' 
* * * * * * * * 
But they'd be glad to drink their honors' health, in 
A pot of beer, if they would give them fixpence. 
For their own part, they never loved to meddle'' 
With fearchings. 
cc Being," fays the o]d chronicler, " .more 
inclined to tofs pots than to learn the ftates 
and dif pofitions of people." 
Amongft thofe who moft anxioufly fought 
command, was Sir Hugh Willoughby, a moft 
valiant and well-born gentleman, fkilfi.il in 
the fervice of war, and of a tall and com-
manding stature. 
Eventua11y he was appointed to the chief 
command. 
In command a]fo of one of the fuips, with 
the title of Pilot-major, was Chancellor, a per-
fonal friend of Cabot's, who had been brought 
up with Philip Sydney. 
He was a fkilf ul and intrepid feaman, and 
his remarks on the cuftoms, religious habits, 
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manners, and laws of the countries he vifited, 
prove him to have been poff'elfed of great 
furewdnefs, quick obfervation, and a highly 
cultured underftanding. 
His intimacy with · Cabot was cl of e and 
reciprocal; one incident in that great man's 
hiftory, we alone know through him: viz., 
Cabot's peril in the ArCl:ic fea through a water-
f pout. 
The failing mafter in Chancellor's fuip was 
Stephen Burrough, afterwards Chief Pilot of 
England, and of high rank in the navy, 
William Burrows, afterwards Comptroller of 
the Navy, and Arthur Pet, were alfo both in 
the fuip in fome f ubordinate capacity. 
Cabot prepared a book of inftruetions, which 
was ordered to be publicly read once a week 
on board of each fuip. " To the intent that 
every man may better remember his oath, 
confcience, duty, and charge.'~ 
Thefe have been juftly regarded as ·model 
inftruetions, and refleet the higheft luftre on 
his fagacity, good fenfe, and comprehenftve 
knowledge. 
Whilft we can only find room for a few 
.. 
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extraCl:s, thefe bits of a great man's mind 
will fill the reader with regret that all the 
records of his own Herculean la hours have 
been loft to the world. 
They are called '' Ordinances, inftruCl:ions, 
and advertifements of and for the direCl:ion of 
the intended voyage to Cathay, compiled, 
made, and delivered by the right worfhipfu] 
M. Sebaftian Cabota, Efqr., Governour of the 
M yfl:erie and Companie of the Merchants 
Ad venturers, for the difcoverie of regions, 
dominions, iflands, and places unknowen, the 
9th day of May, in the yere of our Lord God 
I 5 5 3, and in the 7 yere of the reigne of our 
rnofl: dread fovereigne Lord Edward VI., by 
the grace of God King of England, France, 
and Ireland, defender of the faith, and of the 
Church of England and Ireland, in earth, 
fupreme head." 
" 7th item. That the merchants and other 
fkilful perfons, in writing, !hall daily write, 
defcribe, and put in mernorie the navigation 
of each day and night, with the points and 
obfervations of the lands, tides, elements, 
altitude of the f unne, courfe of the moon 
' 
Title of the 
inftru Cl:ions. 
''7th item,'' 
to keep daily 
the log, and 
chronicle all 
paffing 
occurrences. 
I 
! 
I 
I 
I 
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and fl:arres, and the fan1e fo noted by the 
order of the mafter and pilot of every ihip to 
be put in writing ; the captaine-generall, alfem-
bling the mafters together once every weeke 
(if winde and weather ihall ferve) to conferre 
all the. obfervations and notes of the faid ihips, 
to the intent it may appeare, wherein the notes 
do agree and wherein they dilfent, and upon 
good debatement, deliberation, and conclufion, 
determined to put the fame · into a common 
leger, to remain of record for the company ; 
the like order to be kept in proportioning of 
the cardes, afl:rolabes, and other infl:ruments 
prepared for the voyage, at the charge of the 
companie." 
" 27 item. The names of the ·people of 
every ifland are to be taken in writing, with 
the commodities and incommodities of the 
fame; their natures, qualities, and dif pofi-
tions, the fite of the fame, and what things 
they are mofl: defirous of, and what com-
1nodities they will mo ft willing I y depart 
with, and what metals they have in hils, 
mountains, fl:reams, or rivers, in or under 
the earth." 
I 
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Attention to moral and religious duties is 
fl:rietl y enjoined. 
" 1 2 item. That no blaf pheming of God, or 
I detefl:able f wearing, be ufed in any fuip, nor 
! j communication of ribaldrie, filthy tales, or 
l ! ungodly talke, to be f uffered in the company 
t I of any fuip, neither dicing, tabling, nor other 
l I divelifh games to be frequented, whereby 
i 
·1 enfueth not onely povertie to the players, but 
alf o fl:rife, variance, brauling, fighting, and 
oftentimes murther, to the utter defl:ruetion of 
the parties, and provoking of God's inoft jufl: 
wrath and f worde of vengeance. Thefe and 
all f uch like pefl:ilences and contagions of 
vices and finnes to be efchewed, and the 
offenders once monifhed, and not reforming, 
to be punifhed at the difcretion of the captaine 
and mafl:ers as appertaineth." 
'' 13 item. That tnorning and evening 
prayer with other common fervices appointed 
, by the King's Majefl:ie, and lawes of this 
realme, to be read and faide in every fuip 
daily by the minifrer in the admirall, and the· 
marchant or fome other perfon learned in 
other fuips ; and the Bible or paraphrafes to 
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be read devoutly and Chriftianly to God's 
honour and for his grace to be obtained, and 
had by humble and hearty prayer of the navi-
gants accordingly." 
" 23 item. Forafmuch as our people and 
fhippe n1ay appear unto them ftrange and 
wonderous, and theirs alfo to ours, it is to be 
confidered how they may be ufed, learning 
much of their natures and dif pofitions by fome 
one f uch perfon as you may firfl: either allure 
or take to be brought aboard your fhippes, 
and there to learn as you may, without vio-
lence or force, and no woman to be tempted or 
intreated to incontinence or difhoneftie.'' 
" 26 item. Every nation and region to be 
confidered advifedly, and not to provoke · 
them by any difiance, laughing, contempt, or 
fuch like; but to ufe them with prudent cir-
cumf peCtion, with all gentlenejs and courtejie; 
. 
and not to tarry long in one place until you 
fhall have attained the moil: worthy place that 
may be found in fuch fort, as you may returne 
with vittuals fufficient prof peroufly ." 
In the 3 2nd item, he refers to the diffi-
culties experienced from timidity and incre-
----- ------ - ~--------~--------
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dulity ; and f peaks of the " obO:acles which 
had minifl:ered matter of f uf picion in fome 
heads that this voyage could not f ucceed, for 
the extremitie of the North Pole, lacke of 
paifage, and fuch like, which have caufed 
wavering minds and doubtful heads, not only 
to withdraw themtelves fron1 the adve11tures 
of this voyage, but alfo diif uaded others from 
the fa1ne," &c. &c. 
" 33rd item of infl:ruttions. No confpi-
racies, parttakings, factions, falfe tales, untrue 
j . reports, which be the very feedes and fruits 
l 
l of contention, difcord, and confufion by evil 
I tongues, to be f uffered, but the fame and all 
' I I 
"-
other ungodlinefs to be chafl:ened charitably 
with brotherly love, and always obedience to 
be ufed and pratt:ifed by all perf ons in their 
degrees, not only for duty and confcience fake 
towards God, under whofe merciful hand 
navigants above all other creatures naturally 
be mofl: nigh and vicine, but alfo for prudent 
and worldly policy and publick weale, con-
fidering and always having prefent in your 
n1inds that you be all one mofl: loyal king's 
f ubjeets, and naturally with daily remembrance 
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Sebajlian Cabot. 
been a man of f cience, of found pratl:ical 
buftnefs habits, and in the higheft fenfe of the 
word a Chriftian gentleman. 
I 
• 
T e expedi· 
• n fails 
May 20th, 
1553. 
'IN Expeiitio11 fails for tbt 11ortb-eajl; C b1111ttllor• sfi 
tejs · N'i//011gb/JJ's iif11Jlro11s fate; other exptlit11; 
pl1211neJ • higb petfa•11g11 1111tier C 11/Jot i11 the to•pa11y 
Cb1111eeU1r s rJJre'lt 11114 i111tb Mllftoflit1 .4111/JaffeJor 
f11flti, bis t11try i•to Lo11i1•.. C11"/J1t's *!Ji11i111 of lillrs 
bis /Jttfinefi ortlers to tb1 11gtnts; /Nttefif11l 111flt1I 'llllen 
of tb1 C omp1111y; large i11tr11lf1 of tr•tlt. 0 tber IN 
tlitio11s. 'The old m1111 ju/Ji/11111, gives /11rge 11/ms to 
poor that they may prtJ_y far the fai/ors; his pi111s e 
m111tlations of thtm to God. Dark tlays •11tier M. 
Philip of Spain /011Js; C11/Jot lofts h•!f bis Pen 
gets a 9uejlio11a/Jlt pt1rt•1r in bis office; 1111tttetlt11ti 
Worthingto11; C 11/Jot's maps a11d tharts; H altl11yt 
a6/1 to get a jigbt if thtm; miffing tfltr ji11ee; 4r1 t 
i11 Sp11i1t nofll I De11th--/J1tl; fays be ht11 infal/i 
metboi of Jiftofleri11g tbt Jo11zit11d1 .. Is it the Ce!ljlia 
S11mmarJ of bis life ""' tbllrlllltr • 
ready on 
"The gre 
ed down 
, and the marin 
atchett, or lkie-col 
Life if Seba.ftian Cabot. 
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cloth, rowed amaine, and made way with 
diligence." 
" And being con1e neare to Greenwich, 
where the Court then lay, prefently, upon the 
newes thereof, the courtiers came running 
out, and the common people flocked together, 
fl:anding very thicke upon the fhoare ; the 
privie counfel, they lookt out at the windowes 
of the Court, and the refl: ranne up to the 
toppes of the towers; the fhippes hereupon 
difcharge their ordinance and fhoot off their 
peaces, after the manner of warre and of the 
fea ; infomuch that the tops of the hilles 
founded therewith, the valleys and the waters 
gave an echo, and the mariners, they fhouted 
in f uch fort that the :Ode rang againe with the 
noyfe thereof. One fl:ood in the poope of 
the !hi ppe, and by his gefl:ure bids fare well to 
his f riendes in the befl: man er hee coulde. 
Another walkes upon the hatches, another 
climbes the fhroudes, another fl:ands upon the 
maine yard, and another in the toppe of the 
fhippe. To be fhorte, it was a very triumph 
(after. a fort) in all refpeCl:s to the beholders. 
But, alas, the good King Edward (in refpeCl: 
• 
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Arrives at 
Greenwich. 
Great rejoic-
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and on board 
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King Edward, 
fick and dying, 
takes no part. 
The fiiips put 
• in at 
Harwich. 
Chancellor's 
voyage. 
• Lift of 
of whom principally all this was prepared 
hee only by reafon of ftcknefs was abfc t fro 
this fltowe, and not long after the departure 
of th e lhippes the lamentable and mofl: fc 
rowful accident of his death followed.'' 
They put in at Harwich for final orde 
and were clayed a while ; " yet, at the la 
i g winde, they hoyfl:ed 1p fayl 
and committed themfelves to the fea, giving 
their laR: adieu to their native country, which 
they knew not whether they fhould ever retume 
agayne to fee or not. Many of them looke 
oftentimes backe and could not refraine fr 
teares, conftdering into what hazards th 
were to fall, and what uncertaint~es of the fc 
they were to make try all of.,, Chancell 
himfelf was moved. '' His natural and 
therly aff'eCtion alfo fomewhat troubled hi 
for he lef1 behinde im two little fonn~~ 
which were in the cafe of orphans if he fped 
not ell.'' 
Let us follow his fortunes briefly. 
a feparation from his conforts in a great fl:o 
he reached the rend z ous in Norway, a 
waited fome day i vain. Difhearten· 
----·---- -- -----
Seba.ftian Cabot. 
-~ - -- ---
reprefen tations were 1nade to deter him from 
proceeding, but he remained "fteadfaft and 
immutable in his refolution to do or to die," 
arid fo he held on -his courfe into the 11nfa-
thomable unknown. 
His fteady 
determina· 
. 
t1on. 
Rounding the North Cape, he can1e to " a Rounds the 
North Cape. 
place where was no night at all, but a con-
tinuall light, and brightneife of the fun 
I 
1 
t 
I 
i 
iliyning clearlie upon the huge and mightie j 
fea; and havyng the benefit of this perpetual l 
light for certayne days, at length it pleafed l 
l 
God to brinbcr tl1em to a certayne bay, which Reaches the l I White Sea. t 
was one hundred miles or thereabouts over, I 
whereinto they entered fomewhat farre and 
cafr anchor." 
Landing near Archangel, then only a cafl:le, 
the influence of Cabot's injuntl:ion as to gen-
tlenefs was feen, and had a mo fr happy ref ult. 
Lands on the 
fpot where 
Archangel 
now ftands. I 
I The people at firft, half dead with fear, 
threw themfelves at Chancellor's feet; " but 
he, in a lovinge forte, did take them up from , 
the gro11nde, and this humanitie diP. purchafe I Tranquillizes 
the natives. ! 
to himfelf great favour through the f preading · I 
abroad a report of the firange people, who j 
were yet fo full of fingular gentlene!fe and I 
• 
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courtefte, whereupon the natives fuppred the 
with vid:ua]s freely." 
It is not the province of the writer to fo 
low Ch ncellor in his f uccefsful overland ro 
to M of cow, where he had a mo ft cordial r 
ception, and laid the f olid foundations of 
trade hich is carried on to this day. 
It is with the well-\von ref ults we hav 
more particularly to deal. But ere we do 
this, let us for a few moments enquire a to 
the fate of the gallant Willoughby. 
After being parted from their conf or 
Chancellor, all trace of him was entire I y lo 
but, though the fea lhall not give up its deMJ~ 
till the Archangel's trump fhall found, 
icy kingdom does at times unlock its treafl 
houfe and reveal f orile dread fiory of t 
pa ft 
Long, long afterwards the frozen-up lhi 
were difcovered ; of courfe, no Jiving bein 
were here ; but the admiral's journal h 
been kept, and Gabriel Willoughby's will w 
~ttefted by brave Sir Hugh, as late as Janu 
1 554· 
The laft entry defi ribed the '' U nkno 
Sebaflian Cabot. 
and mofl: wonderful wild beafis aiTembling in 
fearful numbers about the lhips.'' 
And then Oblivion in mercy draws a pall 
over the fcene ; but, as one by one falls into 
the anns of death, we feem to fee the King of 
the eternal fnows, the Lord of the vafl: un-
known, as the lafi: hardy furvivor drops life-
lefs by the fide of his unburied comrades, 
barring afreih the gate of his terrible domain, 
whiftling a tempefl: dirge amidfl: the cryfi:al 
peaks of his icy mountains, and then burying 
all record of the bold intruders under a ma11tle 
. of fleecy fnow. 
What was the immediate caufe of fo difmal 
a catafl:rophe can now be only matter of con-
jetl:ure ; it could fcarcely have been difeafe or 
fan1ine, - foine note vvould in either cafe have 
been moft probably made in the journal; the 
greater probability is, that they f uccum bed to 
the intenfe cold. Thomf on pathetically laments 
their fate in the fallowing lines :--
'' Miferab1e they 
Who here, entangled in the gathering ice, 
Take their ]all: Jook of the defcending fun. ; 
vVhile, full of death, and fierce with tenfold froft, 
The long, long night incumbent o'er their heads, 
Their tragic 
1 
fate. 
.. 
Probable 
I caufe of their 
death. 
• 
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in the charter, and numbered amongfl: the 
adventurers, we have the following lifl: of 
high officials, comprifing the befl: blood and 
highefl: rank in the kingdom. " Our right 
trufl:y and well be1oved counfellor, William, 
Marquis of Winchefler, Lord High Treafurer" 
(a Paul et, who lived to fee 103 defcendants 
of his own body); "Henry, Earl of Arundel, 
Lord Steward of the Houfehold ; John, Earl 
of Bedford, Lord Keeper of the Privy Seal; 
William, Earl of Pembroke" (who this year 
rode into London to his manfion, Baynard 
Caftle, with 300 horfe in his retinue, of which 
I oo of them were gentlemen in plain blue 
cloth, with chains of gold and badges of a 
dragon on their fleeves) ; " Wi1liam Lord 
Howard, of Effingham, the Lord High Ad-
miral of England, &c. &c. &c., all of whom 
are incorporated under one Governor" (Se-
baftian Cabot, as the chiefeft fetter forth of 
the enterprife) "of the faid fellowlhip and 
community of merchants adventurers, for the 
difcovery of lands, territories, i!les, dominions, 
1 
and feigniories, unknowen, and not before 
that ]ate adventure by fea comn1only fre-
------
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On a f ubfequent voyage of Chancellor's the 
Emperor fent back with him Ofep N epea 
Gregorowitch, as his orator or ambatTador, 
together with four fhips heavily laden with 
furs, wax, train-oil, and other ·Ruffian com-
modities, to the value of upwards of £20,000, 
which belonged partly to the merchants and 
partly to the orator ; two of thefe lhips were 
wrecked on the coafl: of Norway one reached 
the Thames in fafety ; but the "Edward 
Bonaventure," Chancellor's own lhip, was 
driven on the rocks at Pidligo, in Scotland, 
and the . intrepid Grand Pilot (which Chan-
cellor now by appointment had becon1e ), whilfl: 
trying to fave the ambaifador and feven of his 
attendants in his own boat, perilhed clofe to 
the land. 
· cc The noble ambalfador being, by God's 
prefervation and of f pecial favour, with a fewe 
others, only withe much difficultie, faved.'' 
As foon as the fad tidings reached London, 
provifion was made ~or the wants of the lhip-
wrecked Mufcovite ; and on his approach 
to London, on the 27th of February, 1557, 
he was met, twelve miles out of the city, by 
;~- ---~~~~~--
T he Emperor 
of I~uffia 
fends, by 
Chancellor, 
an ambaffa-
dor to Eng-
land in 1556, 
\vhen Chan· 
cellar is 
wrecked, but 
faves the 
am baffador's 
life at the 
coft of his 
own. 
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The ambaffa-
dor draws 
near London, 
and is met 
by a royal 
cavalcade, 
and one 
hundred and 
forty mer-
chant adven-
turers on 
horfeback 
with 
Governor 
Cabot. 
L!fi of 
fourfcore merchants, with chains of gold and 
goodly apparel, with an array of menfervants 
in one uniform livery, upon good horfes and 
geldings, who concluded him to a merchant' 
houfe four miles from London, and f upplying 
him with gold, ve] vet, filk, and all furniture 
requifite; he had a riding garment made for 
him by the next day. 
Then the merchants adventuring for Ruffia, 
to the niimber of one hundred and forty peifons, 
and fo many or more fervants in one livery, 
concluded him towards the City of London, 
fuowing him by the way the hunting of the 
fox, and many other fuch like f ports. The 
Right Honourable Vifcount Montague, a f pe-
cial rnelfenger from the Queen, here met and 
embraced him by commandment, and, with 
three hundred knights and gentlemen, accom-
panied him to London ; at the north part of 
which, four notable merchants prefented to 
him a right fair and large gelding, richly 
trapped, together with a foot-cloth of orient 
crimf on velvet, enriched with gold lace, al 
furnifued in the moft glorious falhion, th 
prefent gift of the faid merchants . 
• 
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At Smithfield Bars the Lord Mayor and 
Aldermen in fcarlet received him, and f o pre-
ceded by the merchants and notable perfon-
ages, and riding between the Lord Mayor 
and Lord Montague, with a large troop of 
fervants and apprentices following, }:ie was 
conduC1ed to his lodgings in cc Fantchurch-
fl:reet, with greate admiration and plaufi-
bilitie of the people, running plentifullie on 
all fides, and replenyfhinge all fireetes in f uch 
fort as no 1nan without difficultie might pafTe." 
Here, in cc two chambers richly hanged and 
decked, with an ample rich cupboard of plate," 
he .abode until the 3rd of May, receiving 
many aldern1en and the gra vefl: perfonages of 
the faid con1pany, who provided for his table 
as appertayned to an an1bafTador of fuch 
honour.'' 
But the wary old Governor had feen fo-
reigners before, and in their own homes, and 
he feems \'erv foo11 to have '' Scratched the 
.' 
:lkin and difcovered the Tartar;" for, writing 
to their agents in Ruffia foon after Ofep's 
arrival, he fays :-
'' V\T ee doe not finde the ambafTadour nowe 
His lodging. 
Cabot looks 
beneath the 
furface, 
~- ............... -- __ _...._._~---· ------------~-----
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and records 
his opinion 
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with Ruffia 
on the 
increafe. 
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Life of 
at the lafl: fo conformable to reafon as wee 
had thought wee fhoulde. Hee is very mif.. 
trufl:full and thinketh every man will beguile 
him. Therefore you had neede to take heede 
howe you have to .doe with him, or with any 
f uch, and to make your bargains plaine, and 
to fet them downe in writing. For they be 
, f ubtill people, and doe not alwaies fpeake the 
truth, and thinke other men toe be like them-
felves; therefore we wot1ld have none of them 
to fend any goods in our fhips at any time, 
nor none to come for paifengers." 
Riches, honours, and high pofitions, had 
not f poiled the old Bri!l:ol mariner ; truth 
and he had fhaken hands, and were bofom 
friends now ; he doef n't like a liar, even 
• 
though he reprefent an emperor ; "fo pray 
don't let any more of that fort come into 
England the fample is enough- keep out 
the bulk.'' 
Meanwhile the trade increafes; in 1557 
four fhips fail for Ruffia one of them the 
" ·Primrofe," carrying the ambaifador, the 
mafler of which lliip, "under God, was John 
Buckland," thefe were all laden with cloths, 
.____-------~------
\ 
I 
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cottons, and pewter. Seven rope-makers were 
fent out to work up the raw flax and hemp, 
and to teach the trade to the natives, fo that 
when thefe return, " we may not be defl:itute 
of good workmen, for we efl:eem this a prin-
cipal commoditie, and that the counjel of Eng-
land doth well allow-e.'' 
Ten young men, . as apprentices, went out 
alfo in the fleet, who were to be appointed to 
various offices and places, to keep accounts, 
to buy and fell, or to go as agents to notable 
cities of the country, for obfervation, under-
ftanding, and knowledge. 
They alfo fent a fkinner cc to view and fee 
f uch furs as you fhall cheape or buy," but 
they infl:rucl: them " that fables, and fuch rich 
furs as they, bee not every man's money, and 
fo fend but few.'' 
U nderflanding alfo « that in Permia and 
Ugory there is great quantity of yewe, which 
is a f pecial com modi tie for our realn1e," they 
fend out Leonard Brian '' to fhewe how it 
fhould be cut down and cloven.'' 
177 
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• 
future voyages they were to add cables., rope 
and linen yarn.,, 
They are alf o to look out for the fl:eel o 
the Tartars, which is faid to be better tha 
the Ruffian, and both of them very plentiful 
To keep their eye alfo on the copper 
the country, " either in plates or round cake 
for of that alf o there is faid to be great plenty ;'' 
and to fend f pecimens of every commodity in 
the country, as famples. 
Ef pecially were they to be mindful of this 
in the matter of leather ; " alf o of the herbs 
earth, or w hatf oever the Ruffians dye wit 
and to be f ure and fend {am pies of what they 
get for that purpofe from the Turks and th 
Tartars.'' 
They were alfo to note well what Engli 
goods befl: f uited the different parts of the va 
country, and to '' certify how their weight 
and meafures do anfwer to ours; alfo to fen 
over three roubles in money, that we may tr 
the jufl: value of them." (This invefl:men 
will certainly not break the company.) 
Another letter advif es the buying up of th 
wax by the company, as it is plentiful an 
Seba.ftian Cabot. 
cheap. "A good and fafe article for the 
realme, fo that, having it wholly in our hands, 
we may ferve our own country and others, 
and fo to pay for it, that it may not be on 
their hands who have it to fell.'' 
The wax chandlery in thofe days was one 
of the wealthiefl: trades in the kingdom. 
One hundred and forty tuns of cafks in 
fl:aves were now fent for the oil, and all the 
agents were directed to corref pond regularly 
with head-quarters at Mofcow, and to keep 
the merchant there well pofl:ed up in all 
matters relating to the country, its wants, and 
the trade of their feveral fl:ations, "that he 
may give us large infl:ruCl:ions, as well what 
is fol de and boughte, as alfo what lading we 
fuall take ; alf o what kind of goods we fuall 
fend. 
cc For we mufl: procure to utter good quan-
tity of wares, ef pecially thofe of our own 
realm, although we afford a good pennyworth, 
to tl1e intent to make other that have traded 
thitherto weary, and fo to bring ourfelves and 
our goods into efl:imation, and likewife to 
procure ·and have the chief commodities of 
Advifes the 
buying up of 
all the wax. 
Calks in ftaves 
fen t for oil. 
Advifes the 
under-felling 
all other 
• 
nations. 
• 
ence o be 
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governed the company, as feen in his feveral 
rules and orders. 
His genius, indeed, not only quickened its 
commerce to life, but his paternal care nou-
rifhed it to its inanhood. 
Soon there grew up an extenfive efl:ablilh-
ment in Mofcow, for, in 1571, when the Tar-
tars f creed the city and gave all to the flames 
(fave the kremlin into which the Czar had 
retired), many Englilhmen in the fervice of 
the company perilhed. 
In one houfe, it is faid, "twenty-five Eng-
lifhmen perifhed in one beer-cellar, and yet in 
that fame cellar Rafe, his wife, John Brown, 
and John Clarke were preferved, which was 
wonderful.'' 
It had happened that on Chancellor's firfl: 
vifit to Mofcow he met with an unexpeCted 
friend in the " Ambaffador from the Kinge of 
Perfia, called the great Sophie," who was all 
clothed in rich fcarlet, and who f poke to the 
Emperor of our men, of whofe kingdom and 
trade he was not ignorant. 
This i11terview led to the miffion to Perfia 
of Antony J enkinfon, and the opening up of 
i8r 
Mofcow 
burnt. 
Twenty-five 
Englifhmen 
perilh in one 
cellar. 
Chancellor's 
friend from 
Perfia at 
Mofcow. 
Miffion to 
Perfia. 
Laft lketch 
of Cabot. 
The ''Sea-
thrift, '' Capt. 
Stephen 
Burroughs, 
fitted out 
for the north. 
Cabot's judg-
ment of 
character. 
Life of 
a trade with that kingdom, where we are in-
formed, fays Cabot's corref pondent, ''that raw 
filke is as plentiful as flax in Ruffia." 
We get one more, and that a life-like 
fketch, almoft a photograph, of the old man 
jubilant, ere the curtain falls, and fhuts him 
into the Forever. 
Stephen Burroughs, who had been with 
Chancellor, was again def patched to the north, 
in I 5 56, in a pinnace called the "Seathrift,'' 
and in his journal he gives us a glimpfe of 
the anxious fupervifion of Cabot, and of his 
unwillingnefs to quit them until the very laft 
moment of their failing. 
We catch the genial fmile, marvel at the 
wonderful unbroken f pirit, and note how the 
wife old man gauged and underftood the cha-
1·aCl:er of thofe who f urrounded him, and knew 
how to leave a lafiing impreffion on their 
minds that there would ever be a feeling of 
warm and loving fympathy cherifhed for them, 
though far, far away, by thofe who_were com-
pelled to il:ay at home. 
"On the 27th of April, being Monday, 
the Right W orfhipful Sebaftian Cahoto came 
Sebaflian Cabot. 
aboard our pinneffe at Gravefend, accompanied 
with divers gentlemen and gentlewomen, ·who, 
after that they had viewed our pinneffe, and 
tafted off uch cheere as wee could make them 
aboarde, they went on fhore, giveing to our 
marriners right liberal rewardes. And the 
goode olde gentleman, Mafter Cabota, gave · 
to the poore moft liberall almes, wifhing them 
to pra ye for the good fortune and prof perous 
f ucceffe of the 'Serchthrift,' our pinneffe. 
"And then, at the fign of the Chriftopher, 
he and his friends banketted, and made me 
and them that were in the companie great 
cheere ; and, for very joy that he had to fee 
the towardneffe of our intended difcovery, he 
enter'd into the dance himfelf, amongft the 
reft of the younge and lufty company ; which 
being ended, hee and his friends departed, 
moft gently commending us to the govern-
ance of Almighty God." 
Sixty and one years have rolled away fince 
the date of the firft patent, under which Cabot 
failed and found a new world ; and green, 
vigorous, and cheerful is the ripe old age to 
which he has attained. 
He, with 
divers others, 
gives the 
• 
mariners a 
feaft at 
Gravefend. 
Enters joy-
fully into 
their fports, 
and, com-
mending 
them to 
God, bids 
them 
farewell. 
Sixty-one 
years fince 
the firft 
• patent 1n 
fearch of the 
new land. 
I 
' I 
• 
I 
I 
\ 
Philip of 
Spain, Queen 
Mary's huf-
band, arrives 
in England. 
He is no 
friend to 
Cabot, 
'1 who has to 
refign office, 
and alfo to 
loie his 
penfion. 
Worthington 
I appointed 
thereto. 
Life of 
I --------- -~------
i 
But, alas ! Queen Mary did not love thofe 
who had been the f1·iends of her brother. 
Her hufband, Philip of Spain, who threat-
ened and dunned her into a war with France, 
who withheld the meagre penfion from a 
father who had given to him an empire, came 
to England May 20th, 1557 . 
Sebafl:ian Cabot had, as we have feen, left 
the fervice of Philip's father, and refufed to 
return. He was now imparting to others the 
benefit of his :!kill and experience, and making 
England the fuccefsful rival of Spain upon the 
ocean. 
Thofe who l1ave ftudied the charaCter of 
that monarch will not think it a fl:range coin-
cidence that, on the 27th, or jufl: one week 
after the King's landing on Englilh lhores, 
the great feaman, who had fet his father at 
nought, had, under preif ure, to refign his 
office and penfion, granted to him for life by 
K.ing Edward VI. 
Two days afterwards William Worthington 
was affociated with him in the office, to which 
he was reinfl:ated, and he alf o took half the 
old man's penfion. 
-----------
' 
I 
Sebaflian Cabot* 
-------- - -- --- - I~-- --
All that we know previoufly of this W or-
thington is, that he was a defaulter in the days 
of King Edward, who forgave him a confider-
able amount, of which he faid he had been 
robbed by a runaway fervant. 
This man had now the cuflody of Cabot's 
" maps, charts, and difcourfes, written with 
his own hand," by virtue of the office into 
which he had been foifled. 
Such documents would be fecured by Philip 
at any price. He had put Worthington into 
the office, and . Well, the reader may 
" 
draw his own conclufion. 
We 1hould be glad if Spain, rejoicing in 
her newly-found liberty, would let us look at 
them if the can. We accufe no one, but we 
have a deep f uf picion that they may yet be 
found amongfl: her archives. 
Hakluyt, to whofe tafle and refearch our 
naval hiftory owes fo much, though now and 
then, as in Cabot's cafe, he took liberties 
with the text, and, as he thought, corretl:ed 
palfages where he deemed the original, from 
which he tranflated, was wrong, erring only 
in his judgment. Hakluyt, twenty years after 
His previous 
character. 
He has charge 
of Cabot's 
maps, &c. 
• 
Are they in 
Spain? 
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Hakluyt's 
• • 
op1n1on. 
Eden's ac· 
count of 
Cabot's death. 
Eden's 
'' Taifnerus ~' 
' King's Li-
brary, Britiih 
Mufeum. 
Life of 
Cabot's death, ere he himfelf was made a pre-
bendary of Brifl:ol, tried often, he tells us! 
to get a fight of this precious coJleCtion of 
Cabot's, and met with repeated and peremp-
tory refuf als from Worthington, for which 
there appears to have been no adequate 1no-
tive. And hence, in the preface to his great 
and valuable work, Hakluyt fays that cc the 
office of pilot-major was, not long after 
Cabot's death, to the great hindrance of the 
comn1onwealth, miferably turned to other pri-
vate ufes. '' 
Henceforth we lofe fight of the good old 
man. " Ingratitude, more fl:rong than traitor's 
arms, quite vanquifhed him; then burft his 
mighty heart." 
His faithful and .attached friend, Richard 
Eden, jufl: beckons us to fee him die. 
It is with f omething like awe we gather 
round the bed and find cc the ruling paffion 
ftrong in death." cc As the f pirit fl:ruggles 
with the clay," cc he fpeaks flightily about a 
Divine revelation to him of a new and infal-
lible method of finding the longitude, which 
he could not difclofe to any mortal." 
Sebaflian Cabot. 
Perchance Eden underfl:ood him not, and 
the dying man was thinking of Him "who, 
as far as the eafl: is from the weft, hath f o far 
removed our tranf greffions from us." In the 
infinite ocean of the love of his Saviour he 
found no variation, but a folid da{/Jrom which 
neither length, or breadth, or depth, or height 
could feparate him ; which, paffing all human 
underfl:anding, was partially revealed in the 
glimpfe whi_ch his dying eye caught of the 
SpiritW orld, beyond the river, and fo, joyoufly 
and trufl:fully, like a child in his old age, he 
fank to his reft. 
At even-tide it was light. 
The date of his death, like that of his birth, 
is unknown, and we can only infer that it was 
in or near London, from the fact that Eden, 
who Jived there, was prefent. 
Even where his allies lie is a myfl:ery; and 
he who gave to England a continent, and to 
Spain an empire, lies in f ome unknown tomb. 
He created our navy and made it into a 
profeffion, in which, at firfl:, landfmen and 
commanders of eminence on fhore like Sir 
Hugh Willoughby were promoted to high 
Cabot finds 
the Celeftial 
longitude. 
Date of his 
death un-
known, 
or the place 
of his burial. 
Summary of 
his labours 
for the 
Britiili navy. 
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Campbell's 
opinion of 
Cabot. 
His dif-
• cover1es, 
labours, 
wifdom, 
gentlenefs_, 
Life of 
fl:ation. But it was foon feen to be, not only 
highly defirable, but abfolutely neceifary that 
feamen iliould, from boy hood, be trained . for 
future command on the deep, and that every 
commander of a iliip fhould be a thorough 
failor. 
Campbell terms him the author of our 
maritime fl:rength ; and it is impoffible for 
even the moft curfOry reader of thefe pages to 
be blind to the immenfe fervices which he 
rendered to this nation, whofe power and 
pofition in the world have been won by her 
commerce and her fhips. 
This man, who f urveyed and depiCl:ed three 
thoufand miles of a coaft which he had dif-
covered ; who gave to Britain, not only the 
continent, but the untold riches of the deep, 
in the fifheries of Newfoundland, and the 
whale fifhery of the Arctic Sea; who broke 
up a monopoly that, vampire-like, was fucking 
out England's infant fl:rength, and unlocked 
for her the treaf ures of the world, faying, " Go, 
win and then wear them ; " who is never re-
ported to have fl:ruck an aggreflive blow; who 
made enemies into friends, and whofe friends 
-------- --------------------
Sebajlian Cabot. 
were ever warmly attached to him ; who, by 
his uprightnefs and fair dealing, raifed Eng-
land's name high among the nations, placed 
her credit on a folid foundation, and made her 
citizens ref peCted ; who was the father of free 
trade, and gave us the carrying trade of the 
world : this man has not a fl:atue in the city 
that gave him birth, or in the metropolis of 
the country he fo greatly enriched, or a name 
on the land he difcovered. Emphatically, the 
mofl: fcientific feaman of his own or, perhaps, 
many f ubfequent ages one of the gentlefl:, 
bravefl:, heft of men his aCl:ions have been 
mifreprefented, his difcoveries denied, his 
deeds afcribed to others, and calumny has 
flung its filth on his memory. 
We have ftriven to clear away the mifre-
prefentations with which ignorance, prejudice, 
and malignity have. overlaid his life and ac-
tions, and to bring out the man from the 
furoud in which oblivion had partially en-
wrapped him. 
To us it has been indeed a labour of Jove; 
for, like fome glorious antique in an acropolis 
of weeds, he grew in beauty as we lifted off, 
' 
and high 
and honour-
able character, 
a public gain 
to England, 
and the feed 
whence 
fprang our 
commercial 
greatnefs. 
This a labour 
of love, 
to clear his 
charaB:er, 
and fuftain 
his fair fame. 
Life of Sebajlian Cabot. 
, 
one after another, the af perfions which had 
been cafl: upon him, until, as the lafl: fl:ain was 
removed, and our loving work was done, as 
he fl:ood before us in the majefl:y of his true 
manhood, we were amazed that fuch a man 
fhould have remained fo little known, and our 
only forrow in conneetion with our work was 
this that the tafk of exhuming his reputation 
had not fallen into abler a11d more efficient 
hands. 
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9~~~", ~1 N ELEGY IN A COUNTRY CHURCHYARD. By ':-~ ~ Tho_mas Gr3:Y· W~th Si::.:teen Wate_r-Colo1;1r . Drawings, b_y 
~ ,r:<!n. Eminent Artists, printed 1n Colours in facs11nile of the Ori-Ji~~ ~ ginals. Uniform 'vith the Illustrated'~ StoryWithout an End." 
-~ Royal 8vo. cloth, 12s. 6d.; or in morocco, 25s. 
" Another edition of the imrnortal ' Elegy,' charniingly printed and 
gracefully bound, but with a new feature. The illustrations are woodcuts 
in colours, and they are adrn'irable specimens of the art." -Art J ournD.1. 
" Rernarkable for thoughtful conception and all that artistic finish of which 
this newly-born art is capable." -Morning Post. "Beauty and care visible 
throughout." -Standard. 
THE S'TORY WITHOUT AN END. From the German of 
Carove. By Sarah Austin. Illustrated with Sixteen Original Water-
Colour Drawings by E. V. B., printed in Fac-sin1ile and numerous Illus-
trations on 'vood. Small 4to. cloth extra, 12s. ; or in morocco, 2ls. 
*** Also a Large Paper Edition, 'vith the Plates mounted (only 250 
copies printed), morocco, ivory inlaid, 3ls. 6d. 
" Nowhere will he find the Book of Nature rnore freshly and beautifully 
opened for him th(]Jn in ' The Story ivithout an End,' of its kind one of the 
best that ivas ever written.''-Quarterly Review. 
Also, illustrated by the same Artist. 
Child's Play. Printed in fac-simile from Water-Colour Dra,v1ngs, 1s. 6d. 
Tennyson's May Queen. Illustrated on Wood. Large Paper Edit. 1s.6d. 
PEAKS AND VALLEYS OF THE ALPS. Fr<Jm Water· 
colour Dra\vings by Elijah Walton. Chromo-Lithographed by J. H. 
Lowes, with Descriptive Text by the Rev. T. G. Bonney, l\1. A., F. G.S. 
Folio, half morocco, with 21 large Plates. Original subscription 8 
guineas. A very limited edition only nO'\V issued at 4l. 14s. 6d. 
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The Seven Church.es of Asia. The result of Two Years' Explo-
ration of their Locality:and Remains. By. Mr. A. Svoboda. With 20 full-
page Photographs taken on the spot. Edited 'vi th a preface by the Rey. 
H. B. Tristram, F .L.S. 4to. cloth extra, price 2 guineas. 
" Sonie time since we revieu-ed the photographs taken by Mr. Svoboda 
on the sites of the famous Christian cities of Asia Minor, and found in 
the1n much that was interesting to the Biblical student and historian. We 
have in the well-printed volurne before us twenty of these interesting illus-
trations, whichfai1"ly display the present state of the ruins so deeply connected 
with the early history of Christianity. Of these Smyrna supplies four, 
Ephesus five, Laodicea two, Hieropolis one, Sardis tu:o, Philadelphia one, 
Magnesia Sypilusone, Thyatira one, and Pergamos three. To these the 
author has attached a carefully-written and very interesting se1"ies of 
accounts of the ruins and their history, taken from a popula1" and Scrip-
tural point of view. Mr. Tristram has done his share of the ivork well, 
and edited a capital manual which is suited not only to general readers, 
but as a book of reference on a Rubject about ivhich little is knoivn, and 
that little not available without researches which would rival those of our 
author."-Athenreum. 
Christian Lyrics. Chiefly selected from Modern Authors. 138 
Poems, illustrated "1ith upwards of 150· Engravings, under the superin-
tendence of J. D. Cooper. Small 4to. cloth extra, 10s. 6d.; morocco, 2ls. 
Illustrations of the Natural Order of Plants; with Groups and 
Descriptions. By Elizabeth Twining. Splendidly illustrated in colours 
from nature. Reduced from the folio edition. 2 vols. Royal 8vo. cloth 
extra, price 5 guineas. 
Choice Editions of Choice Books. New Editions. Illustrated by 
C. W. Cope, R . .LL\.., T. Creswick, R. A., Edward Duncan, Birket Foster, 
J.C. Horsley, A. R.A., George Hicks, R. Redgrave, R .. A .. , C. Stonehouse, 
F. Tayler, George Thomas, H. J. To\vnshend, E. H. Wehnert, Har-
rison Weir, &c. Crown Svo. clo_th, 5s. each; mor. 10s. 6d. 
Bloomfield's Farmer's Boy. 
Campbell's Pleasures of Hope. 
Cundall's Elizabethan Poetry. 
Coleridge's Ancient Mariner. 
Goldsmith's Deserted Village. 
Goldsmith's Vicar of 'Vakefield. 
Gray's Elegy in a Churchyard. 
Keat's Eve of St. Agnes. 
Milton's l' Allegro. 
Rogers' Pleasures of Memory. 
Shakespeare's Songs and Sonnets. 
Tennyson's May Queen. 
Weir's Poetry of Nature. 
Wordsworth's Pastoral Poems. 
Bishop Heber's Hymns. An Illustrated Edition, with upwards 
of one hundred Designs. Engraved, in the first style of Art under the 
superintendence of J. D. Cooper. Small 4to. handsomely bound, price 
Half a Guinea ; morocco, 2ls. 
The Divine and Moral Songs of Dr. Watts: a New and very 
choice Edition. Illustrated with One Hundred Woodcuts in the first 
style of the Art, from Original Designs by Eminent Artists; engraved 
by J. D. Cooper. Small 4to. cloth extra, price 7 s. 6d. ; morocco, 15s. 
Light. after Darkness : Religious Poems by Harriet Beecher 
Stowe. With Illustrations. Small post 8vo. cloth, 3s. 6d. 
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Artists and Arabs; or Sketching in Sunshine. By Henry 
Blackburn, author of ., The Pyrenees," . &c. Numerous Illustrations. 
Demy Svo. cloth. 10s. 6d. 
The Pyrenees; 100 Illustrations by Gustave Dore, and a De-
scription of Summer Life at French Watering Places, By Henry Black- ,' 
burn. · Royal Svo. cloth, 18s. ; morocco, 25s. 
Also by the same Author. 
TRAVELLING IN SPAIN, illustrated, 16s. or Cheaper Edition, 6s. 
Milton's Paradise Lost. With the original Steel Engravings of 
John Martin. Printed on large paper, royal 4to. handsomely bound, 
3l. 13s. 6d. ; morocco extra, 5l. 15s. 6d. 
Favourite English Poems. Complete Edition. Comprising a 
Collection of the most celebrated Poems in the English Language, with 
but one or two exceptions unabridged, from Chancer to Tennyson. With 
300 Illustrations by the first Artists. Two Yols. royal 8vo. half bound, 
top gilt, Roxburgh style, ll. 18s.; antique calf, 3l. 3s. 
Schiller's Lay of the Bell. Sir E. Bulwer Lytton:s translation; 
beautifully illustrated by forty-two wood Engravings, drawn by Thomas 
Scott, and engraved by J. D. Cooper, after the Etchings by Retszch. 
Oblong 4to. cloth extra, 14s. ; morocco, 25s. 
Edgar A. Poe's Poems. Illustrated by Eminent Artists. Small 
4to. cloth extra, price 10s. 6d. · 
A New and Revised Edition of Mrs. Palliser's Book of Lace, 
comprising a History of the Fabric from the Earliest Period, with up-
wards of 100 Illustrations and Coloured Designs, including some In-
teresting Examples from the Leeds Exhibition. By Mrs. Bury Palliser. 
1 vol. Svo. cloth extra. [Nearly ready. 
The Royal Cookery Book. By Jules Gouffe, Chef de Cuisine of 
the Paris Jockey Club. Translated and ·Adaptecl for English use. By 
Alphon~e Gouffe, Head Past.rycook to Her Majesty the Queen. Illus-
trated with large Plates beautifully printed in Colours, and One Hun-
dred and Sixty-One Woodcuts. Super-royal Svo. cloth extra, 2l. 2s. 
• .• Notice-Household Cheaper Edition.-The unanimous welcome ac-
corded to "" The Royal Cookery Book" by all the leading reviews within 
the short time that has elapsed since its appearance, and the conviction 
that it is the cookery book for the age, induce the Publishers to issue 
for contemporaneous sale with this sumptuous presentation volume a 
Household Edition in one handsome large type book for domestic use. 
Price 10s. 6d., strongly half-bound. 
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The Bayard Serz"es. 
CHOICE COl\IPANIONABLE PLEASURE BOOKS OF LITERATUli.E 
FOR CIRCULATION AT HOME AND ABROAD, 
COl\IPRISING 
HISTORY, BIOGRAPHY, TRAVEL, ESSAYS, NOVELETTES, ETC. 
Wl1ich, under caref11l editing, will be ver}' choicely printed, with 
Vignette Title-page, Notes, and Index; the aim being to ·insure 
perm·anent value, as well as present attractiveness, and to render 
€ach volume an acquisition to the libraries of a new g.eneration of 
readers. l 6mo. bound flexible in cloth extra, gilt edges, with 
·silk head bands and registers .. 
Each Volume, .complete in itself, price Half-a-crown. 
THE STORY OF THE CHEVALIER BAYARD. From 
the French of the Loyal Servant, Thi. de Berville, and others. By E. 
Walford. With Introduction and Notes by the Editor. 
" Praise of him must walk the earth 
F<>r eYer, and to noble deeds give birth. 
This is the happy warrior; this is he 
That every man in arms would wish to be."-WordsW()rth. 
SAINT LOUIS, KING OF FRANCE. The curious and 
characteristic Life .of this M.onareh by De Joinville. Translated by 
Sames Hutton. 
" St. Louis and his eompanions, as described by Joinville, 1Wt onty in 
their glistening armour, but in their every-day attire, are brought nearer 
to us, become intelligible to us, and teack us lessons of humanity which we 
can learnfrom men only, and not from sai,nts and he1·oes. Here lies the 
real value of real history. It widens our minds and our hearts, and gives 
us that true knowledge of the world and of human nature in all its phases 
which but few can gain in the short span of their own life, and in the nar-
row sphere of their friends and enemies. We can hardly imagine a better 
book for boys to read or for men to ponder over.''-Times. 
THE ESSAYS OF ABRAHAM COWLEY. Comprising all 
his Prose Works; the Celebrated Character of Cromwell, Cutter of Cole-
man Street, &c. &c. With Life, Notes, ana Illustrations. 
·" Praised in kis day as a great Poet; the head of the school of poets 
called metaphysical, he is now chiefl,y known by those prose essays, all too 
short, and all too few, which, whether for thought or for expression, have 
rarely been excelled by any ivriter in any language."-"'A'I..ary Russell 
Mitford's Recollections. 
ABDALLAH AND THE FOUR-LEAVED SHAMROCK. 
By Edouard Labonllaye, of the French .A.cademy. · Translated by Mary 
L. Booth. 
One of the noblest and purest Frenc(t stories ever written. 
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The Bayard Series,-
"!'ABLE-TALK AND OPINIONS OF NAPOLEON THE 
FIRST. 
A compilation from the best sources of this great man's shrewd and 
often prophetic thoughts, for ming the best inner life of the most extraordi-
nary man of modern ti>nes. 
THE I\:ING AND THE COMMONS: Cavalier and Purita11 
Poems. Selected and i\rranged by Henry l\'.lorley, Professor of Litera-
ture, London Unive1·sity. 
* * * It ivas in working ort this volume that Jltlr. Mo'l'ley discovered the 
New Poem attributed to Milton. A facsimile of the Poem and Signature 
J. or P. M., with parallel passages, and the whole of the evidence, pro 
and con, is given in the prefatory 1natter. 
VATHEK. An Oriental R.omance. By ·William Beckford. 
'' Beckford's' Vathek' is here presented as one of the beautifully got-
up ivorks included in Messrs. Loiv and Co.'s 'Bayard Series,' every, one 
of which is a gem, and the ' Caliph V athek ' is, perhaps, the gerri of the 
collection.''-lllustrated Times. 
WORDS OF WELLINGTON. Maxims and Opinions, Sen-
tences and Reflections, of the Great Duke, gathered from his Despatches, 
Letters and Speeches. Printed at the Chiswick Press, on toned paper, 
cloth extra, price 2s. 6d. 
'· One of the best books that could be put into the hands of a youth to 
influence him for good." -Notes a1.d Q.ueries. 
J~ASSELAS, PRINCE OF ABYSSINIA. By Dr. Johnson. 
\\rith Introduction by the ReY. \Villiam 'Vest, B.A. 
" We are glad to welcome a reprint of a little hook which a great maste?: 
of English prose once said, " will clai1n perhaps the first place in English 
composition for a rnodel of grave and niajestic l .ringuage.' lt contains so 
niany grave maxims, so 1nany hints as to the conduct of life, and so rnuch 
r. vigorous and suggestive thought, and shrewd insight into the follies and 
fra'ilties, the greatness and u;eakness of hunian nature, that it is just one 
of those books which, like ' Bacon's Essays,' we read again and again with 
ever-increasing profit and pleasure.''-Examiner. 
" ' The Bayard Series' is a perfect marvel of cheapness and of exquisite 
taste in the binding and getting up. We hope and believe that these 
delicate morsels of choice literature icill be widely and gratefully w~l­
comed. '' -N onconfortnist. " Every one of the ioorks included in this ser!es 
is well worth possessing, and the iDhole will make an admirable foundation 
for the library of a studious youth of polished and refined tastes.'!1-
Illustrated Times. " We have here two more volumes of the series ap-
propriately called the' Bayard,' as they certainly a're 'sans reproche.' 
Of convenient size, with clear typography, and tasteful binding, ive know 
no other little volunies iohich make such good gift books for pe'rsons of 
mature age."-Examiner. "If the publishers go on as they have begun~ 
they will have furnished us with one of the most valuable and attractive 
series of books that have ever been issued from the press.''-Sunday Times. 
'' There has, perhaps, never been produced~anything rnore admirable, either 
as regards matter 01· manne1 .. "-0xford Times. 
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The Gentle Life Serz"es. 
l>rinted in Elzevir, on Toned Paper, and handsomely bound, 
forming suitable Volumes for Presents. 
Price 6s. each; or i·n ca~f extra, price 1 Os. 6d. 
I. 
TIIE GENTLE LIFE. Essays in Aid of the Formation of 
Character of Gentlemen and Gentlewomen. Ninth Edition. 
"His notion of a gentleman is of the noblest and truest order. The 
volurne is a capital specimen of what may be done by honest reason, 
high feeling, and cultivated intellect. A little cornpendium of cheerful 
philosophy."-Daily News. "Deserves to be printed in letters of gold, 
and circulated in every house."-Chambers's Journal. " The writer's 
object is to teach people to be truthful, sincere, generous: to be humble-
rninded, but bold in thought and action." -Spectator. ''It is with the more 
satisfaction that we meet with a new essayist who delights 'lvithout the 
smallest pedantry to quote the choicest wisdom of our forefathers, and 
who abides by those old-fashioned Christian ideas of duty which Steele and 
Addison, icits and men of the world, were not ashamed to set be/ ore the 
young Englishmen of 1713." -London Review. 
II. 
ABOUT IN THE WORLD. Essays by the Author of'' The 
Gentle Life." 
" It is not easy to open it at any page ivithout finding some happy idea." 
Morning Post. " Another characteristic merit of these essays is, that they 
make it their business, gently but firmly, to apply the qualifications and the 
corrections, which all philanthropic theories, all general rules or maxims, or 
principles, stand in need of before you can make them work."-Literary 
Churchman. 
III. 
LIKE UNTO CHRIST. A new translation of the '' De Imita· 
tione Christi," usually ascribed to Thomas a Kempis. With a Vignette 
from an Original Drawing by Sir Thomas Lawrence. Second Edition. 
" Think of the little work of Thomas a Kempis, translated into a huridred 
languages, and sold by millions of copies, and which, in inmost moments 
of deep thought, men make the guide of their hearts, and the friend_ of 
their closets."-Archbishop of York, at the Literary Fund, 1865. 
" Evinces independent scholarship, a profound feeling for the original, 
and a minute attention to delicate shades of expression, u:hich may well 
make it acceptable even to those who can enjoy the wo'rh without a trans-
lator's aid."-Nonconformist. "Could not be presented in a more exquisite 
for1n, fo1" a more sightly voluiue was never seen."-Illust.rated London 
N e\vs. " Tlie preliminary essay is well-icritten, good, and interesting." -
Saturdav ReYiew . 
. 
' 
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IV. 
FAMILIAR WORDS. An Index Verborum, or Quotation 
Handbook. Affording an immediate Reference to Phrases and Sentences 
that have become embedded in the English language. Second and en-
larged Edition. 
'' Should be on every library table, by the side of' Roget's Thesaurus.' " 
-Daily News. "Abnost every ,farniliar quotation is to be found in this 
work, iohich forms a book of reference absolutely indispensable to the lite-
?"a'ry rrian, and of interest and service to the public geneTally. Mr. Frisu:ell 
has our best thanks for his painstaking, laborious, and conscientious 
work."-City Press. 
v. 
ESSAYS BY MONTAIGNE. Edited, Compared, I~evised, and 
Annotated by the Author of" The Gentle Life." \Vith Vignette Portrait. 
Second Edition. 
'' We should be glad if any 'U.'ords of ours could help to bespeak a large 
circulation for this handso1ne attractive book ; and who can refuse his 
homage to the good-hurnoured industry of the editor.''-Illustrated Times. 
" The reader really gets in a compact form all of the charming, chatty 
JJ1.ontaigne that he needs to know."-Observer. " This edition is pure of 
questionable matter, and its perusal is calculated to enrich without cor-
rupting the mind of the reader."-Daily Ne,vs. 
VI. 
'THE COUNTESS OF PEMBROKE'S ARCADIA. Written 
by Sir Philip Sidney. Edited, with Notes, by the Author of" The Gentle 
Life." Dedicated, by permission, to the Earl _of Derby. 7 s. 6d. 
''All the best things in the Arcadia are retained intact in Mr. J?riswell,s 
edition, and even brought into greater proniinence than in the original, by 
the curtailment of sonie of its inferior portions, and the oniission of most of 
its eclogues and other metrical digressions."-Examiner. "It was in itself 
a thing so interesting as a development of English literature, that u:e are 
tlianliful to ~Jr. Frisu;ell for reproducing, in a very elegant volume, the 
chief work of the gallant and chivalrous, the gay yet learned knight, who 
patronized the 1nuse of Spenser, and fell upon the bloody field of Zutphen, 
leaving behind him a light of heroisni and humane con1passion ivliich would 
shed an eternal glory on his name, though all he ever ivrote had per~is!ted 
with hi·mself."-London Review. 
VII. 
THE GENTLE LIFE. Second Series. 'l,hird Edition. 
'' There is the sanie mingled power and simplicity which rnakes the 
author so emphatically a first-rate essayist, giving a fascination in each 
essay which will make this volunie at least as popular as its elder brother." 
-Star. " These essays are amongst the best in our language."-Public 
Opinion. 
VIII. 
V ARIA : Readings from Rare Books. Reprinted, by permis-
sion, from the Saturday Review, Spectator, &c. 
" The books discussed in this volume are no less valuable than they are 
rare, but life is not long enough to allou; a reader to wade th1·ough such 
thick folios, and therefore the compiler is entitled to the ratitude of the 
public ._for having sifted their contents, and thereby rendered, their treasures 
ava£lable to the general reader."-Observer. 
• 
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IX. 
. 
A CONCORDANCE Oii VEllBAL INDEX to the wl1ole ot' 
Milton's Poetical ''r or ks. Comprising up,vards of 20,000 Reference&. 
By Charles D. Cleveland, LL.D. With Vignette Portrait of l\'.Iilton·. 
* '* • This \Vork affords an immediate reference to any passage in any 
edition of Milton's Poems, to 'vhich it may be justly termed an indis-
pensable Appendix. 
"By the admirers of JJ1ilton the book will be highly appreciated, but 'its 
chief value will, if we 1nistake not, befuund in the fact that 'it is a compact 
1vord-book of the En.r;lish language.''-Record. "./.ln invaluable Jn,dex, 
'lvhich the publishers have done a public service in reprinting."-Notes and 
Queries. 
x. 
THE SILENT IIOUR: Essays, Original and Selected. By 
the Author of" The Gentle Life." Second Edition . 
. 
'' Out of tiventy Essays five are from the Editor's pen, and he ha.'l se-
lected the rest from the writings of Barrow, Baxter, Sherlock, JJ.iassillon, 
Latimer, Sand_7JS, Jeremy Taylor, Ruskin, and lzaac lValton. The se-
lections liave been made with taste and judgment, and the Editor's own 
contributions are not unu;orthy in themselves of a place in such dis-
tinguished company. 7.!te volurne is avoioedly meant '.for Sunday reading .. 
and those who have not access to the 0 1riginats of great authors may do 
?.vorse on 6"unday or any other afternoon, than fall back upon the ' Silent 
Hour' and the .qolden u'ords of Jeremy Taylor and 111assillon. A.ll who 
possess the ' Gentle 1.~ife' should oivn this volunie."-Standard. 
XI. 
I~SSAYS ON ENGLISH WRITERS, for the Self-in11Jrove-
ment of Students in English Literature. 
~' The author hrts a d·istinct JJUrpose and a proper and noble ambition to 
·tc'in the young to the pu1re and noble study of our glorious English lite1'"ature. 
1rte book is too good intrinsicall.11 not to com1nand a wide and increasing 
circulation, and its style is so JJleasant and lii·el71 that it u:ill find rnany 
1readers among the educated classes, as well as anzong self-helpers. 7."'o all 
(both rnen and ivornen) who have neglected to read and study their native 
literature ive iDould certainly suggest the volume before us as a fitting in-
troduction.''-Exam iner. 
XII. 
OTHER PEOPLE'S WINDO\VS. 
Second Edition. 
By J. Hain Friswell. 
" The old project of a icindoio in, the bosoni to 'render the soul of man 
visible, is ichat every honest fellow has a manifold reason to wish 
for.''-Pope's Letters, Dec. 12, 1718. 
" The chapters are so lively in themselves, so mingled with shrewd views 
of hu'inan nature, so full of illustrative anecdotes, that tlie reader cannot 
fail to be amused. Written ioith remarkable powe1'" and effect. ' Other 
People's W""'"indows ' is distinguished by original and keen observation of 
life, as well as by lively and versatile power of narration."-l\iorning Post. 
" We have not read a cleverer or rnore entertaining book for a long time." 
Observer. " Some of the little stories are very graceful and tender, but 
Mr. Friswell's style is always bright and pleasant, and' Other People's 
Windows' is just the book to lie upon the drawing-1"oom table, and be read 
h.11 snatches at idle moments.''-Guardian. 
L1~st of P1ublicatio·ns. 9 
LITERATURE, VVORKS OF REFERENCE, ETC. 
~~-;:!;;:;:Jr'HE Origin. and IIistory of the English Language, and 
~ k1 of the early literature it embodies. By the Hon. George P. 
Marsh, U. S. Minister at Turin, Author of "Lectures on the 
English Language." 8vo. cloth extra, 16s. 
Lect11res on the English Language; forming the Introductory 
Series to the foregoing \Vork. By the same Author. Svo. Cloth, 16.<.. 
This is the only author's edition. 
Man and Nature; or, Physical Geography as Modifi.ed by Human 
Action. By George P. Marsh, Author of" Lectures on the English Lan-
guage," &c. 8Yo. cloth, 14s. 
"JJ11·. 1J1arsh, iv ell known as the author of two of the most scholarly 
ivorks yet published on the English ~anguage, sets hi1nself in excellent 
spirit, and with immense learning, to indicate the character; and, approxi-
niately, the extent of the changes produced by hu,man action in the phJ/S'lCal 
condition of the globe . ice inhabit. The whole o.f Mr. 111.arsh' s book is an 
eloquent showing of the duty of' care in the establishrnent of ha~·rnony 
between man's life and the forces of nature, so as to bring to their highest 
points the fertility of the soil, the vigour of the anirnat life, and the salu~rity 
of the cliniate, on which u·e have to depend for the physical well-being of 
mankind.'' -Examine1~. 
Her Majesty's Mails: a History of the J?ost Office, and an 
Industrial Account of its Present Condition. By \Vm. Le,vins, of the 
General Post Office. 2nd Edition, l 9 evised and enlarged, with a Photo-
graphic Portrait of Sir Rowland Hill. Small post Svo. 6s .. 
A History of Banks for Savings ; including a full account of the 
origin and progress of Mr. Gladstone's recent prudential measures. By 
William Lewins, Author of" Her l\1ajesty's l\'Iails." 8vo. cloth. 12s. 
The English Catalogi1e of Books: giving the elate of publicatio11 
of every book published from 1835 to 1863, in addition to the title,. size, 
price, and publisher, in one alphabet. An entirely new 'vor~ combining 
the Copyrights of the "London Catalogue" and the "British Catalogue." 
One thick volume of 900 pages, half morocco .. 45s. 
* * * The Annual Catalogue of Books published during 1868 'vi th Index 
of Subjects. 8-ro. 5s. 
Index to the Subjects of Books publisl1ed in the United Kingdom 
during the last 'fwentyYears-1837-1857. Containing as many as 74,000 
references, under subjects, so as to ensure i1n~ediate reference to the 
books on the subject required, each giving title, :price, publisher, and 
date. T'vo valuable Appendices are also given-.... ~, containing full lists 
of all Libraries, Collections, Series, and l\'.Iiscella.nies-and B, a List of 
Literary Societies, Printing Societies, and their Issues. One vol. royal 
8vo. Morocco, Il. 6s. 
***Volume II. fron11857 in Preparation. 
Outli11es of lVIoral Pl1ilosophy. By J)ugald Ste,vart, Professor 
of l\Ioral Philosophy 111 the University of Rdinburgh, 'vitll Memoir, &e., 
By Ja1nes McCosh, Lt.D~ New Edition, 12mo. 3s. 6d. 
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A Dictionary of Photography, on the Basis of Sutton's Dictionary. 
Rewritten by Professor Dawson, of King's College, Editor of the" Journal 
of Photography;" and Thomas Sutton, B.A., Editor of " Photograph 
Notes." 8vo. with numerous Illustrations. 8s. 6d. 
Dr. Worcester's New and Greatly Enlarged Dictionary of the 
English Language. Adapted for Library or College Reference, compris-
ing 40,000 \Vords more than Johnson's Dictionary. 4to. cloth, 1,834 pp. 
price 3ls. 6d. well bound. 
" The volumes before us sho'v a vast amount of diligence; but with 
Webster it is diligence in combination with fancifulness,-with \Vor-
cester in combination with good sense and judgment. \Vorcester's is the 
soberer and safer book, and may be pronounced the best existing English 
Lexicon. "-Athenceum. 
'The Publishers' Circular, and General Record of British and 
Foreign Literature; giving a transcript of the title-page of every work 
published in Great Britain, and every 'vork of interest published abroad, 
with lists of all the publishing houses. 
Published regularly on the 1st and 15th of every Month, and forwarded 
post free to all parts of the world on payment of 8s. per annum. 
A Handbook to the Charities of London. By Sampson Low, 
Jun. Comprising an Account of upwards of 800 Institutions chiefly in 
London and its Vicinity. A Guide to the BeneYolent and to the Unfor-
tunate. Cloth limp, ls. 6d. 
Pri11ce Albert's Golden Precepts. Second Edition, with Photo-
graph. A l\'Iemorial of the Prince Consort ; comprising Maxims and 
Extracts from Addresses of His late Royal Highness. Many now for 
the first time collected and carefully arranged. With an Index. Royal 
16mo. beautifully printed on toned paper, cloth, ~ilt edge&, 2s. 6d. 
Our Little Ones in Heaven: Tho11ghts in Prose and Verse, se· 
lected from the Writings of favourite Authors; with Frontispiece after 
Sir Joshua Reynolds. Fcap. 8vo. cloth extra. Second Edition. 3s. 6d . 
.. 
BIOGRAPHY, TRAVEL, AND ADVENTURE. 
--~-"""HE Life of John James Aud11bon, the Naturalist, in· 
eluding his Romantic Adventures in the back woods of 
America, Correspondence 'vith celebrated Europeans, &c. 
Edited, from materials supplied by his wido,v, by liiobert Bu-
chanan. 8vo. With portraits, price 15s. 
" A readable book, with many interesting and so1ne thrilling pages in 
it.''-Athenreum. "Ji~rom first to last, the biography teems with interesting 
adventures, with amusing or perilous incidents, with curious gossip, with 
picturesque description.''-Daily News. "But, as we have said, Audubon 
could ivrite as iv ell as draw ; and wh:ile his port/ olio ivas a cause of wonder 
to even such men as Cuvier, Wilson, and Sir Thomas Lawrence, his diary 
contained a nuniber of spirited sketches of the places he had visited, which 
cannot fail to interest and even to delight the reader.''-Examiner. 
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Leopold the First, King of the Belgians ; from unpublished 
documents, by Theodore Juste. Translated by Robert Black, l\f.A. 
'' A readable biography of the wise and good King Leopold is certa·in to 
be read in England."-Daily News. "A more important contribution to 
historical litf.ature has not for a long while been furnished."-Bell's 
Messenger. ' Vf great value to the future historian, and will interest 
politicians even now."-Spectator. " The subject is of interest, and the 
story is narrated without excess of enthusiasm or depreciation. The trans-
lation by Mr. Black is executed 1.vith correctness, yet not without a grace-
ful ease. This end is not often attained in translations so nearly verbal as 
this; the book itself deserves to become popular in England.''-Athenreum. 
Ifredrika Br~mer's Life, Letters, and Posthumous Works. 
Edited by her sister, Charlotte Bremer; translated from the Swedish 
by Fred. l\iilow. Post 8vo. cloth. 10s. 6d. 
The Rise and Fall of the Emperor Maximilian : a11 Authentic 
History of the Mexican Empire, 1861-7. Together with the Imperial 
Correspondence. With Portrait, 8vo. price 10s. 6d. 
Madame Recamier, Memoirs and Correspondence of. Trans-
lated from the French and edited by J. M. Luyster. With Portrait. 
Cro\Vn 8Yo. 7 s. 6d. 
Plutarch's I.Jives. An entirely new Library Edition, carefully 
revised and corrected, with so1ne Original Translations by the Editor. 
Edited by A. H. Clough, Esq. sometime Fellow of Oriel College, Oxford, 
and late Professor of English Language and Literature at University 
College. 5 vols. 8vo. cloth. 2l. ~Os. • 
Social Life of the Chinese: a Daguerreotype of Daily Life in 
China. Condensed from the 'Vork of the Rev. J. Doolittle, by the Rev. 
Paxton Hood. With above 100 Illustrations. Post 8vo. price 8s. 6d. 
The Open Polar Sea : a Narrative of a Voyage of Discovery 
towards the North Pole. By Dr. Isaac I. Hayes. An entirely new and 
cheaper edition. With Illustrations. Small post 8vo. 6s. 
1"he Physical Geography of the Sea and its Meteorology; or, the 
Economy of the Sea and its Adaptations, its Salts, its Waters, its Climates, 
its Inhabitants, and whatever there may be of general interest in its Com-
mercial Uses or Industrial Pursuits. By Commander l\'I. F. l\'.laury, LL.D 
New Edition. With Charts. Post 8Yo. cloth extra. 
Captain Hall's Life with the Esquimaux. New and cheaper 
Edition, with Coloured EngraYings and upwards of 100 Woodcuts. With 
a J\<Iap. Price 7s. 6d. cloth extra. Forming the cheapest and most popu-
lar Edition of a work on Arctic Life and Exploration ever published. 
Christian Heroes in the Army and Navy. By Charles Rogers, 
LL.D. Author of., Lyra Britannica." Cro\vn 8vo. 3s. 6d. 
The Black Country and its Green Border Land; or, Expedi-
tions and Explorations round Birmingham, 'Volverhampton, &c. By 
Elihu Burritt. Second and cheaper edition, post 8vo. 6s. 
A 'Valk from London to John O~Groats, and from London to 
the Land's End and Back. 'Vith Notes by the 'Vay. By Elihu Burritt. 
Two Yols. price 6s. each, with Illlilstrations~ 
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'l"he Voyage Alone; a Sail in tl1e '' Ya,vl, Rob Roy.'' By John 
M'Gregor. 'Vith Illustrations. Price 5s. 
Also, unif0'1'rn, lYy the same Author, with Maps and 'Xumerous Illus-
trations, price 5s. each. 
A Thousand Miles in the Rob Roy Canoe, on Rivers and Lakes of 
Europe. Fifth edition. 
The Rob Roy on the Baltic. A Canoe Voyage in Norway, Sweden, &c. 
NE'\V BOOKS FOR YOUNG PEOPLE. 
l~ ~\- . ILD Life under the Equator. By Pa,ul Du Chaillu, ~ ~ :'l Author of " DiscoYeries in Equato1·ial Africa." With 40 
~ ·;til ;sl Original Illustrations, price 6s. 
" M. du Chaillu's name ivill be a_ sufficient guarantee for the interes~ ~f 
Wild Life under the Equator, which he has nar1rated for young people in 
a very readable volunie."-Times. " M. Du Chaillu proves a good writer 
for the young, and he has skilfully utilized his experience for their benefit.'~ 
-Economist. " The author possesses an immense advantage over other 
writers of Adventures for boys, and this is secure for a popular run: it 
is at once light, racy, and attractive.''-111ustrated Times. 
Also by the same Author, unif ormo 
Stories of the Gorilla Country, 36 Illustrations. Price 6s. 
"It would be hard to.find a more interesting book/or boys than this.''-
Times. '' Young people will obtain from it a very considerable amount 
of information touching the manners and customs, u~ays and nieans of 
Africans, and of course great amusernent in the accounts of the Gorilla. 
The book is really a meritorious work, and is elegantly got up." -Athenreum. 
Cast Away in the Cold. An Old Man's Story of a Young l\ian's 
AdYentures. By the Author of" The Open Polar Sea.'' With Illus-
trations. Small 8vo. cloth extra, price 6s. 
" The result is delightful. A story of adventure of the most telling 
local colour and detail, the most exciting danger, and ending with the most 
natural and ejf ective escape. There is an air of veracity and reality 
about the tale which Capt. Hayes could scarcely help giving to an Arctic 
adventure of any kind. There is great vivacity and picticresqueness in 
the style, the illustrations are admirable, and there is a novelty in the 
' denouement' which greatly enhances the pleasure with which u:e lay the 
book doivn. This story of the two Arctic Crusoes will long remain one of 
the most poiverful o.f children's stories, as it assuredly deserves to be one 
of the most popular.''-Spectator. 
1,he Silver Skates; a Story of Holla11d Life. By Mrs. M. A. 
Dodge. Edited by W. H. G. Kingston. Illustrated, cloth extra, 3s. 6d. 
The Voyage of the Constance; a tale of the Polar Seas. By 
Mary Gillies. \Vith 8 Illustrations by Charles Keene. Fcap. 3s. 6d .. 
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Life amongst the North ancl South 4t\merica11 Inclians. .By 
George Catlin. And Last Rambles amongst the Indians beyond the 
Rocky l\1ountains and the Andes. With numerous Illustrations by the 
Author. 2 vols. small post 8vo. 5s. each, e loth extra. 
" An adrniralJle ~.ook, full of useful information, wrapt up in stories 
peculiarly adapted to rouse the irnagination and stirnulate the curiosity of 
boys and girls. To compare a book 1vith ' Robinson Crusoe,' and to say 
that it susta'ins such comparison, is to give it high praise indeed."-
Athen.reum. 
Otlr Salt and Fresl1 \tVater Tutors ; a Story of that Good Ol<l 
Time-Our School Days at the Cape. Edited by \V. H. G. Kingston. 
'\\"'"ith Illustrations, price 3s. 6d. 
" One of the best books of the kind that the season has given us. Thi~~ 
little book is to be coJnniended warnily."-Illustrated Times. 
'fhe Boy's Ow11 Book of Boats. A Description of every Craft 
that sails upon the \Vaters ; and how to l\1ake, Rig, and Sail Model 
Boats, by W. H. G. Kingston, with numerous Illustrations by E. \Veedon. 
Second edition, enlarged. Fcap. 8vo. 3s. 6d. 
" .This well-u)ritten, well-wrought book."-Athenreum. 
Also by tlie sa1ne Autlwr, 
Ernest Bracebridge: or, Boy's O\vn Book of Sports. 3s. 6d. 
The Fire Ships. A Story J>f the Days of Lord Cochrane. 5s. 
The Cruise of the Frolic. 5s. 
Jack Buntline: the Life of a Sailor Boy. 2s. 
The Autobiography of a Small Boy. By the Author of'' Scl1ool 
Days at Saxonhurst.'' Fcap. 8vo. cloth, 5s. [J.Vearly ready. 
Also now ready . 
. AJwyn 1\-Iorton, his School and his Schoolfello,vs. 5s. 
Stanton Grange; or, Life at a Tutor's. By the Rev. C. J. Atkinson. 5s. 
Phenomena and Laws of Heat : a Volume of Marvels of Science. 
By ... c\.chille Cazin. Translated and Edited by Elihu Rich. With 
numerous Illustrations. Fcap. 8vo. price 5s. 
Also, uniform, same price. 
Marvels of Optics. By F. l\'.Iarion. Edited and Translated by C. \V. 
Quin. With 70 Illustrations. 5s • 
. 
lVIarvels of Thunder aµd Lightning. By De Fonvielle. Edited by Dr. 
Phipson. Full of Illustrations. 5s. 
Stories of the Great Prairie. From the Novels of J. F. Cooper. 
Illustrated. Brice 5s. 
-
Also, unif orni, same price. 
Stories of the Woods, fro1n the Adventures of Leather-Stocking. 
Stories of the Sea, from Cooper's Naval Novels. 
The Voyage of the Constance. By Mary Gillies. 3s. 6d. 
The s,viss Family Robinson, and Sequel. In 1 vol. 3s. 6d. 
The Story Without an End. Translated by Sarah Austin. 2s. 6d. 
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Under the Waves ; . or the Hermit Crab in Society. By Annie 
E. Ridley. Impl. 16mo. cloth extra, 'vith coloured illustration. Cloth, 
4s.; gilt edges, 4s. 6d. 
Also beautifully fllustrated :-
Little Bird Red and Little Bird Blue. Coloured, 5s. 
Snow-Flakes, and what they told the Children. Coloured, 5s. 
Child's Book of the Sagacity of Animals. 5s.; or coloured, 7s. 6d. 
Child,s Picture Fable Book. 5s. ; or coloured, 7s. 6d. 
Child's Treasury of Story Books. 5s. ; or coloured, 7 s. 6d. 
The Nursery Playmate. 200 Pictures. 5s. ; or coloured, 9s. 
Adventures on the Great Hunting-Gro11nds of the World .. From 
the Frence .of Victor lVIeunier. With additional matter, including the 
Duke of Edinburgh's Elephant Hunt, &c. 'Vith 22 Engravings, 
priee 5s. 
" The book for all boys in ivhom the love of travel and adve11:ture is 
strong. They will find here plenty to amuse them and much to instruct 
them besides."-Times. · 
Also, lately published, 
One Thou.sand l\iiles in the Rob Roy Canoe7 By John Macgregor, M.A. 5s. 
The Rob Roy on the Baltic. By the same Author. 5s. 
Sailing Alone; or, 1,500 l\iiles Voyage in the Ya,vl Rob Roy. By the 
same Author. 5s. 
Golden Hair; a Tale of the Pilgrim Fathers. By Sir Lascelles Wraxall. 5s. 
Black Panther : a Boy's Adventures amongst the Red Skins. By the 
same Author. 5s. 
Anecdotes of the Queen a11d Royal Family of England. Collected, 
arranged, and edited, for the more especial use of Colonial Readers, by 
J. George Hodgins, LL.B, F.R.G.S., Deputy~Superintendent of Educa-
tion for the Province of Ontario. With Illustrations. Price 5s. 
Geography for my Children. By Mrs. Harriet Beecher Stowe. 
Author of" Uncle Tom's Cabin," &c. Arranged and Edited by an Eng-
lish Lady, under the Direction of the Authoress. With upwards of Fifty 
Illustrations. C_loth extra, 4s. 6d. 
Child's Play. Illustrated with Sixteen Coloured Drawings b~y 
E. V. B., printed in fac-simile by W. Dickes' process, and ornamented 
with Initial Letters. New edition, with India paper tints, royal 8vo. 
cloth extra, bevelled cloth, 7s. 6d. The Original Edition of this 'York 
was published at One Guinea. 
Little Gerty; or, the First Prayer, selected and abridged from 
" The Lamplighter." By a Lady. Price 6d. Particularly adapted 
for a Sunday School Gift Book. 
Great Fun and More Fun for our Little Friends. By Harriet 
Myrtle. With Ed\vard '\'\7ehnert's Pictures. 2 vols. each 5s. 
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BELLES LETTRES, FICTION, &c. 
n...--~ .. !·HE LOG OF MY LEISURE H()URS: a Story of 
Real Life. By an Old Sailor. 3 vols. post Svo. 24s. 
" If people do not read ' The Log ' it will have failed as 
regards the;n; but it is a success in every sense of the word as 
regards its author. It deserves to succeed."-Morning Post. 
David Gray; and other Essays, chiefly on Poetry. By Robert 
Buchanan. In one vol. fcap. Svo. price 6s. 
The Book of the So11net; being Selections, with an Essay 011 
Sonnets and Sonneteers. By the late Leigh Hunt. Edited, from the 
original MS. \Vith Additions, by S. Adams Lee. 2 vols. price 18s. 
"Reading a book of this sort should make us feel proud of our language 
and of our Literature, and proud also of that cultivated conimon nature 
which can raise so rnany noble thoughts and irnages out of this hard, sullen 
world into a thousand enduring fornis of beauty. The' Book of the Son-
ne~' shou~d be a classic, an~ the professor as well as the student of Englislt 
will find it a work of deep interest and co1npleteness."-London Revie,v. 
L~yra Sacra Americana: Gems of American Poetry, selected 
'\vith Notes and Biographical Sketches by C. D. Cleveland, D.D.,Author 
of the " l\iilton Concordance." 18mo., cloth, gilt edges. Price 4s. 6d. 
Poems of the Inner Life.. Selected chiefly from modern Authors, 
by permission. Small post 8vo. 6s.; gilt edges, 6s. 6d. 
English and Scotch Ballads, &c. An extensive Collection. 
With Notices of the kindred Ballads of other Nations. Edited by F. J . 
Child. 8 vols. fcap. cloth, 3s. 6d .. each. 
The Autocrat of the Breakfast Table. By Oliver Wendell 
Holmes, LL.D. Popular Edition, ls. Illustrated Edition, choicely 
printed, cloth extra, 6s. 
The Professor at the Breakfast Table. By Oliver Wendell Holmes, 
Author of ''The Autocrat of the Breakfast-Table.'' Cheap Edition, 
fcap. 3s. 6d. ; 
Bee-keepi11g. By '' The Times '' Bee-master. Small post 8vo. 
numerous illustrations, cloth, 5s. 
'' Our friend the Bee-master has the knack of exposition, and knows how 
to tell a story well; over and above which, he t'!lls a story so that thousands 
can take a practical, and not merely a speculative interest in it."-Times. 
Quee~ Little People. By the Author of'' Uncle Tom's Cabin.'' 
Fcap. ls. Also by the same Author. 
The Little Foxes that Spoil the Grapes, ls. 
House and Home Papers, ls. 
The Pearl of Orr's Island, Illustrated by Gilbert, 5s. 
The Minister's Wooing. Illustrated by Phiz, 5s. 
16 Srtmpso·n Low and Oo.'s L,1:st of Piiblications. 
'The Story of Four Little \Vomen: Meg, Joe, Beth, a11d. A1ny. 
By Louisa 1\1. Alcott. 'Vith Illustrations. 16mo, cloth :3s. 6d. 
''A bright, ckeerful, healthy stor·y-u:ith a tinge of thoughtful gravit.11 
al.Jout it 10/iich rerninds one of John Bunyan. Meg going to 17anity Fai'I" 
is a chapte1· written with great cleverness and a pleasant huniou1·."-
Guardian. 
Also, Entertaining Stories for Young Ladies, 3s. od. each, cloth, gilt edges. 
Helen Felton's Question: a Book for Garls. By Agnes 'Vylde. 
Faith Gartney)s Girlhood. By lVIrs. D. T. Whitney. Seventh thousand .. 
The GaY'vorthys. By the same Author. 'Ihird Edit.ion: 
A Summer in Leslie Goldtb.,vaite's Life. By the same Author. 
The Masque -at Ludlo\v. By the Author ~f ~' Mary Powell." 
Miss Biddy Frobisher: a Salt Water Story. By the same Author. 
Selvaggio; a Story of Italy. By the sa1ne Author. New Edition. 
The Journal 0f a \Vaiting Gentle,vomaa. By a ne\Y Author. New Edit.iou 
The Shady Side and the Sunuy Side. Two Tales of Ne-\V England. 
Maria11; .or, tl1e Ligl1t of Some One's Home. By Maud Jeanne 
Franc. Sm~ll post 8vo., 5s. 
Also, by tke sa1ne Author. 
Emily's Choiee: an Australian Tale. 5s. 
Vermont Vale: or, Ho.me Pictures in Australia. 5s. 
~rauchnitz~s Er1glish Editions of German A11thors. Each volume 
c1oth flexible, 2s~ ; or sewed, ls. 6d. The following are now ready :-
1. On the Heights. By B. Auerbach. 3 vols. 
2. In th.e Year '13.. By Fritz Reuter. l vol. 
3. Faust. By Goethe. 1 vol. 
4. Undine, and other Tales. By Fonque. l vol. 
5 L' Arrabiata. By Paul Heyse. I vol. 
o. The Princess, and other Tales. By Heinrich Zschokke. 1 voL 
'7. Lessing'·s N atha.n the ~\\Tise. 
8. Hacklander's Behind the Counter, translated by Mary Ho\vitt. 
I-'ow's Copyright Cheap Editions of American Authors. A 
thoroughly good and eheap series of editions, 'vh1ch, 1\-Vhilst combining 
every advantage that can be secured by the best 'vorkrr1anship at the 
lo,vest possible rate, will possess an additional claim on the reading 
public by providing for the remuneration of the American author and 
the legal protection of the English publisher. Ready:--
1. Haunted Hearts. By the Author of" The Lamplighter." 
2. The Guardian Angel. By'' The Autocrat of the Breakfast Table.'' 
.3. The Minister's Wooing.. By the Author of•' Uncle Tom's Cabin.'' 
To be followed by a Ne\V Volume on the first of every alternate month. 
Each complete in itself~ printed from ne'\V type, with Initial Letters and Orna-
ments, and published at the lo\v price of ls. 6d. stiff cover, or 2s. cloth. 
LONDON: SAMPSON L-OW, SON, AND MARSTON 
' CROWN BUILDINGS, 188, FLEET S'TREET. 
English, American, and Colonial Booksellers and Publishe1·s. 
Chiswick Pres~:-Whittingham and Wilkins, Tooks Court, Chancery Lune· 
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